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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Patent Proprietor (henceforth "The Proprietor") hereby files its Observations in

Reply to the Oppositions filed by Opponents l-IV.

2 REQUESTS

2.1 The Proprietor requests that all four Oppositions be refused.

2.2 The Proprietor requests that those parts of the Oppositions in which the Patent is

opposed on the ground of un-Patentability under Article 52(4) EPC (Article 100a EPC)
be refused.

2.3 The Proprietor requests that those parts of the Oppositions in which the Patent is

opposed on the ground of lack of novelty under Article 54 EPC (Article 1 00a EPC) be

refused.

2.4 The Proprietor requests that those parts of the Oppositions in which the Patent is

opposed on the ground of lack of inventive Step under Article 56 EPC (Article 100a

EPC) be refused.

2.5 The Proprietor requests that those parts of the Oppositions in which the Patent is

opposed on the ground of insufficiency of disclosure under Article 83 EPC (Article

100b EPC) be refused.

2.6 The Proprietor requests that those parts of the Oppositions in which the Patent is

opposed on the ground of added matter under Article 1 23(2) EPC (Article 1 00c EPC)
be refused.

2.7 The Proprietor hence requests maintenance of the Patent as per the granted Claims

1-38 (Main Request).

2.8 In the event that the Opposition Division decides not to maintain the Patent as per the

granted Claims 1-38 (Main Request), the Proprietor requests maintenance of the
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Patent as per the amended set of Claims 1-70 filed herewith (Auxiliary Request 1).

2.9 The Proprietor requests the opportunity to file one or more further sets of amended
claims (ie. Further Auxiliary Request claim sets) during the course of proceedings.

2.10 The Proprietor requests Oral Proceedings in the event the application is not to be

granted as per the Main Request or Auxiliary Request 1

.
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3 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE OPPOSITIONS

3.1 Opponent I (Corixa Corporation) has opposed the Patent as a whole. The opposition

is based on the grounds of lack of novelty, lack of inventive step, lack of sufficiency of

disclosure and added matter.

3.2 Opponent II (Human Genome Sciences) has opposed the Patent as a whole. The

opposition is based on the grounds of lack of novelty, lack of inventive step and lack

of sufficiency of disclosure.

3.3 Opponent III (Genentech, Inc.) has opposed the Patent as a whole. The opposition is

based on the grounds of lack of novelty, lack of inventive step, lack of sufficiency of

disclosure and added matter.

3.4 Opponent IV (Biogen Idee Inc.) has opposed the Patent as a whole. The opposition is

based on the grounds of lack of novelty, lack of inventive step and lack of sufficiency

of disclosure.
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4 MAIN REQUEST (CLAIMS 1-38 AS GRANTED)

Novelty - Article 54 EPC

4.1 Independent "use" Claims 1 and 3 of the patent as granted (and hence all claims

dependent thereon) are novel over the prior art cited by Opponents l-IV, which fails to

disclose the specific mechanism of action of the recited compounds. In more detail,

none of the cited prior art discloses using the recited compounds to inhibit ztnf4

activity or to inhibit BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

4.2 Product perse Claims 29-35 are directed towards BR43x2, which is not disclosed in

any of the cited prior art. Hence, Claims 29-35 are novel over the cited prior art.

4.3 The prior art cited by Opponents l-IV fails to disclose any antibodies that specifically

bind to the polypeptide sequences recited in Claim 36. Hence, pharmaceutical

composition Claim 36, and dependent Claims 37-38, are also novel.

Inventive Step - Article 56 EPC

4.4 There is no suggestion in the cited prior art of the specific mechanism of action of the

compounds recited in Claims 1 and 3 of the patent as granted. In particular, only a

limited number of the cited prior art documents refer to ztnf4, and none of these

documents suggests any link between inhibition of ztnf4 activity/ engagements and

any of the compounds recited in Claims 1 and 3. Thus, "use" Claims 1-28 of the

patent as granted are inventive over the prior art cited by Opponents l-IV.

4.5 As discussed in more detail below with regard to Auxiliary Request 1 , Claims 29-35 of

the patent as granted would not be obvious to a skilled person in the light of the cited

prior art. None of the cited documents provides any suggestion of the specific

BR43x2 polypeptides of SEQ ID NOs: 2 and 4, or polynucleotide sequences of SEQ
ID NOs: 1 and 3, and hence Claims 29-35 are inventive.

4.6 There is no suggestion of the pharmaceutical compositions of Claims 36-38 in the

cited prior art, since there is no suggestion of any of the recited specifically-binding
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antibodies in the cited prior art. In particular, as discussed above, SEQ ID NOs: 2

and 4 were not known prior to the present application, and hence it would not have

been obvious to raise an antibody against these sequences.

Sufficiency of Disclosure - Article 83 EPC

4.7 We would refer the Opposition Division to our detailed comments, below, with regard

to Auxiliary request 1

.

Added Matter - Article 123(2) EPC

4.8 We would refer the Opposition Division to our detailed comments, below, with regard

to Auxiliary request 1

.
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5 BASIS FOR AUXILIARY REQUEST 1 - Article 123(2)&(3) EPC

Article 123(2) & IZ) EPC

5. 1 According to Article 1 23(2) EPC, a European Patent application or a European Patent

may not be amended in such a way that it contains subject-matter that extends

beyond the content of the application as filed.

5.2 According to Article 123(3) EPC, the claims of a European Patent may not be

amended during opposition proceedings in such a way as to extend the protection

conferred.

Written basis for amended Claims 1-55

5.3 Amended Claim 1 has basis in Claim 1 of the Patent as granted. In more detail, parts

a), b), c), d), e), f), and g) correspond to parts a), e), f), i), k), m) and n) of Claim 1 of

the Patent as granted, respectively. New parts h) and i) of Claim 1 have basis in parts

m) and n) of Claim 1 of the Patent as granted, which provide the upper and lower

limits of the newly claimed ranges (T2/81 ).

Claim 1 has been further amended by insertion of a list of defined medical conditions

for which the claimed medicament is useful. Basis for asthma, bronchitis,

emphysema and end stage renal failure is in Claim 19 of the Patent as granted. Basis

for renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, lymphomas, light chain neuropathy and

amyloidosis is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation is in Claim

27 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inhibiting antibody production associated with

an autoimmune disease is in Claims 16 and 17 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

inhibiting effector T cells wherein said inhibition further comprises

immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus host disease,

autoimmune disease or inflammation is in Claims 22-25 of the Patent as granted.

5.4 Claim 2 is unamended.

5.5 Claim 3 has basis in Claim 3 of the Patent as granted. In more detail, parts a)- d) of
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amended Claim 3 have basis in parts a), e), f) and i) of Claim 3 of the Patent as

granted, and parts g)- j) of amended Claim 3 have basis in parts k)
f

I), n), and o) of

Claim 3 of the Patent as granted. Parts e) and f) of amended Claim 3 have basis in

the description, page 31 , paragraphs 0185-0186, of the Patent as granted. Parts k)

and I) of amended Claim 3 have basis in parts n) and o) of Claim 3 of the Patent as

granted, which provide the upper and lower limits of the newly claimed ranges

(T2/81).

Amended Claim 3 also recites a list of medical conditions disclosed in the

specification as filed that are treatable using the claimed medicament. Basis for these

conditions is exactly as given with respect to amended Claim 1 (above).

5.6 Amended Claim 4 has basis in Claim 4b) of the Patent as granted.

5.7 Amended Claim 5 has basis in Claim 5 of the Patent as granted.

5.8 Amended Claim 6 has basis in Claim 6a) of the Patent as granted.

5.9 Amended Claim 7 has basis in Claim 7a) of the Patent as granted.

5.10 Claims 8-12 are unamended.

5.1 1 Amended Claim 1 3 has basis in Claim 1 8 of the Patent as granted.

5.12 Amended Claim 14 has basis in Claim 20 of the Patent as granted.

5.1 3 Amended Claim 1 5 has basis in Claim 26 of the Patent as granted.

5.14 Amended Claim 16 has basis in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.15 Amended Claims 1 7-23 correspond to Claims 29-35 of the Patent as granted, and are

unamended.

5.16 Amended Claim 24 has basis in Claim 36 of the Patent as granted. In more detail,
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parts a)-c) of amended Claim 30 correspond to parts a), b) and e) of Claim 36 of the

Patent as granted.

5.1 7 Claims 25 and 26 correspond to Claims 37 and 38 of the Patent as granted, and are

unamended.

5. 1 8 Amended Claim 27 has basis in part b) of Claim 1 of the Patent as granted. Claim 27

has also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the

claimed medicament. Basis for asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 1 9 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis

is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or

septic shock is in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.19 Amended Claim 28 has basis in parte) of Claim 1 of the Patent as granted. Claim 28

has also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the

claimed medicament. Basis for systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia gravis,

multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis is in Claim 18 of the Patent as granted.

Basis for asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure is in Claim 1 9 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain

neuropathy or amyloidosis is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling, anaemia or septic shock is in Claim

28 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said inhibition

further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus

host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation is in Claims 22-25 of the Patent as

granted.

5.20 Amended Claim 29 has basis in Claim 1d) of the Patent as granted. Claim 29 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for treating asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 19 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis

is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of
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the Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or

septic shock is in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.21 Amended Claim 30 has basis in Claim 1g) of the Patent as granted. Claim 30 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 19 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of the Patent

as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis is in

Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or

septic shock is in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.22 Amended Claim 31 has basis in Claim 1, part h), of the Patent as granted. Claim 31

has also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the

claimed medicament. Basis for systemic lupus erythematosis
p myasthenia gravis,

multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis is in Claim 18 of the Patent as granted.

Basis for asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure is in Claim 19 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain

neuropathy and amyloidosis is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling, anaemia or septic shock is in Claim

28 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said inhibition

further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus

host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation is in Claims 22-25 of the Patent as

granted.

5.23 Amended Claim 32 has basis in Claim 1 , part I) of the Patent as granted. Claim 32

has also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the

claimed medicament. Basis for end stage renal failure is in Claim 1 9 of the Patent as

granted. Basis for multiple myelomas and lymphomas is in Claim 21 of the Patent as

granted. Basis for inhibiting antibody production associated with an autoimmune

disease is in Claims 16-17 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inhibiting effector T

cells wherein said inhibition further comprises immunosuppression associated with

graft rejection, graft versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation is in

Claims 22-25 of the Patent as granted.
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5.24 Amended Claim 33 has basis in Claim 2 of the Patent as granted.

5.25 Amended Claim 34 has basis in Claim 3b) of the Patent as granted. Claim 34 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for treating asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 19 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for treating nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for treating renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and

amyloidosis is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for treating Crohn's

Disease is in Claim 26 of the Patent as granted. Basis for treating inflammation

associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock is in Claim 28 of the Patent as

granted.

5.26 Amended Claim 35 has basis in Claim 3c) of the Patent as granted. Claim 35 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia gravis, multiple

sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis is in Claim 18 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure is in Claim 19 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain

neuropathy and amyloidosis is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling anaemia or septic shock is in Claim

28 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said inhibition

further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus

host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation is in Claims 22-25 of the Patent as

granted.

5.27 Amended Claim 36 has basis in Claim 3d) of the Patent as granted. Claim 36 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for treating asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 19 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis

is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or

septic shock is in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.
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5.28 Amended Claim 37 has basis in Claim 3g) of the Patent as granted. Claim 37 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for treating asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 19 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis

is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or

septic shock is in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.29 Amended Claim 38 has basis in Claim 3h) of the Patent as granted. Claim 38 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia gravis, multiple

sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis is in Claim 18 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure is in Claim 19 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain

neuropathy and amyloidosis is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for

inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling anaemia or septic shock is in Claim

28 of the Patent as granted. Basis for inhibiting effectorT cells wherein said inhibition

further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus

host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation is in Claims 22-25 of the Patent as

granted.

5.30 Amended Claim 39 has basis in Claim 3j) of the Patent as granted. Claim 39 has also

been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed

medicament. Basis for myasthenia gravis is in Claim 18 of the Patent as granted.

Basis for bronchitis, emphysema and end stage renal failure is in Claim 19 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis

is in Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of

the Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain or swelling is

in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.31 Amended Claim 40 has basis in Claim 3m) of the Patent as granted. Claim 40 has

also been amended to recite medical conditions that are treatable using the claimed
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medicament. Basis for asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is in Claim 19 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for nephritis and pyelonephritis is in Claim 20 of the Patent

as granted. Basis for renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy and amyloidosis is in

Claim 21 of the Patent as granted. Basis for Crohn's Disease is in Claim 26 of the

Patent as granted. Basis for inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or

septic shock swelling is in Claim 28 of the Patent as granted.

5.32 Amended Claim 41 has basis in Claim 4 of the Patent as granted. In more detail,

parts a)-c) of amended Claim 48 correspond to parts c)-e) of Claim 4 as granted.

5.33 Amended Claim 42 also has basis in Claim 4 of the Patent as granted. In more detail,

parts a)-d) of amended Claim 49 correspond to parts a) and f)-h) of Claim 4 as

granted.

5.34 Amended Claims 43-45 have basis in Claim 5 and Claim 6, parts b) and c)

respectively, of the Patent as granted.

5.35 Amended Claims 46 and 47 have basis in Claim 7, parts b) and c) respectively, of the

Patent as granted.

5.36 Amended Claims 48-52 correspond to Claims 8-12 of the Patent as granted.

5.37 Amended Claim 53 has basis in Claim 18 of the Patent as granted.

5.38 Amended Claim 54 has basis in Claim 26 of the Patent as granted.

5.39 Amended Claim 55 has basis in Claim 20 of the Patent as granted.

Conclusion on basis for amended Claims 1-55 (Auxiliary Request 1)

5.40 The amended claims do not introduce subject-matter that extends beyond the content

of the application as filed, in accordance with Article 123(2) EPC; and the amended

claims do not extend the protection conferred, in accordance with Article 123(3) EPC.
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6 NOVELTY - Article 54 EPC, Article 100a EPC

Article 54 EPC

6.1 According to Article 54(1 ) EPC, an invention shall be considered to be new if it does

not form part of the state of the art. The state of the art is defined in Articles 54(2)

and 54(3) EPC.

Novelty

6.2 The compounds perse recited in Claim 1 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel with regard

to the cited prior art, which fails to disclose BR43x2, antibodies that bind specifically

thereto, antibodies that bind specifically to SEQ ID NO: 10, or the specific fragments

of SEQ ID NO: 8. Hence, the use of these compounds as recited in amended Claim 1

is also novel with respect to the cited prior art.

Furthermore, the prior art fails to disclose the mechanism of action of the novel

polypeptides and antibodies recited in Claim 1 . In more detail, there is no disclosure

in any of the cited prior art that the presently claimed compounds can be used to

inhibit ztnf4 activity.

In addition, the prior art fails to disclose using the novel compounds of Claim 1 for the

manufacture of a medicament for treating a medical condition by inhibiting ztnf4

activity. In particular, there is no disclosure in the prior art of using the claimed

compounds to treat the specific conditions recited in Claim 1 by inhibiting ztnf4

activity.

Thus, Claim 1 is novel.

6.3 The compounds perse recited in Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel with regard

to the prior art. Hence, the use of these compounds as recited in amended Claim 3 is

also novel with respect to the cited prior art.

In addition, there is no disclosure in the prior art of the recited mechanism of action of
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the novel polypeptides and antibodies recited in Claim 3. In more detail, the relevant

prior art fails to disclose inhibition of BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagement by the presently claimed compounds.

Furthermore, there is no disclosure in the prior art of using the claimed compounds

for the manufacture of a medicament for treating a medical condition by inhibiting

BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement. In particular, there is no

disclosure in the prior art of using the claimed compounds to treat the specific medical

conditions recited in Claim 3 by inhibiting BR43x2
f TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagement.

Thus, Claim 3 is novel.

6.4 Dependent "use" Claims 2 and 4-16 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel by virtue of their

dependency on novel independent Claims 1 and 3.

6.5 Claims 17-23 of Auxiliary Request 1 (7 January 1999) relate to BR43x2 aspects of the

present invention - namely, novel SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 2, which are disclosed for the

first time in the present application. There is no disclosure in any of the cited prior art

of the isolated polynucleotide molecule of Claims 1 7 or 1 8, or the isolated polypeptide

molecule of Claim 22, and hence Claims 17-23 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel.

6.6 Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 (7 January 1999). With particular regard to parts a)

and b) of Claim 24, polypeptides of SEQ ID NOs: 2 or 4 were not known prior to the

present invention, and hence antibodies that specifically bind to one of these

sequences were also not known prior to the present invention. Antibodies that bind

specifically to a polypeptide having the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10 (a sequence

based on the cysteine rich domain of the novel polypeptide BR43x2) are also novel

over the cited prior art. In this regard, we refer to the definition of "specifically binding"

in paragraph 0073 of the Patent as granted, and confirm that a person skilled in the

art would consider it routine to identify the binding affinity (Ka ) of a receptor, for

example, by Scatchard analysis. Hence, Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel.

6.7 Dependent "composition" Claims 25 and 26 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel by virtue
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of their dependency on novel independent Claim 24.

6.8 With regard to Claim 27 of Auxiliary Request 1 , none of the cited prior art documents

discloses using a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI for

the manufacture of a medicament for treating any of the recited specific medical

conditions. Thus, Claim 27 is novel with respect to the cited prior art.

6.9 Claim 28 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over all the cited prior art, which fails to

disclose the use of a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BCMA for the

manufacture of a medicament for treating any of the recited specific medical

conditions. Thus, Claim 28 is novel with respect to the cited prior art.

6.1 0 None of the cited prior art discloses the use of a polypeptide comprising the sequence

of SEQ ID NO: 10 for the manufacture of a medicament for treating the specific

medical conditions recited in Claim 29 of Auxiliary Request 1. Thus, Claim 29 is

novel.

6.11 Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel, since none of the cited prior art documents

discloses using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a

polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating any of the

specific medical conditions recited in Claim 30. Thus, Claim 30 is novel.

6.12 Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over the cited prior art. The cited

documents fail to disclose using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically

binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating

the specific medical conditions of Claim 31 . Thus, Claim 31 is novel over the cited

prior art.

6.13 Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 (7 January 1999) is novel over the cited prior art. In

more detail, the recited mechanism of action of amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID

NO: 6 was not known prior to 7 January 1999.

In this regard, neither of the pre-7 January 1 999 prior art citations that describe TACI

(Master references D1 and D9) discloses any specific ligand for TACI, let alone ztnf4.
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Thus, D1 and D9 do not make a connection between any therapy and any specific

ligand, let alone ztnf4. Specifically, none of the pre-7 January 1999 citations

discloses using amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 to inhibit ztnf4 activity.

Thus, said prior art is not novelty-destroying in the context of ztnf4 activity.

TACI is a member of the TNF family of receptors. TNF receptors demonstrate a

broad range of binding abilities, and are known to bind a large number of different

ligands (see enclosed Master reference D32, in particular Figure 1 ). In this regard, a

single TNF receptor may bind more than one different ligand, which binding would be

expected to lead to the activation of different downstream pathways. By way of

example, TACI is known to bind APRIL and BAFF (also known as ztnf4, neutrokine a,

Blys, TALL-1 and THANK, see paragraph 0003 of the Patent as granted), and
additional TACI ligands are anticipated. In this regard, a large number of "orphan"

ligands have been identified, and some of these may be ligands for TACI. Thus, ztnf4

should be regarded as a specific selection from the possible ligands that act through

TACI, said selection making available to the public (for the first time) a unique binding

interaction.

Hence, inhibition of ztnf4 activity is a specific selection from all the possible activities

of amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6, and inhibiting ztnf4 is distinct from

inhibiting other TACI ligands (or from inhibiting TACI). Thus, the prior art, which

discusses inhibition of TACI in generic terms, does not destroy the novelty of inhibiting

activity of the species ztnf4.

Furthermore, there is no disclosure in the prior art of applying the ztnf4-inhibiting

properties of amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 for treating a medical

condition. In particular, there is no disclosure in the prior art of using amino acid

residues 1 -1 66 of SEQ ID NO: 6 to treat the specific conditions recited in Claim 32 by

inhibiting ztnf4 activity. Thus, Claim 32 is novel over the cited prior art.

6.14 Claim 33 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel by virtue of its dependency on any of novel

Claims 27-32.

6.15 With regard to Claim 34 of Auxiliary Request 1, none of the cited prior art documents
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disclose using a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI for

the manufacture of a medicament for treating any of the recited specific medical

conditions. Thus, Claim 34 is novel with respect to the cited prior art.

6.16 Claim 35 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over all the cited prior art, which fails to

disclose the use of a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BCMA for the

manufacture of a medicament for treating any of the recited specific medical

conditions. Thus, Claim 35 is novel with respect to the cited prior art.

6.17 None of the cited prior art discloses the use of a polypeptide comprising the sequence

of SEQ ID NO: 10 for the manufacture of a medicament for treating the specific

medical conditions recited in Claim 36 of Auxiliary Request 1. Thus, Claim 36 is

novel.

6.18 Claim 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel, since none of the cited prior art documents
discloses using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a

polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating any of the

specific medical conditions recited in Claim 37. Thus, Claim 37 is novel.

6.19 Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over the cited prior art. The cited

documents fail to disclose using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically

binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating

the specific medical conditions of Claim 38. Thus, Claim 38 is novel.

6.20 With regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 , none of the cited prior art discloses

using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide ofSEQ
ID NO: 18 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the specific medical

conditions recited in Claim 39. Thus, Claim 39 is novel over the cited prior art.

6.21 None of the cited documents discloses the use of amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ
ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the specific medical conditions

recited in Claim 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 . Thus, Claim 40 is novel.

6.22 Claims 41-55 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel by virtue of their dependency.
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Conclusion on Novelty

6.23 All the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel with regard to the prior art cited by

Opponents l-IV.
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7 INVENTIVE STEP - Article 56 EPC, Article 100a EPC

Article 56 EPC

7.1 According to Article 56 EPC, an invention shall be considered as involving an

inventive step if, having regard to the state of the art, it is not obvious to a person

skilled in the art.

Inventive Step

7.2 The novel claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive in view of all the cited prior art,

since none of these cited documents provides any suggestion of the claimed uses,

products or compositions.

Inventive Step of Claims 1 and 3

BR43x2 aspects

7.3 There is no suggestion in the prior art of any of the BR43x2 aspects of the presently

claimed invention (parts a-c) and e) of Claim 1, and parts a-c) and h) of Claim 3 of

Auxiliary Request 1). In particular, Master reference D1 (on page 19, line 20)

indicated that there are no reported DNA sequences that are closely related to that for

TACI. Thus, BR43x2, which is a TACI isoform, would not have been obvious in view

of D1.

7.4 In this regard, the receptor BR43x2 was identified as a result of detailed and lengthy

studies carried out by the inventors of the Patent, using their expert skills and

knowledge. Prior to the identification of the BR43x2 polypeptide, in its full-length and

soluble forms, it would not have been possible (and in any case there would have

been no motivation) to identify antibodies or antibody fragments that bind specifically

to SEQ ID NO: 2 or 4. Furthermore, the inventive provision of the BR43x2 sequences

and antibodies has also enabled the identification of the claimed inventive therapeutic

uses thereof. None of this would have been possible prior to the present invention,

and hence all uses of BR43x2 polypeptides and antibodies are inventive over the
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cited prior art.

7.5 Moreover, there was a clear prejudice in the art (prior to the present invention), which

teaches away from use of a TNF receptor having only a single "cysteine-rich domain"

(CRD). In this regard, it is clear from paragraphs 0017-0019 of the Patent that

members of the TNF family of receptors typically contain several conserved cysteine-

rich domains (commonly 4 repeating domains). TACI contains 2 cysteine-rich

domains, the first of which is highly conserved, and the second of which is poorly

conserved. Thus, a skilled person seeking to identify further TACI-like TNF receptor

family members would look for sequences containing at least 2 cysteine-rich domains.

In particular, when looking for a new isoform of TACI, the skilled person would expect

the isoform to comprise at least the first, highly conserved cysteine-rich domain.

7.6 In contrast, the BR43x2 polypeptide surprisingly contains only one cysteine-rich

domain. Even more surprisingly, this single cysteine-rich domain does not

correspond to the first, highly conserved TACI cysteine-rich domain but to the second,

poorly conserved cysteine-rich domain. This is exactly the opposite of what a skilled

person would have expected, based on the teachings of the prior art.

7.7 Given the fact that the BR43x2 polypeptide has only one cysteine-rich domain - and

particularly given the fact that this repeat is poorly conserved with respect to the TNF
receptor family - a skilled person would expect that BR43x2 polypeptides would not

bind a TNF ligand such as ztnf4, and that said polypeptides would therefore lack

therapeutic activity. In particular, a skilled person at the filing date of the Patent would

not have expected the BR43x2 polypeptides recited in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary

Request 1 to bind and inhibit ztnf4 activity, as presently claimed.

7.8 Example 1 of the Patent as granted describes the identification of the BR43x2

polypeptide using a secretion trap screen, and confirms that the BR43x2 polypeptide

binds to ztnf4 with high affinity using its single cysteine-rich domain. This would not

have been obvious to a skilled person at the filing date of the Patent, to whom the

prior art suggested that at least the first, conserved, cysteine-rich domain was

necessary for receptor function (preferably at least 2 cysteine-rich domains).
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Example 3 of the patent as granted also confirms that ztnf4 is a ligand for the BR43x2

polypeptide and acts to stimulate B-cell proliferation via BR43x2 in vitro (see Tables 5

and 6 on page 21 of the Patent specification). As recited in paragraph 01 1 2 of the

Patent as granted, the results indicate that soluble ztnf4 (acting via the BR43x2

polypeptide) promotes B cell proliferation and Ig production.

Hymowitz et al. (newly cited Master reference D33) also confirms that the receptor

BR43x2 engages BAFF (=ztnf4) with unexpectedly high affinity.

7.9 Hence, all BR43x2 aspects of Auxiliary Request 1 and, in particular, parts a-c) and e)

of Claim 1 ,
and parts a-c) and h) of Claim 3, are inventive with respect to the cited

prior art.

Antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10

7.10 The antibodies recited in Claims 1d) and 3d) of Auxiliary Request 1, which bind

specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 1 0, are not suggested by any of the cited

prior art. In this regard, as illustrated in paragraph 0019 of the Patent as granted,

SEQ ID NO: 1 0 represents an amino acid sequence based on the single cysteine-rich

domain (CRD) of the novel polypeptide BR43x2.

The cited prior art allegedly describes antibodies that bind to the TACI polypeptide

and antibodies that bind to the BCMA polypeptide, as well as to soluble fragments of

these polypeptides. However, there is no suggestion in the cited prior art of any

antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide represented by the sequence SEQ ID

NO: 10, which sequence is based on the single CRD of the novel polypeptide

BR43x2.

7.1 1 The CRD of the BR43x2 polypeptide is poorly conserved. As illustrated in Figure 1 of

the Patent, the CRD of BR43x2 differs from the first CRD of TACI (only 46% identity)

and the CRD of BCMA (only 35% identity). The only sequence that corresponds to

the CRD of BR43x2 is the second CRD of TACI - which sequence is missing from the

BCMA polypeptide.
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In this regard, the TACI CRD is located in the middle of the TACI extracellular

domain, and is thus in a different antigenic environment to the BR43x2 CRD, which is

N-terminal. Thus, antibodies raised against the TACI CRD would not specifically bind

to the BR43x2 CRD, and hence would not bind specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 10.

7.12 Furthermore, the "Prosite" consensus sequence, provided on page 1 9, lines 20-25, of

Master reference D1 does not disclose the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10. In this

regard, the "Prosite" sequence is more flexible than (ie. broader than) SEQ ID NO: 10

- ie. the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10 is more specific than the D1 "Prosite"

consensus sequence. In particular, the D1 Prosite sequence differs widely from the

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10 between the 5
th
and 6

th Cys residues. We refer in this

regard to the sequence comparison illustrated in Master reference D34.

7.13 Thus, even the D1 anti-"Prosite" antibodies would not bind specifically to a

polypeptide having the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10, which is relatively more specific

than the D1 "Prosite" sequence. Hence, the use of the recited specifically binding

antibodies, which bind to a polypeptide having the more specific sequence ofSEQ ID

NO: 10, would not have been obvious to a skilled person, and Claims 1d) and 3d) of

Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive.

7.14 With regard to the citable "BCMA" prior art (Master references D10-D13), as

mentioned above, the BCMA polypeptide has only a single CRD (corresponding to the

first TACI CRD) and BCMA lacks any sequence corresponding to the BR43x2 CRD.

Furthermore, the only prior art document to describe the BCMA CRD (Master

reference D12) fails to suggest any antibodies to this particular sequence. Thus,

there is no suggestion in any of the BCMA prior art of an antibody that specifically

binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10.

7.15 In this regard, the only antibodies described in the BCMA prior art (detailed in Master

reference D13, "Preparation of polyclonal anti-BCMA antisera", page 1094) were

raised against a BCMA-GST fusion protein, in which the BCMA portion lacked the N-

terminal 12 amino acids. There is no suggestion of raising antibodies against a

BCMA molecule having an intact N-terminus. Since the BCMA CRD is found in amino
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acids 8-41 of SEQ ID NO: 8, the first 5 amino acids of this sequence were absent

from the D1 3 antigen. Thus, it is clear that the BCMA prior art provides no suggestion

of antibodies that bind specifically to a cysteine rich domain sequence. Thus,

antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10 would not have

been obvious to a skilled person from D10-D13.

7.16 In addition, none of the cited prior art provides any suggestion of the presently

claimed uses of an antibody/ fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ
ID NO: 10. In particular, it would not have been obvious to a skilled person reading

the cited prior art that these antibodies should (or even could) be used in a

medicament for inhibiting ztnf4 activity or for inhibiting BR43x2, TACI or BCMA
receptor-ztnf4 engagements. Furthermore, there is no suggestion in the prior art to

use an antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10 for the

manufacture of a medicament for treating any medical condition, let alone the specific

conditions recited in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 . Thus, Claims 1d) and 3d)

of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive in view of the cited prior art.

Amino acid residues 8-37. 1-48. 1-37 and 8-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8

7.1 7 There is no suggestion in any of the cited prior art (in particular, in none of the cited

"BCMA" prior art) of any of these specific amino acid sequence fragments. Thus,

parts f) - i) of Claim 1 , and parts i) - I) of Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 have an

inventive step with regard to the cited prior art.

7.18 In more detail, it would not have been obvious from the cited prior art that these short

fragments would have the required biological activity - namely, use for treating the

recited specific medical conditions by inhibiting ztnf4 activity or by inhibiting BR43x2,

TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements. Indeed, a skilled person would expect

these fragments to have no useful function at all.

7.19 In this regard, none of the Master reference "BCMA" citations D10-D1 1 or D1 3 refers

to the N-terminal region of the SEQ ID NO: 8 polypeptide, from which the recited

fragments are obtained. In particular, no special technical function is ascribed to this

region. D12 allegedly describes a cysteine rich domain within this region, but does
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suggest the specific sequence fragments amino acids 8-37, 1-48, 1-37 or 8-48 of

SEQ ID NO: 8. In particular, D12 does not suggest that this region would be useful

for treating any medical condition by inhibiting ztnf4 activity or by inhibiting BR43x2,

TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements.

7.20 In contrast, the inventors of the Patent have identified specific fragments of BCMA
that are useful for inhibiting ztnf4 activity and/ or for inhibiting BR43x2

t TACI or BCMA
receptor-ztnf4 engagements. In more detail, by identification of the cysteine-rich

domain (CRD) of novel polypeptide BR43x2, and hence the sequence of SEQ ID NO:

10, the present inventors have thereby identified that amino acids 1-48 and 8-48 of

SEQ ID NO: 8 embrace the CRD of BCMA. Surprisingly, the present inventors have

identified that these small fragments of BCMA are sufficient for obtaining the desired

biological activity, in the absence of other regions of the BCMA polypeptide.

Furthermore, identification of the BR43x2 CRD (and hence SEQ ID NO: 10) has also

enabled the present inventors to identify fragments of amino acid sequence 1-37 of

SEQ ID NO: 8, and in particular, amino acids 8-37 of SEQ ID NO: 8, which represents

a fragment of the BCMA CRD. Surprisingly, despite the fact that the complete CRD is

not present, these fragments also have the desired biological activity.

7.21 Hence, the specific fragments of SEQ ID NO: 8 (amino acids 8-37, 1-48, 1 -37 and 8-

48) - and thus SEQ ID NO: 10 - would not have been obvious to a skilled person

reading D1 1-D13. In particular, a skilled person would not have considered it obvious

that these short fragments (or SEQ ID NO: 1 0) have the desired biological activity of

inhibiting ztnf4 activity and/ or inhibiting BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagements. Furthermore, it would not have been obvious to a skilled person to use

these specific fragments (or SEQ ID NO: 1 0) for the manufacture of a medicament for

treating any medical conditions, let alone the specific medical conditions recited in

Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

7.22 The findings of the Proprietor have been confirmed by Master reference D3 (not

citable for inventive step against Auxiliary Request 1 ), which shows that the cysteine

rich domain of BCMA is located at residues 8-41 of SEQ ID NO: 8. Furthermore, as

illustrated in the very recent paper Master reference D33, the specific sequence

fragments recited in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 (and thus SEQ ID NO: 10)
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are important for binding of BCMA to ztnf4 (BAFF).

7.23 The biological function of these fragments is further supported by Master references

D38 and D39, which describe binding experiments carried out using a fusion protein

containing residues 1-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8 (BCMA-lg). As reported in the passage

spanning pages 997-998 of D38 (and Figure 3c), the BCMA-lg fusion protein

prevented ztnf4 from binding to human B cells and completely inhibited ztnf4

stimulatory activity on B cells. D39 (right-hand column on page 131 -page 132 and

Figure 1 ) also reports that the BCMA-lg fusion protein binds BAFF (=ztnf4) and blocks

binding of BAFF to Raji cells. Furthermore (pages 133-134), D39 reports that in vivo

treatment with the BCMA-lg reduced the B cell population in normal mice by 50%
compared to the control - thus confirming that residues 1-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8 are

useful for treating B cell mediated autoimmune diseases and B cell cancers. Thus,

D38 and D39 confirm that residues 1-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8 are sufficient for high-

affinity binding to ztnf4, and are therapeutically useful.

7.24 Hence, Claim 1 f+g) and Claim 3i+j) of Auxiliary Request 1 have an inventive step over

the cited prior art.

Antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 59, 60 or 20

7.25 There is absolutely no suggestion of these antibodies in any of the cited prior art

documents - and in particular, there is no suggestion of using these antibodies as

recited in Claim 3. Thus, Claim 3 parts e-g) is inventive over the cited prior art.

7.26 The specific polypeptides against which these antibodies have been raised are not

suggested in the prior art, and in particular there is no suggestion of using these

fragments as antigens. Thus, a skilled person would not consider it obvious to raise

an antibody against these sequences.

7.27 In particular, with regard to Claim 3g), we would mention that the sequence of murine

TACI (SEQ ID NO: 20) differs considerably from that of human TACI (SEQ ID NO: 6)

and thus would not be obvious from the cited "TACI" prior art - Master references D1

and D9 - which provide the human sequence only. We refer in this regard to Master
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reference D37, Figure 1, which compares the human and murine TACI sequences

and determines that they are only 54% identical. Thus, the use of an antibody that

specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 20 would not be obvious in the light

of the cited prior art.

7.28 In contrast, the present inventors have prepared these antibodies and have

demonstrated their utility. In more detail, Example 18 illustrates binding of anti-SEQ

ID NO: 59 and anti-SEQ ID NO: 60 antibodies to their target ztnf4 sequences, thereby

inhibiting ztnf4 activity and/ or inhibiting BR43x2
t TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagements. This would not have been obvious to a skilled person, and hence

Claim 3 e-g) is inventive.

7.29 In summary, independent Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over the

cited prior art, which fails to suggest either the specific compounds recited, or the

specific uses to which they are put - namely use for the manufacture of a medicament

for treating a range of specific medical conditions by inhibiting ztnf4 activity and/ or

inhibiting BR43x2
f TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements.

Dependent Claims 2 and 4-16

7.30 Claim 2 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 1, which is inventive over all the

cited prior art, as discussed above. Claims 4-16 of Auxiliary Request 1 all depend on

either Claim 1 or Claim 3, which are both inventive over all the cited prior art, as

discussed above. Thus, Claims 2 and 4-16 are all inventive by virtue of their

dependency.

Claims 17-23

7.31 Claims 17-23 of Auxiliary Request 1 all relate to BR43x2 aspects of the present

invention, which, as discussed above (paragraphs 7.3 - 7.9) are inventive over the

cited prior art. In more detail, there is no suggestion in any of the cited prior art

documents of the polynucleotide of Claim 1 7 or 1 8, or of the polypeptide of Claim 22,

and a skilled person would not have considered these sequences to be obvious. In

particular, in view of the above-described prejudice in the art away from TNF-family
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receptors that have only one cysteine rich pseudo repeat, and more specifically, away
from a TACI isoform that lacks the first, highly conserved repeat, a skilled person

would have been led away from the presently claimed sequences.

7.32 Thus, BR43x2 SEQ ID NOs: 1 and 2 are inventive over prior art TNF-family receptor

sequences, and Claims 17-23 of Auxiliary Request 1 have an inventive step.

Claims 24-26

7.33 Claims 24-26 are inventive over the cited prior art for the same reasons as discussed

above with regard to Claims 1 and 3. In this regard, the antibodies recited in parts a-

c) of Claim 24 are the same as those recited in parts b-d) of Claims 1 and 3.

7.34 Furthermore, since the antibodies themselves would not have been obvious to a

skilled person, and it would not have been obvious that they would be therapeutically

useful, it would also not have been obvious to make a pharmaceutical composition

comprising these antibodies. Thus, pharmaceutical compositions of inventive

antibodies, as claimed in Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1, are inventive with

respect to the cited prior art.

Claims 27, 30, 34, 37 and 40

7.35 Claims 27 and 34 of Auxiliary Request 1 are a pair of corresponding claims, which

differ from each other only in terms of their precise mechanism of action (last clause).

Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 are another pair of corresponding claims,

which differ from each other only in terms of their precise mechanism of action (last

clause). The two pairs of claims concern TACI aspects of the invention, namely a
soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI, and an antibody or

antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6. The
compound recited in Claim 40 is a more specific version of the compound of Claims

27 and 34. The same medical conditions are recited in all of these claims. Thus,

Claims 27, 30, 34, 37 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are considered together for the

purposes of inventive step.
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7.36 Claims 27, 30, 34, 37 and 40 are inventive since it would not have been obvious in

view of any of the cited prior art to use the recited compounds for the manufacture of

a medicament for treating the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

7.37 With particular regard to the "TACI" prior art documents that have been cited for

inventive step of these claims (Master references D1 and D9). no medical conditions

whatsoever are described in D9, which is a merely academic publication. Turning to

D1, this document provides no suggestion of treating any airway disorders - and

hence treatment of asthma, bronchitis and emphysema is inventive. Furthermore,

there is no suggestion of treating the specific renal diseases nephritis and

pyelonephritis, or of treating renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy or amyloidosis.

"Autoimmune diseases" are numerous and very varied, each requiring specialist

treatment. Hence, alleged general disclosures in the prior art of treating autoimmune

diseases would not lead a skilled person to consider treatment of the specific

condition Crohn's disease. Similarly, there are many different types of inflammation,

and general references to treating "inflammation" would not lead a skilled person to

consider treating inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock.

7.38 Also with particular regard to Master references D1 and D9, there is no suggestion in

these documents of any particular ligand for TACI, let alone the ztnf4 ligand. Thus, it

would not have been obvious to a skilled person reading D1 or D9 that a soluble

polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI, or an antibody or antibody

fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6, should (or even
could) be used to inhibit ztnf4 activity or to inhibit BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-

ztnf4 engagements, as claimed in Claims 27, 30, 34 or 37 and 40. Likewise, it would

not have been obvious that amino acids 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 could be used to

inhibit BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements, as claimed in Claim 40
of Auxiliary Request 1

.

7.39 Furthermore, with particular regard to Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1,

Example 18 of the Patent demonstrates the unexpectedlygood results achieved using

antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6. In more detail,

monoclonal anti-TACI antibodies 248.23 and 246.3 reduce binding of ztnf4 to TACI by

50% in diluted conditioned media, and by 2-fold and 5-fold, respectively, in undiluted
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media. Thus, the recited anti-TACI antibodies of Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary

Request 1 are useful for inhibiting ztnf4 activity and inhibiting receptor-ztnf4

engagements. These results have been confirmed by the Proprietors own

unpublished data (Master reference D36), which illustrate that the anti-TACI

monoclonal antibody 248.23 blocks binding of biotin-labelled ztnf4 to TACI-BHK cells

by a level of 4-fold over background. This document also confirms that the 3 anti-

TACI antibodies described in Example 18 of the Patent are specific for the SEQ ID

NO: 6 polypeptide since they do not demonstrate any binding to BCMA-transfected

BHK cells.

7.40 Thus, Claims 27, 30, 34, 37 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are all inventive over the

cited prior art.

Claims 28, 31,35 and 38

7.41 Claims 28 and 35 are a pair of corresponding claims, which differ from each other

only in terms of their precise mechanism of action (last clause). Claims 31 and 38 are

another pair of corresponding claims, which differ from each other only in terms of

their precise mechanism of action (last clause). All these claims relate to BCMA
aspects and recite the same medical conditions. Hence, these claims are considered

together for the purposes of inventive step.

7.42 Claims 28, 31, 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 have an inventive step over the

relevant cited prior art (Master references D10-D13), which fails to suggest any

therapeutic use of the recited compounds, let alone using these specific compounds
for treating the particular medical conditions recited in these claims.

7.43 In more detail, D10-D13 are all merely academic papers, which are not concerned

with medical uses of BCMA or of antibodies thereto. Thus, it would not have been

obvious to a skilled person reading any of D1 0-D1 3 that a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:

8, or an antibody/ antibody fragment that specifically binds to said polypeptide, should

(or even could) be used to treat systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia gravis,

multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, end stage

renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis
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onnflam^on associated with join, pain, swelling, anaemia or septic shock; or ,or
mh.b.t.ng effector T cells wherein said inhibition comprises immunosuppression
assorted with graft rejection, graft versus hos, disease. auto, dlse o
inflammation, as presently claimed.

7.44 ,n this regard, vague references In D10-D,3 to localization o, BCMA in B cel. linesand to possible roles in .he immune system would no. lead a skilled person toCO s,der us,ng a polypeptide comprising ,he exfraceiluiar domain o, BCMA or ananabody thereto, for treating an auloimmune disease. In papula, * would 'no.Zobvous ma, the recited compounds should ,or even could, be used to ,rea,2specific conditions recited in Claims 28, 31. 35 and 38.

7.45 Furthermore with regard to Claims 31 and 38 o, Auxiliary Rogues. 1 . me antibodies^-°1«11«D18(hp^013,«„^^. BCMJ^us,on whlch lacked the N.tem|ina| „ am.

no reswues Thwe suggestion

cl7mr,
anan

^CMAan,ibOdya9ainS' aP°~ 0fSEQIDN°:8-^esen%corned. 'n-oredetaiUhepMorartBCMAantigenisN-terminairytruncatedandJ
cks a portion of the importen, cysteine^ domain. Said prior ar, antigen is

SEQ ID NO. 8. Thus, a skilled person following the teaching ofD1 3 wouid producean an«CMA- antibody tba, wouM no, bind spertficaiiy to a polypepBde ofSE^NO:8.asreqUredby C,aims31a„d38 0,Auxi,iaryReques,1.D,3teachesaski»ed
person away from antibodies ,ha, bind specifically t0 . polvpepl)de of SEQ „
and hence Claims 31 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 have an inven,ive step.

'

'

Claims 29 and 36

746 Claims 29 and 36of Auxiliary Reques, 1 differoniyin ten™ of the specie mechanfcm
of aeon reeled ,n the ias, dause. and hence ,hey are considered ,oge,her Mlhrespect to inventive step.

7 47 Claims 29 and 36 are invemive over the citable prior ar, document, which fail tosuggest us,ng a polypeptide comprising theseguence of SEQ ID NO: ,0 fcrtreating
the specrfic medical conditions recited in Claims 29 and 36. In this regard D9and
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D10-D13 are of a merely academic nature and do not describe any therapeutic
applications. With regard to 01. the genera.ly described therapeutic app.ications
prov.de no suggestion (to a skilled person) to treat the specific medical conditions
rected in Claims 29 and 36. which require particular therapeutic considerations
Thus, Claims 29 and 36 have an inventive step.

Claim 39

7.48 Numerous "
Ztnf4" prior art documents have been cited by the opponents, yet only

Master reference D5 describes the specific polypeptide sequence SEQ ID NO- 18
However, this document fails to provide any suggestion of using antibodies that bind
specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18 to treat the specific medical conditions
rected in Claim 39. Thus, Claim 39 is inventive over the cited prior art.

7.49 In this regard, there is no suggestion in D5 that the antibodies of Claim 39 should (or
even could) be used to treat end stage renal failure, or to treat light chain neuropathy
or amyloidosis. In view of a.leged general references in D5 to treating autoimmune
dISeases, a skilled person would not consider obvious the treatment of the specific
and d,st.nct autoimmune diseases myasthenia gravis and Crohn's Disease
Furthermore, treating asthma is not equivalent to and would not render obvious any
therapy for treating the distinct medical conditions of bronchitis and emphysema In
add. tlon, alleged references to generic "tumours" and "inflammatory diseases" would
not lead a skilled person to consider treating the specific conditions of renal
neoplasms and inflammation associated with joint pain or swelling.

Claim 32

7.50 Clarm 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive over the citable (pre- 7January 1999)
prior art. since none of these documents provides any suggestion of the specific
mechanism of action of amino acids 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6. recited in Claim 32 In
particular, the subject-matter of Claim 32 is not suggested by the citable TACI" prior
art (Master references D1 and D9).

7.51 As discussed above, neither of Master references D1 and D9 describes any ligand for



the TACI receptor, let alone the specific ligand ztnf4. Thus, in view of D1 or D9 a
skilled person would not consider it obvious to use amino acid residues 1 -1 66 ofSEQ
ID NO: 6 to inhibit ztnf4 activity.

7.52 In contrast, the present inventors have identified that amino acids 1-166 of TACI can
be used, surprisingly, to inhibit the activity of ztnf4. In particular, the present inventors
have identified that this extracellular TACI sequence is unexpectedly useful for
manufacture of a medicament for treating a range of specific medical conditions, as
recited in Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

7.53 As previously discussed. TACI binds multiple ligands (see D32). one of which is ztnf4
Thus, identification of ztnf4 represents an inventive selection from the possible
hgands that act through TACI. and inhibition of ztnf4 activity, is a specific and
inventive selection from all the possible activities of amino acid residues 1-166 of
SEQ ID NO: 6. In particular, inhibiting ztnf4 is distinct from inhibiting any TACI ligand
(and from inhibiting TACI). Thus, the prior art. which discusses inhibition of TACI in
genera, terms, would not provide any suggestion to a skilled person of inhibiting the
activity of ztnf4. Thus. Claim 32 is inventive over the cited prior art.

7.54 Furthermore, there is no disclosure in any of the cited prior art of using amino acid
residues

1
-1 66 of SEQ ID NO: 6 to treat a medical condition by inhibiting 2tnf4 activity

In particular, there is no disclosure in the prior art of using amino acid residues 1-166
of SEQ ID NO: 6 to treat the specific conditions recited in Claim 32 by inhibiting ztnf4
activity. Thus. Claim 32 has an inventive step over the cited prior art.

Dependent Claims 33 and 41-55

7.55 Dependent Claims 33 and 41-55 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over the cited
prior art by virtue of their dependency.

Conclusion with regard to Inventive Step

7.56 None of the claimed subject-matter of Auxiliary Request 1 would have been obvious
to a skilled person in view of the cited prior art. and hence Claims 1-55 of Auxiliary
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Request 1 have an inventive step.
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8 OBSERVATIONS IN REPLY TO OPPONENT I

ADDED MATTER - ARTICI F 123f2l EPH AMD ARTICLF inn,, ppp

Claim 3 as granted

8.
1

In points 6-1
1
of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 3 of

the Patent as granted - which recites "inhibiting BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-
ztQf4 engagement" - unallowably adds subject-matter that extends beyond the content
of the PCT application as filed. In this regard, the original wording of this clause was

• -receptor-iifland engagement". This final clause is now to be found in Claims 3 and
34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.2 The Patent specification clearly focuses on inhibiting receptor-ztnf4 engagements
(rather than engagements with any other ligand). Indeed, no other ligand for TACI or
BCMA is discussed in the Patent. Consistent with this, all of the published PCT
Claims 1-28 related to ztnf4.

Reference to ztnf4 is found throughout the PCT specification - see for example page
53, lines 4-16 (in particular, lines 4-5), which discloses binding of ztnf4 to BR43x2
TACI and BCMA. Furthermore, lines 18-20 on page 54 of the PCT specification
recites an effect on cellular response to ztnf4 in the presence of soluble BR43x2
TACI and BCMA. In addition, lines 35-36 on page 75 of the PCT specification
confirms that ztnf4 is a preferred ligand for BR43x2, TACI and BCMA. Binding of
ztnf4 to TACI and BCMA is also illustrated in Figure 2 of the PCT specification.

Thus, there can be no doubt that the subject-matter "inhibiting BR43x2, TACI or
BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement' has basis in the PCT specification as filed and
hence amendment of the phrase "receptor-ligand engagement" to recite "receptor-
ztnf4 engagement" does not add matter beyond the content of the application as filed.

Claims 13-28 as granted

8.3 In points 12-1 6 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 1 3-
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8.4

28 of the Patent as granted unallowably add subject-matter that extends beyond the
content of the application as filed. These dependent "use" claims recite specific

medical conditions that are treatable using the medicament of any of Claims 1 to 12
as granted. Claims 13-28 as granted correspond to published PCT Claims 10-28,
and do not therefore add matter beyond the content of the application as filed.

Thus, Opponent I is incorrect to allege that the PCT specification as filed provides no
basis for these specific therapeutic uses. In addition, we would refer the Opposition
Division to at least the following passages from the PCT specification - page 53. lines

35-37; page 54. lines 27-36; page 55, line 1-page 57, line 1 1 ; and page 58, lines 3-10.
Furthermore, treatment of systemic lupus erythematous (SLE) is described in

Example 13; treatment of ELE is described in Example 16; and treatment of
rheumatoid arthritis is described in Example 17 of the PCT specification. It is thus
evident that the PCT specification provides suitable basis for the specific therapeutic
uses of Claims 1 3-28 as granted, and hence the subject-matter of these claims does
nofadd matter beyond the content of the application as filed.

Claims 36-38 as granted

8.5 In points 1 7-1 9 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that Claims 36-

38 of the Patent as granted - relating to pharmaceutical compositions of antibodies -
do not have adequate basis in the application as filed. The corresponding claims of
Auxiliary Request 1 are Claims 24-26.

8.6 The PCT specification as filed (see, for example, method Claims 1 and 29) recites
methods of medical treatment using antibodies. Hence, it would be implicit (if not
explicit) to a skilled person that the PCT application as filed provides suitable basis for
using antibodies to manufacture a medicament. Thus, it would also be evident that a
claim to the end-product medicament also has basis in the PCT application as filed.

In this regard, a skilled person would understand that the only way in which antibodies
would be administered to a patient would be in the form of a pharmaceutical
composition. By analogy, the PCT application as filed describes administration of
polypeptides and antagonists (eg. antibodies) in the form of a pharmaceutical
composition (see page 83, line 24 - page 84, line 19). Thus, the subject-matter of
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Claims 24-26 as granted does not add matter beyond the content of the application as
filed.

NOVELTY - ARTICLE 54 EPC AND ARTICLE 100a PPC.

Novelty - Article 54(3) EPC

Claim 1 h) as granted

8.7 In points 32-37 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 1 of
the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D3 (referred to as D2
by Opponent I). In particular, Opponent I has alleged that part h) of Claim 1 (as
granted) is disclosed in D3. In this regard, Claim 1 h) as granted corresponds to Claim
31 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.8 Neither D3 nor its priority document (Master reference D20, referred to by Opponent I

as D2a) discloses the subject-matter of Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 . D3 fails to

disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 31 . In particular, there
is no disclosure in D3 of using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds
to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the
specific medical conditions disclosed in Claim 31.

8.9 Thus, Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D3.

8.10 In points 38-44 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 1h) of
the Patent as granted (ie. Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 ) lacks novelty in view of
Master Reference citation D4 (referred to as D3 by Opponent I).

8.11 Neither D4 nor its priority document (Master reference D27, referred to by Opponent I

as D3a) discloses the subject-matter of Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 . D4 fails to

disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 31 . In particular, there
is no disclosure in D4 of using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds
to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the
specific medical conditions disclosed in Claim 31.
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8.12 Thus, Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over D4.

Claim 2 as granted

8.13 In points 45 and 46 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 2
lacks novelty over Master reference citations D3 and D4 (referred to as D2 and D3 by
Opponent I). Claim 2 as granted corresponds to dependent Claims 2 and 33 of
Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.14 Claim 2 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 1. Claim 1 is novel over D3 and D4,
which fail to disclose the compounds recited in Claim 1. Thus, Claim 2 is novel by
virtue of dependency on novel Claim 1

.

Claim 33 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on any of Claims 27-32. D3 and D4 relate

solely to BCMA, and do not disclose the compounds recited in Claims 27. 29-30 or

32. Hence, these claims are novel. With regard to Claims 28 and 31, there is no
disclosure in D3 or D4 of using the recited compounds to treat the specific medical
conditions recited in these claims, and hence Claims 28 and 31 are also novel. Thus,
Claim 33 is novel over D3 and D4 by virtue of dependency on novel Claims 27-32.

Claim 3h) as granted

8.1 5 Opponent I has alleged, in points 47-50 of the Statement of Grounds, that Claim 3h)
lacks novelty over Master references D3 and D4 (referred to by Opponent I as D2 and
D3) for the same reasons as given with respect to Claim 1. Claim 3h) as granted
corresponds to Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.16 Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel for the same reasons as given above with

respect to Claim 31
.

In more detail, there is no disclosure in either D3 or D4 of using
an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID
NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the specific medical conditions

recited in Claim 38. Hence. Claim 38 is novel.
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Claim 13 as granted

In points 51-55 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 13 of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master references D3 and D4 (referred to by
Opponent I as D2 and D3). The subject-matter of Claims 13-15 as granted is not
claimed in Auxiliary Request 1 and hence these objections do not apply to Auxiliary

Request 1

.

Claims 16 and 17 as granted

1.18 In points 56 and 57 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims
16 and 17 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of Master Reference D3
(referred to by Opponent I as D2). The subject-matter of Claim 16 and 1 7 as granted
has been incorporated into Claims 1. 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

.19 As discussed above, Claims 1 , 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D3.
which relates to BCMA and fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in these
claims.

Claim 19 as granted

In point 58 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 19 of the

Patent as granted - as it relates to "end stage renal failure" - lacks novelty in view of

Master Reference D3 (referred to by Opponent I as D2), which allegedly describes
treatment of "renal disorders". The "end stage renal failure" feature of Claim 19 as
granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 , 3, 28, 31 , 32, 35, 38 and 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

Claims 1, 3 and 32 are novel over D3 as discussed above. Claim 39 is also novel

over D3, which fails to disclose the antibody/ antibody fragment recited in Claim 39.

Claims 28, 31
,
35 and 38 are novel over D3, which fails to disclose use of the recited

compounds for any of the specific medical conditions recited in these claims. In this

regard, the alleged disclosure of treating generic "renal disorders" in D3 is not an
enabling disclosure of treating "end stage renal failure", which is a specific type of
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renal disorder.

Claim 21 as granted

8.22 In point 59 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 21 of the

Patent as granted - as it relates to treatment of lymphomas - lacks novelty in view of

Master Reference D3 (referred to by Opponent I as D2), which allegedly describes

treatment of "lympho-proliferative disorders" (ie. lymphomas). The "lymphomas"

feature of Claim 21 as granted has been incorporated into Claims 1, 3 and 32 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.23 Claims 1, 3 and 32 are all novel over D3, as discussed above, since D3 fails to

disclose any of the compounds recited in these claims.

Claim 27 as granted

8.24 In point 60 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 27 of the

Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master Reference D3 (referred to by

Opponent I as D2). The subject-matter of Claim 27 as granted has been incorporated

into Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.25 As discussed above, Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D3, which

fails to disclose the novel compounds recited in these claims.

Claim 36 as granted

8.26 In points 61-64 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 36 of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master references D3 and D4 (referred

to by Opponent I as D2 and D3), which allegedly describe anti-BCMA antibodies.

Claim 36 as granted corresponds to Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.27 Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 is entitled to the 7 January 1 999 priority date, which

precedes the priority dates of D3 and D4 - hence, D3 and D4 are not citable against

Claim 24 for novelty. In any case, Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 does not recite any
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anti-BCMA antibody and hence the objection raised by Opponent I no longer applies.

Claims 37 and 38 as granted

8.28 In points 65-67 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 37
and 38 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of Master references D3 and D4
(referred to by Opponent I as D2 and D3), for the same reason as per Claim 36,
above. Claims 37 and 38 as granted corresponds to Claims 25 and 26 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

8.29 Claims 25 and 26 of Auxiliary Request 1 depend on independent Claim 24, which is

novel over D3 and D4 as discussed above (paragraph 9.27). Furthermore, Claims 25
and 26 are entitled to the 7 January 1 999 priority date, which precedes the D3 and D4
priority dates - hence, D3 and D4 are not citable against Claims 25 and 26 for

novelty. Thus, Claims 25 and 26 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel.

Novelty - Article 54r2l EPr:

Claim 1 as granted

8.30 In points 70-71 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 1 as
granted lacks novelty over Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent I as D5),
which is alleged to disclose the use of anti-TACI antibodies for treatment of
inflammatory diseases. The "anti-TACI antibody" aspects of Claim 1 as granted are
now in Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.31 D1 fails to disclose using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a
polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the
specific medical conditions recited in Claim 30. In particular, the alleged generic
disclosure in D1 of treating "inflammatory diseases" is not novelty-destroying of the

specific forms of inflammation recited in Claim 30. namely "inflammation associated
with joint pain, swelling or septic shock". Thus, Claim 30 is novel over D1.
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Claim 3 as granted

8.32 In point 72 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that Claim 3 as
granted lacks novelty over Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent I as D5),

which is alleged to disclose the use of anti-TACI antibodies for treatment of

inflammatory diseases. The "anti-TACI antibody" aspects of Claim 3 as granted are
now to be found in Claim 37 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.33 D1 does not disclose using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to

a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating the

specific medical conditions recited in Claim 37. In particular, the alleged generic
disclosure in D1 of treating "inflammatory diseases" does not destroy the novelty of

the specific forms of inflammation recited in Claim 37 for treating "inflammation

associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock". Thus, Claim 37 is novel over D1

.

8.34 In points 73 and 74 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that part k)

of Claim 3 as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D1 (referred to by
Opponent I as D5), which is alleged to disclose the anti-human TACI antibodies. The
"anti-SEQ ID NO: 20 antibodies" aspect of Claim 3 corresponds to Claim 3g) of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.35 D1 relates only to human TACI, and does not provide any specific disclosure of the
murine TACI sequence SEQ ID NO: 20, which - as discussed in Master reference
D37 - has only 54% identity to human TACI. In particular, there is no disclosure in D1
of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID
NO: 20, or of any use thereof as recited in Claim 3g) of Auxiliary Request 1. Thus,
Claim 3g) is novel with respect to D1

.

Claim 13-15 as granted

8.36 In points 75-77 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 1 3-

15 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D1 (referred to by Opponent I as
D5). The subject-matter of Claims 13-15 as granted is not claimed in Auxiliary

Request 1
,
and hence these objections no longer apply.
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Claims 16 and 17 as granted

8.37 In points 78-79 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 16
and 1 7 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D1 (referred to by Opponent I

as D5). The subject-matter of Claims 16-17 as granted, namely use wherein the

medicament is "for inhibiting antibody production associated with an autoimmune
disease" is now found in Claims 1, 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.38 As discussed above. Claims 1 , 3 and 32 are novel over D1 , which does not disclose
the specific compounds of Claims 1 and 3 or the mechanism of action underlying

Claim 32.

Claim 18 as granted

8.39 In point 80 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that treatment of

systemic lupus ervthematosis, myasthenia gravis and rheumatoid arthritis using an
anti-TACI antibody is known from D1 (referred to by Opponent I as D5). Thus
Opponent I has alleged that Claim 18 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D1

.

The "systemic lupus ervthematosis, myasthenia gravis and rheumatoid arthritis-

aspects of Claim 18 of the Patent as granted are now found in Auxiliary Request 1

Claims 13, 28. 31, 35. 38 and 53 (see also Claim 39 which recites only myasthenia
gravis).

8.40 Claim 13 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on independent Claims 1

and 3. which, as discussed above, are novel over D1. Thus, Claim 13 is novel by
virtue of dependency. D1 fails to disclose the compounds recited in Claims 28, 31 , 35
and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1 , and hence these claims are also novel. Claim 53 is

dependent on Claim 32, which is novel over D1 as discussed above. Thus, Claim 53
is novel by virtue of dependency.

Claim 21 as granted

8.41 In point 81 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that treatment of
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myeloma and lymphoma using anti-TACI antibodies is disclosed in D1 (referred to by
Opponent 1 as D5). Thus, Opponent 1 has alleged that Claim 21 of the Patent as
granted lacks novelty over D1

. The "myeloma and lymphoma" aspects of Claim 21 as
granted are now to be found in Auxiliary Request 1 Claims 1 , 3 and 32 (28, 31 , 35 and
38 multiple myelomas only).

8.42 As discussed above, Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1 by
virtue of the novel compounds recited in these claims. Claim 32 is novel over D1,
which does not disclose the specific mechanism of action underlying Claim 32.

Claims 28, 31
,
35 and 38 are also novel over D1 , which fails to disclose any of the

compounds used in these claims.

Claim 23 as granted

In point 82 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that "moderating
immune response" is known from D1 (referred to by Opponent 1 as D5). Thus, in

Opponent I's opinion, Claim 23 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D1 . The
subject-matter of claim 23 as granted is absent from Auxiliary Request 1 , and hence
this objection no longer applies.

Claims 27 and 28 as granted

8.44 In point 83 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 27 and
28 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D1 (referred to by Opponent I as
D5). The subject-matter of Claims 27 and 28 as granted, namely use of the
medicament for the treatment of inflammation, in particular, inflammation associated
with joint pain, swelling, anaemia or septic shock, is now found in Auxiliary Request 1

Claims 1. 3 and 16 (see also Claims 27-31 and 34-40, which recite treatment of
inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock only).

8.45 Claims 1 and 3 are novel over D1 as discussed above, by virtue of the specific

compounds recited in these claims. Claim 16 is thus also novel by virtue of

dependency on Claims 1 and 3. D1 also provides no disclosure of the compounds
recited in Claims 28. 29, 31 , 35-36, and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1 and hence these
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claims are also novel. With regard to Claims 27, 30. 34 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1

(which relate to TACI aspects of the present invention) D1 does not provide any
explicit disclosure of treating inflammation associated with joint pain or swelling -

which are specific types of inflammation, distinct from rheumatoid arthritis. Hence,
Claims 27, 30, 34 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over D1.

Claims 36-38 as granted

8.46 In point 84 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent 1 has alleged that pharmaceutical
compositions of anti-TACI antibodies as described in Claims 36-38 of the Patent as
granted are known from D1. Claims 36-38 correspond to Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

8.47 As discussed above, D1 does not provide any explicit disclosure of an antibody or
antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10.
As discussed above, it would be a matter of routine for a skilled person in the art to
identify whether or not an antibody is "specifically binding". Hence these claims are
novel over D1.

Claims 36 and 37 as granted

8.48 In points 85 and 86 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent 1 has also alleged that

Claims 36 and 37 of the Patent as granted lack novelty over Master reference D13
(referred to by Opponent I as D6). Claims 36 and 37 as granted correspond to
Claims 24-25 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.49 The antibodies or antibody fragments of pharmaceutical composition Claims 24-26 of
Auxiliary Request 1 specifically bind to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO: 2. 4 or 1 0. There
is no disclosure in D1 3 of any of these polypeptides, let alone of antibodies that bind
specifically to these polypeptides. Hence, these claims are novel over D1

.

INVENTIVE STEP - ARTICLE 56 EPC AND ARTICLE IQfla FPr

Claims 1 and 3 as granted
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8.50 In point 87 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 1 and 3
of the Patent as granted make no technical contribution to the art and thus lack an
inventive step. In particular, Opponent I's inventive step allegation would appear to

stem from their allegation that these claims do not recite any "defined, real treatment
of any pathological condition".

8.51 Opponent I's allegation no longer applies to Auxiliary Request 1, in which the
independent "use" claims all recite a number of defined, real medical conditions.
Thus, independent "use" Claims 1 , 3, 33-38 and 40-47 of Auxiliary Request 1 make a
technical contribution to the art - namely, the provision of novel medicaments for

treatment of specific medical conditions.

Closest Prior art and problem to be solved

8.52 In point 95 of the Statement of Grounds (after a brief discussion of the alleged
background to the invention), Opponent I has alleged that Master reference D1
(referred to by Opponent I as D5) is the closest prior art to the Patent for assessment
of inventive step.

8.53 In this regard. D1 relates only to TACI (and related compounds) and does not relate
to BCMA or to BR43x2. Thus, D1 has only a limited relevance to inventive step of the
claims of Auxiliary Request 1

. This is particularly the case since D 1 does not disclose
any specific ligand for TACI. let alone the ligand ztnf4. Thus, in view of D1

, many of
the compounds recited in the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 would not be obvious to a
skilled person. Furthermore, a skilled person reading D1 would not consider it

obvious that the compounds recited in the "use" claims of Auxiliary Request 1 should
(or even could) be used to inhibit ztnf4 activity or to inhibit BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA
receptor-ztnf4 engagement. Hence, taking D1 as a starting point, all' claims of
Auxiliary Request 1 have an inventive step.

8.54 In point 97 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Master
reference D12 (referred to by Opponent I as D7) is of relevance to inventive step of
anti-BCMA aspects of the Patent. However, D1 2 is merely an academic publication
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that fails to suggest treatment of any medical condition, let alone treatment of the very

specific medical conditions recited in the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 . Furthermore,

there is no suggestion in D12 of inhibiting ztnf4 activity or inhibiting BR43x2, TACI, or

BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement. Furthermore, with regard to antibodies, there is

no suggestion in D12 of antibodies that would bind specifically to a polypeptide of

SEQ ID NO: 8 (D12 fails to suggest any antibodies, and those produced by the D12
author and described in Master reference D1 3 are raised against a truncated BCMA-
GST fusion protein). Hence, starting from D12, the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 have
an inventive step.

8.55 Alternatively, in point 99 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has suggested that

Master reference D30 (referred to by Opponent I as D12) is the closest prior art. D30
does not, however, relate to BR43x2, TACI or BCMA and fails to suggest a single one
of the compounds recited in the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 . Furthermore, there is

no suggestion whatsoever in D30 of inhibiting ztnf4 activity or inhibiting BR43x2,
TACI. or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement. Yet further, a skilled person reading D30
(which allegedly describes general "B-cell proliferative disorders") would not consider
it obvious to treat the specific medical conditions recited in the claims of Auxiliary

Request 1
.
Thus, the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive with respect to D30.

Claim 1g) as granted

8.56 In point 1 00 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the use of anti-

TACI antibodies (part g of Claim 1 as granted) lacks an inventive step, in view of a
combination of Master references D1, D6 and D5 (referred to by Opponent I as D5,
D9 and D10. respectively). In this regard, Opponent I has alleged that it would have
been obvious to identify ztnf4 as a ligand of TACI in view of Master references D5 and
D6. Claim 1g) as granted corresponds to Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.57 D6 is not relevant to inventive step of the present invention since it fails to provide, or

even suggest, the 264 amino acid sequence of ztnf4. Thus, even if D6 were to be
combined with D1 this would not lead a skilled person towards the subject-matter of

Claim 30, because both documents provide no suggestion of the ztnf4 ligand of the

present invention. Thus, Claim 30 is inventive over a combination of D1 and D6.
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8.58 Furthermore, a skilled person would not combine D1 with D5 since they relate to

distinct molecules, which were not known to interact prior to the present invention. In

particular. D1 recites that the endogenous ligand for TACI is not known (page 52. line

1 9): and no receptor for the ztnf4 sequence is suggested in D5. Thus a skilled person
would have no reason to combine D1 and D5. and the combination of these
documents by Opponent I is based, impermissibly, on hindsight.

8.59 Even if D1 and D5 were combined, their combined teaching would not lead a skilled

person to Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1 . In this regard, there is no suggestion in D1
that an anti-TACI antibody could be used to treat the specific medical conditions

recited in Claim 30. Thus, Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive with respect to

D1. D5 andD6.

Claim 1h) as granted

8.60 In point 101 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that the use of anti-

BCMA antibodies (Claim 1h as granted) lacks an inventive step in view of a
combination of Master references D1 and D12 (referred to by Opponent I as D5 and
D7). Claim 1h) as granted corresponds to Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.61 Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive with respect to a combination of D1 and
D12, since there is no suggestion in either of these documents that would lead a
skilled person to the claimed invention. In particular, neither of these documents
suggests an antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8. In

more detail. D1 makes no reference whatsoever to BCMA and, in particular, provides
no suggestion of any antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:
8. With regard to D12, no antibodies are described in this paper, which relates

primarily to characterisation of BCMA at the nucleic acid level. Thus, in view of D1
and D12, the recited antibody would not have been obvious.

8.62 Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D1 or D1 2 of the specific mechanism of action
of the recited antibody, namely inhibition of ztnf4 activity. In this regard, there is no
disclosure of any specific ligand, let alone ztnf4, in either D1 or D12. Thus, it would
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not have been obvious to a skilled person reading these documents that an antibody
that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 could be used to inhibit ztnf4

activity. In particular, a combination of D1 and D12 would not lead a skilled person to

expect that the recited antibody could be used to treat the specific medical conditions

recited in Claim 31 This is particularly the case since the "BCMA" document D12 is

merely academic in nature and fails to suggest any therapeutic uses. Thus. Claim 31
of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive over D1 and D12.

Claim 1 , parts g) and h) as granted

8.63 In point 1 02 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the use of anti-

TACI and anti-BCMA antibodies (parts g and h of Claim 1) lacks an inventive step
over a combination of Master reference D30 (referred to by Opponent I as D1 2) with

Master reference D12, D1 or D9 (referred to by Opponent I as D7, D5 and D8,
respectively). Claim 1g) as granted corresponds to Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1

and Claim 1h) as granted corresponds to Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.64 As discussed above, the disclosure of D30 is remote from the presently claimed
invention, since there is no disclosure in D30 of an antibody that specifically binds to

SEQ ID NO: 6 or 8. With regard to Claim 30, a combination of D30 with D12 would
not make this claim obvious since there is no suggestion of anti-TACI antibodies in

D12. A combination of D30 with D1 or D9 would also fail to suggest Claim 30, since
neither D1 nor D9 provides any suggestion of any particular ligand for TACI, and
hence provide no suggestion of inhibiting ztnf4 activity as claimed. Furthermore,
neither D1 nor D9 suggests using an anti-SEQ ID NO: 6 antibody for manufacture of a
medicament for treating the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 30. In this

regard, D9 is a merely academic publication that provides no suggestion of any
therapeutic application of anti-TACI antibodies, let alone their use for the specific

therapies recited in Claim 30. Thus, Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1 has an inventive

step over a combination of D30 with D12, D1 or D9.

8.65 With regard to Claim 31
,
a combination of D30 with D12 would not make this claim

obvious since no antibodies are disclosed in D12. Furthermore, a combination of D30
with D1 or D9 would not lead a skilled person to Claim 31, since none of these
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documents relate to BCMA. and in particular since none suggests any antibody that

specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8. Thus, Claim 31 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is inventive over a combination of D30 with D12, D1 or D9.

Claim 2 as granted

8.66 In point 1 03 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claim 2 of the

Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master references D1 and D30.
Claim 2 as granted corresponds to dependent Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary Request
1.

8.67 Claim 2 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive by virtue of dependency on Claim 1 of
Auxiliary Request 1. Claim 1 is inventive over D1 and D30 since neither of these
documents provides any suggestion of the compounds recited for use in Claim 1 . In

the light of D1
,
none of the BR43x2 aspects of Claim 1 would be considered obvious

by a skilled person, who would predict that a biologically useful TACI isoform would
comprise at least the first, highly conserved, cysteine rich pseudo repeat. In contrast,

BR43x2 lacks this repeat, and yet unexpectedly retains high binding affinity for the
ztnf4 ligand. There is no suggestion in D1 of BCMA, let alone the amino acid
fragments of SEQ ID NO: 8 recited in parts f) and g) of Claim 1. and hence these
aspects are inventive over D1. There is no suggestion in D1 of SEQ ID NO: 10 (the
D1 consensus "Prosite" sequence is more broadly defined than SEQ ID NO: 10). and
hence use of an antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide having the more
precise SEQ ID NO: 10 sequence would not have been obvious to a skilled person.
Finally, there is no suggestion in D1 or D30 of any ligand molecule, let alone ztnf4.

and hence inhibition ofztnf4 is inventive over D1 and D30. Thus, Claim 2 of Auxiliary

Request 1
.
which incorporates all features of Claim 1 . has an inventive step over D1

and D30.

8.68 Claim 33 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive by virtue of its dependency on any of

Claims 27-32 of Auxiliary Request 1. As discussed above, Claims 30 and 31 are
inventive over D1 and D30. Claims 28 and 29 are also inventive over D1 and D30,
since neither of these documents provides any suggestion of the compounds recited

for use in these claims. The use of a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular
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domain of TACI as recited in Claim 27 of Auxiliary Request 1 would not be considered
obvious by a skilled person in view of D1 or D30, as neither of these documents
suggests any of the specific medical conditions recited in this claim. With regard to all

of Claims 27-32, there is no suggestion in D1 or D30 of any specific ligand molecule,
let alone ztnf4. and hence a skilled person reading D1 or D30 would not consider it

obvious to use the recited compounds to inhibit ztnf4 activity. In contrast, the present
inventors have identified that the recited compounds are useful for treating certain
specific medical conditions, by a specific mechanism - namely inhibition of ztnf4
activity. Thus, Claims 27-32 are inventive over D1 and D30, and Claim 33 of Auxiliary
Request 1 is inventive by dependency.

Claim 3g) as granted

8.69 In point 1 04 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the use of anti-
TACI antibodies (partg) lacks an inventive step over Master reference D1 (referred to
by Opponent I as D5). Claim 3g) as granted corresponds to Claim 37 of Auxiliary
Request 1

.

8.70 Opponent I is incorrect to allege that the D1 describes the use of "anti-TACI"
antibodies to inhibit engagement of ztnf4 with the BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptors.
D1 is silent with regard to ztnf4 activity/ binding, and there is no suggestion in D1 that
the D1 anti-TACI antibodies bind the TACI polypeptide at the ztnf4 binding site, or at
any site that is involved in engagement with ztnf4, (thereby inhibiting the ability of
ztnf4 to engage TACI).

8.71 Secondly, "inhibition of TACI". as described in D1 , is not synonymous with inhibiting

ztnf4 engagement, as presently claimed. In this regard, ztnf4 is one of a number of
ligands that act through the TACI receptor, and inhibition of ztnf4 engagement
represents an inventive selection from the possible ligand-TACI engagements that
could be inhibited. Thus, since there is no suggestion of any specific ligand for the
TACI receptor in D1

,
let alone ztnf4, it would not be obvious to a skilled person to use

a specifically binding anti-SEQ ID NO: 6 antibody to inhibit BR43x2. TACI or BCMA
receptor-ztnf4 engagement.
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8.72 Furthermore, there is no suggestion in D1 of the specific therapeutic uses of the
recited anti-SEQ ID NO: 6 antibody. In this regard, as discussed above, alleged
general references in D1 to treating generalized conditions such as "autoimmune
diseases" would not suggest to a skilled person that the recited antibody could be
used to treat the specific medical conditions listed in Claim 37 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

In particular, there is no suggestion in D1 of treating these conditions by inhibiting

BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements. Thus, Claim 37 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is inventive over D1.

Claim 3h) as granted

8.73 In point 1 05 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the use of anti-

BCMA antibodies (Claim 3h as granted) lacks an inventive step in view of a
combination of Master references D1 and D12 (referred to by Opponent I as D5 and
D7). Claim 3h) as granted corresponds to Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.74 Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive with respect to a combination of D1 and
D12, for the same reasons as given above with regard to Claim 1h) as granted. In

particular, neither D1 nor D12 suggests an antibody that specifically binds to a
polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8. In more detail, D1 does not relate to BCMA or suggest
an antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8. D12 fails to

suggest any anti-BCMA antibodies. Thus, in view of D1 and D12, the recited antibody
would not have been obvious.

8.75 Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D1 or D1 2 of the specific mechanism of action
recited in Claim 38, namely inhibition of BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagement. In this regard, neither D1 nor D12 discloses any specific ligand for

these receptors, let alone ztnf4. Thus, it would not have been obvious to a skilled

person reading D1 or D12 that engagement of ztnf4 with these receptors could be
inhibited using an antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8.

In particular, it would not be obvious in view of a combination of D1 and D12 that the
recited antibody could be used to treat the specific medical conditions recited in Claim
38. This is particularly the case since the "BCMA" document D12 is merely academic
in nature and fails to suggest any therapeutic uses. Thus, Claim 38 of Auxiliary
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Request 1 is inventive over D1 and D12.

Claim 3, parts g) and h) as granted

8.76 In point 1 06 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the use of anti-

TACI and anti-BCMA antibodies (parts g and h) lacks an inventive step in view of a
combination of Master reference D30 (referred to by Opponent I as D12) with Master
reference D12. D1 or D9 (referred to by Opponent I as D7. D5 and D8, respectively).

Claim 3g) as granted corresponds to Claim 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 and Claim 3h)

as granted corresponds to Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

8.77 Claims 37 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D30. D12, D1 and D9 as
discussed above with regard to Claims 30 and 31 . In brief, D30 fails to suggest any
antibody that specifically binds to SEQ ID NO: 6 or 8. Claim 37 is inventive over a
combination of D30 with D1 2 since D1 2 fails to suggest anti-TACI antibodies. Claim

37 is also inventive over a combination of D30 with D1 or D9, since neither D1 nor D9
provides any suggestion of a specific ligand for TACI, and hence provide no
suggestion of inhibiting receptor-ztnf4 engagements, as claimed. Furthermore,

neither D1 nor D9 suggests treating the any of specific medical conditions recited in

Claim 37. Thus, Claim 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 has an inventive step over a

combination of D30 with D12, D1 or D9.

8.78 With regard to Claim 38, this claim is inventive over a combination of D30 with D12
since no antibodies are disclosed in D1 2. Furthermore, a combination ofD30 with D1
or D9 would not lead a skilled person to Claim 38, since none of these documents
relate to BCMA, and in particular does not suggest any antibody that specifically binds

to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8. Thus. Claim 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive

over a combination of D30 with D12, D1 or D9.

Claims 13-28 as granted

8.79 In point 1 08 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that using an anti-

TACI antibody to treat the specific medical conditions recited in Claims 13, 15-18, 21,

23, 27 and 28 of the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master
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reference D1 (referred to by Opponent I as D5). The subject-matter of Claims 1 3, 1

5

and 23 is absent from Auxiliary Request 1 . The subject-matter of Claims 16-18, 21

and 27-28 is found in Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.80 Claims 30 and 37 are inventive over D1 , which does not suggest treating any of the

specific medical conditions recited in these claims. By way of example, general

references in D1 to treating generalized conditions such as "inflammation" and
"autoimmune diseases" would not suggest to a skilled person that the recited antibody

could be used to treat the specific inflammatory and autoimmune conditions recited in

Claims 30 and 37. In particular, a skilled person reading D1 would not think it obvious
that these conditions could be treated by inhibiting of ztnf4 activity or receptor-ztnf4

engagements, since there is no suggestion of ztnf4 in D1.

8.81 In point 109 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that, with regard to

anti-BCMA antibodies, the subject-matter of these use claims also lacks an inventive

step in view of a combination of Master reference D1 with Master reference D1 2. The
"anti-BCMA antibody" use claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are Claims 31 and 38.

8.82 As discussed above with regard to Claims 30 and 37, Claims 31 and 38 are inventive

over D1
,
which does not suggest treatment of any of the specific medical conditions

that are recited in these claims. Furthermore, treatment of these conditions would not

even be suggested by a combination of D1 with D12, which is a merely academic
publication and fails to suggest any therapeutic uses. Moreover, D1 2 fails to suggest
the use of any antibodies, let alone the specifically binding anti-SEQ ID NO: 8
antibodies recited in Claims 31 and 38. Thus, Claims 31 and 38 of Auxiliary Request
1 would not have been obvious in view of D1 and D12, and they have an inventive

step.

In Point 1 1 0 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has raised a specific inventive

step objection against Claim 22 as granted, which relates to inhibiting effector T cells,

in view of alleged prior art disclosures of activating B cells. In more detail, Opponent I

has alleged that inhibition of effector T cells is an inherent consequence of activating

certain types of B cells. The subject-matter of Claim 22 has been incorporated into

Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1

.
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8.84 As discussed above. Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are both inventive since

none of the cited prior art provides any suggestion of the compounds recited for use
in these claims. Thus, it would not be obvious to use these compounds to inhibit

effector T cells.

8.85 In point 111 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has referred to Master
reference D30 (referred to as D12 by Opponent I), which allegedly relates to using
anti-B cell specific antibodies to treat lymphomas. The only claims of Auxiliary

Request 1 that recite treatment of lymphomas are Claims 1 , 3 and 32. These claims
are all inventive over the cited prior art, which fails to suggest any of the specific

compounds recited in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1, or the specific

mechanism of action underpinning Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claims 36-38 as granted

8.86 In point 1 1 2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 36-38
of the Patent as granted, in relation to anti-TACI and anti-BCMA antibodies, lack an
inventive step in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent I as D5).

Furthermore, in point 1 13 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has also alleged

that Claims 36-38 of the Patent as granted, in relation to anti-BCMA antibodies, lack

an inventive step in view of Master reference D13 (referred to by Opponent I as D6).

Claims 36-38 as granted correspond to Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.87 Neither D1 nor D1 3 provide any suggestion of the antibodies recited in parts a-c) of

Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1. In particular, D1 and D13 both fail to suggest a
polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10. and hence a skilled person would not think it

obvious to raise an antibody against these sequences. Hence. Claims 24-26 of

Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D1 and D13.

Antibody or fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10

8.88 In points 1 1 4-1 1 7 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that Claims 1

.

3 and 36 of the Patent as granted - to the extent to which they relate to an antibody or
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fragment that specifically binds to SEQ ID NO: 10 - lack an inventive step. The

subject-matter of these claims is found in Claims 1d), 3d) and 24c) of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

8.89 There is no suggestion in any of the cited prior art of an antibody that specifically

binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10. In this regard, the "TACI" prior art

documents cited for inventive step (D1 and D9) fail to suggest a polypeptide of SEQ
ID NO: 10 (the "Prosite" consensus sequence provided in D1 is broader than SEQ ID

NO: 10) and hence it would not be obvious to a skilled person to raise an antibody

against this sequence. With regard to the citable "BCMA" prior art (D10-D1 3), the only

antibodies suggested in these documents are raised against an N-terminally

truncated BCMA polypeptide, which lacks part of the BCMA cysteine rich pseudo
repeat. Thus, D10-D13 teach away from antibodies that specifically bind to a

polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10. Thus, Claims 1d), 3d) and 24c) of Auxiliary Request 1

are inventive.

8.90 Furthermore, with regard to Claims 1d) and 3d), there is no suggestion in the cited

prior art that an anti-SEQ ID NO: 10 antibody could be used therapeutically, let alone

for treating the specific medical conditions recited in these claims. Moreover, there is

no suggestion in the prior art that an anti-SEQ ID NO: 10 antibody could be used to

inhibit ztnf4 activity, or to inhibit BR43x2m TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagements, as claimed. Thus. Claims 1d) and 3d) of Auxiliary Request 1 have an

inventive step.

SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE - ARTICLE 83 EPC AND ARTICLE 100c EPC

Claim 3 as granted

8.91 In points 118-120 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the

subject-matter of Claim 3 as granted lacks sufficiency, insofar as it relates to TACI or

BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement. In particular, Opponent I has alleged that the

Patent specification does not enable a skilled person to selectively inhibit TACI or

BCMA receptor-ztnM engagement (ie. without inhibiting the ability ofTACI and BCMA
to engage other ligands).
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Opponent I is incorrect to take this view, since a skilled person would be aware that

receptors that bind multiple ligands are common in the TNF receptor family (of which

TACI. BCMA and BR43x2 are members). Furthermore, it would be understood by a

skilled person that these receptors utilize distinct mechanisms in order to engage their

different ligands. In this regard, we refer to Master reference D32, which provides an

overview of the interactions between various TNF receptors (including TACI and
BCMA) and their ligands (including ztnf4). It is evident from D32 that the various TNF
ligands have different structures and thus two different ligands are likely to engage
the same receptor in different ways. Thus, it would be immediately apparent to a
skilled person that the engagement of ztnf4 with TACI or BCMA could be inhibited

without inhibiting the engagement of any other ligand with these receptors.

This is confirmed by Master reference D33, which illustrates the different

engagements that TACI and BCMA make with ztnf4 (=BAFF), as compared to a

distinct ligand, APRIL. In this regard, it is apparent from Figure 2B (page 7221 of

D33) that TACI engages APRIL and ztnf4 with different affinities (ztnf4 appears to

bind with much lower affinity) - which is indicative of a different binding interaction

between TACI and ztnf4 as compared to between TACI and APRIL. Thus, a skilled

person would appreciate that it is possible to inhibit TACI-ztnf4 engagement without

inhibiting TACI-APRIL engagement. No evidence to counter this has been provided

by Opponent I.

8.94 Moreover, lines 7-12 of the right-hand column on page 7222 of D33 recite that

mutation of a number of residues within the TACI polypeptide had an effect on binding

of only one ligand - illustrating that TACI-ztnf4 engagements differ from TACI-APRIL
engagements at an atomic level. Thus, these findings confirm that key TACI-ztnf4

interactions required for TACI-ztnf4 engagement may be inhibited without inhibiting

binding of TACI to another ligand such as APRIL.

8.95 With regard to inhibiting BCMA-ztnf4 engagements, the first 2 paragraphs of the left-

hand column on page 7225 of D33 recite that the interactions between BCMA and
ztnf4 also differ at an atomic level from those between BCMA and APRIL. In more
detail, BCMA residues 29-34 (within the BCMA cysteine-rich domain) make more
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extensive interactions with APRIL than with ztnf4, which may account for the
significantly higher affinity with which BCMA binds APRIL as compared to ztnf4.

Furthermore, the BCMA polypeptide contacts regions in ztnf4 that are different in both
sequence and conformation from the corresponding regions in APRIL. Thus, D33
confirms that BCMA-ztnf4 engagements differ considerably from BCMA-APRIL
engagements, and it is therefore possible to inhibit BCMA-ztnf4 engagement without
inhibiting BCMA-other ligand engagements by selective inhibition of the key receptor-

ligand interactions.

8.96 With regard to Claim 39. and to parts e-f) of Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1. the
antibodies recited in these claims are raised against the ztnf4 polypeptide (SEQ ID
NO: 18). and against fragments of the ztnf4 polypeptide (SEQ ID NOs: 59 and 60).
respectively. Hence, in use. these antibodies specifically bind to ztnf4 and thereby
inhibit engagement of ztnf4 with its receptors, TACI and BCMA. Since these
antibodies "specifically bind" to ztnf4. they would not (by definition) bind specifically to

any other ligand. and hence would not inhibit engagement of any other ligand with
TACI/ BCMA. Thus, use of these antibodies enables ztnf4 engagements to be
inhibited without inhibiting the engagements of any other ligand.

8.97 Thus, with regard to TACl/BCMA-ztnf4 engagements, the subject-matter of Claim 3
as granted is sufficiently disclosed.

Claims 1 and 3 as granted

8.98 In points 121-123 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the
Patent does not teach how to identify medical conditions that fall within the scope of
Claims 1 and 3 as granted.

8.99 This objection does not apply to Auxiliary Request 1 . in which the independent "use-
claims recite specific medical conditions to be treated by the recited compounds.

Claim 36 as granted

8.100 In points 133-135 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that there is
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insufficient disclosure in the specification as filed of how to make and use
medicaments that contain anti-BCMA or anti-TACI antibodies. In particular. Opponent
I has alleged that any technical effect alleged in the Patent for these antibodies

(especially anti-BCMA antibodies) is based on mere speculation.

8.101 "Pharmaceutical composition" Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 does not recite anti-

BCMA or anti-TACI antibodies, and hence Opponent I's allegation with respect to this

claim no longer applies.

8.102 Claims 30, 31, 37 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 recite use of anti-SEQ ID NO: 6 and
anti-SEQ ID NO: 8 antibodies for the manufacture of a medicament for inhibiting ztnf4

activity, or BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements, and thereby treating

specific medical conditions. The recited antibodies are useful for these functions

because they bind specifically to the TACI or BCMA receptor polypeptide and thereby

prevent binding of ztnf4 to TACI or BCMA, respectively.

8.103 Contrary to Opponent l"s allegations, it is not mere speculation to link this technical

function to the recited specific medical conditions. In this regard, Example 5 of the

Patent specification illustrates that human TACI and BCMA were identified in a
number of tissues associated with the recited conditions. Furthermore, it is clear from

Example 12 of the Patent specification that high levels of ztnf4 are associated with

advanced stages of autoimmune disease (eg. the recited conditions SLE, myasthenia
gravis, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and Crohn's disease). Thus, it is

apparent from Example 12 of the Patent that using an anti-TACI or anti-BCMA
antibody to inhibit the activity/ engagements of ztnf4 with TACI and/ or BCMA would
be beneficial for treatment of autoimmune diseases.

8.104 This has been confirmed by Master reference D35 (recent PCT publication of the

Proprietor), which describes, in Examples 1 and 2. the use of anti-TACI and anti-

BCMA antibodies to inhibit the proliferation of multiple myeloma and lymphoma cells

in vitro and in vivo.

8.105 Thus, the Patent specification provides sufficient disclosure of technical effects of the

recited anti-TACI and ant-BCMA antibodies, and hence the subject-matter of Claim 36
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as granted is sufficiently disclosed.

Antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10

8.106 In point 136 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I has alleged that antibodies (or

fragments thereof) that bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10 are not sufficiently

disclosed in the Patent. In particular. Opponent I has alleged that SEQ ID NO: 10

embraces a number of different antigens against which no described antibodies have
been raised. This subject-matter is found in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1.

8.107 SEQ ID NO: 10 represents a receptor polypeptide sequence containing 6 non-

variable key cysteine residues that are involved in interactions with ligands

(corresponding to residues 25, 40. 43, 47, 54 and 58 of the BR43x2 polypeptide - see
paragraph 0019 of the Patent specification as granted). These 6 cysteine residues

collectively form an important antigenic structure for generation of an anti-SEQ ID NO:
10 antibody that has the ability to inhibit ztnf4 activity/ engagements.

8.108 In this regard, Master reference D35 (by the Proprietor) describes antibodies that bind

to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10. In particular, the monoclonal antibody 255.7
discussed in Examples 1-3 of D35 was raised against a polypeptide antigen having a
sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10. As described in Example 1. this antibody was
particularly useful for treatment of multiple myeloma, and was effective for inhibiting

proliferation of Burkitt's lymphoma and multiple myeloma cell lines in vitro. Thus, D35
confirms that the antibodies of the Patent that specifically bind to a polypeptide of

SEQ ID NO: 10 have the claimed biological activities.

SEQ ID NO: 20

8.109 In point 137 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent I has alleged that the Patent

does not sufficiently disclose the polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 20, and hence that there

is insufficient disclosure of an anti-SEQ ID NO: 20 antibody. Anti-SEQ ID NO: 20
antibodies are recited in Auxiliary Request 1 in Claim 3g.

8.1 10 The Opponent is incorrect to take this view since the polypeptide sequence ofSEQ ID
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NO: 20 is provided in the sequence listing on page 54-55 of the Patent specification.

Given the polypeptide sequence, it would be routine for a skilled person to raise an
antibody against this sequence. Furthermore, it would be routine for a skilled person

to determine whether or not an antibody is "specifically binding" by determining the

binding affinity (eg. by Scatchard analysis - see paragraph 0073 of the Patent

specification). Hence, antibodies that specifically bind a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:
20 are sufficiently disclosed in the Patent specification as filed.
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9 OBSERVATIONS IN REPLY TO OPPONENT II

PATENTABILITY - ARTICLE 52M) EPC AND ARTICLE 100a EPC

9.1 In points 42-45 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claims 1-

16 and 22-24 of the Patent as granted are unpatentable since - although drafted in

2
nd

medical use claim format - they allegedly are not directed to treatment of a
specific therapeutic application.

9.2 Referring to Auxiliary Request 1 , independent "second medical use" Claims 1 , 3, 27-

32 and 34-40 recite specific conditions/ diseases, and are therefore in a recognized
"2nd medical use" claim format. Thus, the Opponent's objection no longer applies.

NOVELTY - ARTICLE 54 EPC AND ARTICLE 100a EPC

Novelty over Master reference D1

In point 53 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Master
reference D1 (also referred to by Opponent II as D1 ) is prejudicial to novelty ofClaims
1-16 and 22-24 of the Patent as granted. In this regard, Opponent II has interpreted

these "use" claims as product per se claims in view of the above allegation of

incorrect 2nd medical use format.

The Opponent's objection no longer applies to Auxiliary Request 1 , in which all of the

independent "2nd medical use" claims are in the recognised 2nd
medical use claim

format - ie. recite a real and defined medical condition to be treated.

Claims 1-12 as granted

In point 54 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged Claims 1-12 lack

novelty in view of D1
.
The subject-matter of these claims is now to be found in Claims

1-12 and 27-52 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.6 Claims 1-12 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel with respect to D1 , which does not recite
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any of the compounds recited in independent base Claims 1 and 3. In more detail, D1
does not disclose any subject-matter relating to BR43x2 (parts a-c and e of Claim 1

and parts a-c and h of Claim 3); the ztnf4 ligand (parts e-f of Claim 3); BCMA (parts f-i

of Claim 1 and parts i-l of Claim 3); murine TACI (part g of Claim 3); or SEQ ID NO:
10 (part d of Claims 1 and 3). With regard to part d of Claims 1 and 3, there is no
disclosure in D1 of any antibody (or fragment thereof) that specifically binds to SEQ
ID NO: 10. Thus, Claims 1 and 3. and hence all of Claims 1-12, are novel with

respect to D1

.

9.7 Independent Claims 28-29, 31 , 35-36 and 38-39; and dependent Claims 42, 45 and
48 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over D1 , which does not recite the specific

compounds used in these claims.

9.8 With regard to independent Claims 27, 30, 34. 37 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

these claims are also novel over D1
. which does not disclose treatment of the specific

medical conditions recited in these claims.

9.9 Claim 32 is novel over D1 by virtue of the mechanism of action of amino acid residues

1 -1 66 ofSEQ ID NO: 6, namely inhibiting ztnf4 activity. As discussed above, there is

no disclosure in D1 of any specific ligand for TACI. In particular, there is no
disclosure in D1 of ztnf4, let alone of inhibiting ztnf4 activity. Furthermore, D1 does
not disclose that the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 32 of Auxiliary

Request 1 are treatable by inhibiting ztnf4 activity using the amino acid residues 1-

166 of SEQ ID NO: 6. In this regard, inhibiting ztnf4 is distinct from inhibiting TACI,
and ztnf4 represents a selection from all the possible TACI ligands.

9.10 Thus, all the independent "use" claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1 , and
hence all of Claims 1 -1 2 and 27-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1

.

Claims 13-15 as granted

9.1
1

In point 55 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that Claims 13-15 of
the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D1 . The subject-matter of Claims 13-15
is absent from Auxiliary Request 1 , and hence Opponent li s objections do not apply
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Claim 16 as granted

9.12 in point 56 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 1 6 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D1. The subject-matter of Claim 16 as
granted is found in Claims 1, 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9. 1
3

As discussed above, the compounds recited in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1
are not disclosed in D1

,
and the specific mechanism of action recited in Claim 32 is

not disclosed in D1
.
Hence, these claims are novel over D1

.

Claim 22 as granted

9. 1
4

In point 57 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that Claim 22 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D1. The subject-matter of Claim 22 as
granted, namely "inhibiting effector T cells' is found in Claims 1 , 3, 28, 31 , 32, 35 and
38 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

91
5

As discussed above in more detail, the specific compounds recited in Claims 1, 3, 28,
31, 35 and 38; and the specific mechanism of action recited in Claim 32. are not
disclosed in D1

,
and hence these claims are novel over D1.

Claim 17 as granted

9.16 In point 58 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 1 7 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D1. The subject-matter of Claim 17 as
granted, namely use of the medicament for inhibiting antibody production associated
with an autoimmune disease is found in Claims 1 , 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.17 The compounds recited in Claims 1 and 3, and the mechanism of action recited in
Cla,m 32 of Auxiliary Request 1

,
are not disclosed in 01 . and hence these claims are

novel over D1.
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Claim 18 as granted

9.18 In point 59 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I. has al.eged that treatment of
systemic lupus erythematous, myasthenia gravis and rheumatoid arthritis is known
from D1

.

Thus Opponent II has alleged that Claim 18 of the Patent as granted lacks
novelty over D1. The "systemic lupus erythematous, myasthenia gravis and
rheumatoid arthritis" aspects of Claim 18 of the Patent as granted are now found in
Auxiliary Request 1 Claims 13. 28. 31. 35. 38 and 53 (see also Claim 39 for
myasthenia gravis).

9.19 Claim 13 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on independent Claims 1
and 3. wh.ch. as discussed above, are novel over D1 by virtue of the recited
compounds. Thus. Claim 13 is novel by way of dependency. Similarly. D1 does not
d,sclose the compounds recited in Claims 28, 31 , 35 and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request
1

.

and hence these claims are also novel. Claim 53 is dependent on Claim 32. which
« novel over D1 by virtue of the recited mechanism of action, as discussed above.
Thus. Claim 53 is novel by virtue of dependency.

Claims 19 and 20 as granted

9 20 m point 60 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent I. has alleged that D1 discloses
treatment of giomerulonephritis and vasculitis, and is thus allegedly prejudicial to
novelty of Claim 19 (end stage renal failure aspect) and Claim 20. The "end stage
renal failure" aspect of Claim 1 9 as granted is found in Claims 1 , 3. 28. 31 32 35 and
38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1

.
and the "glomerulonephritis and vasculitis" aspects of

Claim 20 as granted are found in Claims 14 and 55 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

AH of independent Claims 1
. 3, 28, 31

, 32. 35 and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1 are
novel over D1 by virtue of the specific compounds (Claims 1 . 3. 28. 31 . 35 38 and
39). and the specific mechanism of action (Claim 32). Claim 14 is dependent
(ultimately) on Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 and is therefore novel by virtue
of dependency. Claim 55 is dependent on any of novel claims 28. 31 . 35 or 38 and is
therefore novel by virtue of dependency.

9.21
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9-22 In point 61 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent ii has alleged that Claim 21 of the
Patent as granted, insofar as it relates to myeloma and lymphoma, lacks novelty invew of D1

.

The "myeloma and lymphoma" aspects of Claim 21 as granted are now
found in Auxiliary Request 1 Claims 1, 3 and 32 (see also Claims 28, 31, 35 and 38
for multiple myelomas).

9.23 C,a,ms
1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 (by virtue of the recited compounds) and Claim

32 of Auxiliary Request 1 (by virtue of the specific mechanism of action) are nove.
overDI. C.aims28, 31,35 and 38 arealso novel overDl.which fails todisclose any
of the compounds recited in these claims.

Claim 25 as granted

9.24 In poin, 62 of .he Statement of Grounds. Opponent „ has alleged that Calm 25 of the
Patent as granted, insofar as it relates to immunosuppression associated with -graft
rejection, graft versus host disease or autoimmune disease", lacks novelty in view of1

.

These aspects of Claim 25 as granted are now to be found in Auxiliary Request 1
Claims 1.3. 28, 31, 35 and 38.

9.25 Claims , and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are nove, over D1 , which does not disdose the
compounds recited in these claims. Forthe same reasons. Claims 28. 31. 35 and 38
are also novel over D1

.

Claims 27 and 28 as granted

9.26 in point 63 ofthe Statement of Grounds. Opponent „ has alieged that Cairns 27 and
28 of the Patent as granted lack noveity in view of D1 . The subject-matter of Claims
27 and 28 as granted, namely use of the medicament for me treatment of
inflammation, in particuiar, inflammation associated with ioin. pain, swelling, anaemia
or septic shock, is now found in Auxiliary Request 1 Claims 1, 3 and 16 (see also
Claims 27-31 and 34-40. which recite inflammation associated w«h join, pain, swelling
or septic shock).

a
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9.27 C.a.ms 1 and 3 are novel over D1 by virtue of the recited compounds. Claim 16 is
thus a.so novel by way of dependency on Claims 1 and 3. D1 fails to disclose the
compounds recited in Claims 28, 29, 31

, 35, 36. and 38-40 of Auxiliary Request 1 and
hence these claims are also novel. With regard to Claims 27, 30. 34 and 37 of
Aux.liary Request 1. there is no exp.icit disc.osure in D1 of treating inflammation
assocated with joint pain or swelling - which are specific types of inflammation
ci.st.nct from rheumatoid arthritis. Hence. Cairns 27. 30, 34 and 37 of Auxiliary'
Request 1 are also novel over D1.

Claims 36-38 as granted

9.28 n po.nts 64-66 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent „ has alleged that Claims 36-
38 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D1. which allegedly discloses
pharmaceutical compositions of anti-TACI antibodies. Claims 36-38 as granted
correspond to Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.29 The antibodies or antibody fragments recited in Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1
specifically bind to SEQ ID NOs: 2. 4 or 1 0. There is no disclosure in 01 of antibodies
(or fragments thereof) that bind specifically to the SEQ ID NOs recited in independent
Cla,m 24. and hence Claim 24 is novel over D1 Dependent Claims 25-26 are novel
by virtue of their dependency

9.30 In more detail, contrary to the allegation of Opponent ... D1 does not disclose SEQ ID
NO: 10 of the present invention. In.this regard, the "Prosite" consensus sequence
prov,ded on pages 9 and 49 of D1 is more flexible than (ie. broader than) SEQ ID NO-
10 of the Patent, .n particular, the D1 consensus sequence deviates widely from SEQ
ID NO: 1

0
between the 5* and e» Cys residues. Furthermore, D1 does not describe

any antibody (or antibody fragment) that would bind specifically to SEQ ID NO- 10 as
recited in part c) of Cairn 24. In this regard, due to the considerable deviation
between the D1 consensus sequence and SEQ ID NO: 10. it cannot be assumed that
the D1 antibodies would bind specifically to SEQ ID NO: 10. Thus. Claim 24c) and
dependent Claims 25-26 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1
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9-31 With regard to parts a) and b) of Claim 24, there is no disclosure in D1 of SEQ ,D

ID NO: 2 or 4. Thus, Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1 are nove. over D1

.

Novelty over Master reference 09 (referred tn H„ n»p ^
Claims 1-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.32 Opponent ,rs objections in point 71 of the Statement of Grounds no longer apply
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should not be construed as product per se claims.

9.33

ip

t2'L
2

°,
f

tremem of Grounds
'

°pponen'

"

has -«-~ i-«and 22-24 of the Patent as granted lack novelty over Master reference D9 The
subject-matter of Claims ,3-15 and 23 is absent from Auxiliary Re,ues,

1
'

Thesu «rof Claims 1-12, ,6 and 23-24 as granted is to be found inc*» 1-12and 27-52 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.34 There is no disclosure in D9 of any o, the compounds recited in independent base
Cla,ms

1 and 3, upon which Cairns 2 and 4-12 depend. In more detail. D9 fails to
disclose any subject-matter whatsoever renting to BR43x2; the an,4 ligand- BCMA-
murine TACI, or SEQ ID NO: 10.

'

9 35

ZhTrr!
b) ard c) of c,aims 1 and

*°~

"

is~ <° -«-.that an„bod,es described In 09 would specifically bind to the BR43x2 polypeptides
of SEQ ,0 NO: 2 or 4. There is no enabling disdosure in 09 of SEQ ,0 No72 or 4
let alone of antibodies that bind specially to a poiypeptlde of SEQ ID NO- 2 or

4'

and hence Claim 1b) and c). and Claim 3 b) and c) are novel over 09.

With regard to part d, of Cairns 1 and 3. 09 does no, provide any disdosure o, SEQD NO: to. and in particular does no. provide an enabling disclosure of any antibody
(orfragmenttherecf)thatspeclficallyblndstoSEQIONO:10.

In this regard thej
antibodies were raised against the N-terminal 1 51 amino acids of TACI (see note 1

0



page 140 of 09,, which is a much longer antigen than a po,ypep,ide of SEQ ID NO'
0. Thus ,he 09 anybodies raised agains, «. TACI antigen would no, bind

specially ,„ SEQ ID NO: 10. Hence. Claims 1 and 3 are novel with respec, ,o 09.

9 36 Thus, all of Claims 1-14 and 18-19 are novel over 09.

9.37

9.38

09 also fails .o disclose ,he subject-matter of Claims 27-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 Inmore deta, 09 does no. disclose any o, the compounds recited for use in
independent base Claims 28-29, 31. 35-36 and 38-39 of Auxi.,ary Request 1, andhence these c.a,ms are novel over 09. With regard to independent Claims 27. 30 34
37 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1, these claims are also hove, over 09, which fails todolose treatment of the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

,

cl

it
3

^;rv^
1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6, namely inhibiting an,4 activity. There is no disclosure in 09of any „gand for TACI. In par.icu.ar, there is no disclosure in 01 of** le, alone of

Furthermore.
D9fai,s.od«doseusingaminoacidresidues1.

1 66 o, SEQ ID NO: 6 for ,he manufaCure of a medicament for treating any medica.

9.39 Thus, all "use" claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D9.

Claims 36 and 37 as granted

and 37 of the Patent as granted lack novelty over 09. Claims 36 and 37 as granted
correspond to Claims 24 and 25 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.41
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9.42 With regard , „ and b) of C|a|m^ ^ anubo(ji8s^e

SEC ID NO: 2 or 4. Hence. ,he D9 anybodies would no. bind special to apolypeptide of SEQ ID NO- 2 or 4 in .ki. .
specifically to a

iH.„,*
S regard

'
a skille<1 Pere°" would be able to•denWy a specifically binding antibody as a matter of routine as disTsseTparagraph 0073 of the Paten, Hence, Cairn 24a, and b, is ZZ

dependent Claim 25 is novel by virtue of dependency.

9.43 par, c) of Claim 24. conlrary to ,he Opponent ,rs allegation D9 doesno
^exptotlydisctoseSEQIDNOMOof^epresentinventlon.

Furtrlore Mdl
EQ D NO. 10. In th,s regard, the D9 antibodies were raised against the 1 St Nterminal amino acids of TACI, which represents most ofthe TAC,JJ2*1

Nove«y over^er „„^ , ( <>^ fl _^
Claims 1-ie and 22-24 as granted

9 44 Opponent ,rs object in point 78 of the statement of Grounds no longer appiv

Kequest
1 all recrte specific medical conditions to be treated Thus tho** n.-shouid not be construed as product perse claims.

^
945

ir22 2

7

4

9
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:
ent of Grounds

' opponent has - *-»and 22-24 of the Patent as granted lack novelty over Master reference D1 1 Thesubject-matter of Claims 13-15 anri ?o ic aK w The
and 23 is absent from Auxiliary Request 1 Tho

subject-matter of Claims 1-12 16 ?p anH^
request i

.

The

and 27-52 of Au*,,iary Re^sM.
^-S— .to be found in Calms t-,2

independent Cairns , and 3. upon whtah Cairns 2 and «.„. are novel over D1 1 . m
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more detail, 01 1 U. ,„ disclose BR43x2 (parb^ and # ^
and h cf c,alm 3,; ,he«, ,iga„d (parts„ of c,aim BCMA (para ,-i o, Cairn ,

a"S to provide anyconsensus sequence let alone

9

.TIT I

3115

nT
0'089 *" SUbieC,-matter -0*» 27* of Au„i,ia,y Regues. 1In particular, D„ does not disc ,ose any „, (he J « <

•

dependent base Claims 27 . 30. 32. 34. 37 cr 30-40. and hence theseclain*2
*2TTT™- ara novel over 01

1

- w,lh re9ard ,o c,a,ms « *
disctose .he specfic medica. conditions recited in ,hesa claims. Thus, these Cairn,and all claims dependenl thereon are novel over D1 1.

9.49 Thus, all of Claims 1-12 and 27-52 are novel over D11.

Claim 36 as granted

950 ^"-^^-^Opp^u^^^c^,,^
Pa en. as granted lacks novel* over 01, - which is alleged to disclose antibodies

o C, I ;TT an"b0dleS^^ '°
SEQ 10 N° : 1 °- C^ 36—Po *to Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.51 The antibodies and antibody fragments recited ,„ parts a-c, o, Cairn 30 are no,

b d 'R"Z' '

hiS re9afd
'

01

1

fai'S 10**" *
b, ds to a BR43X2 po,ypep«de of SEQ ID NO: 2 or SE0 ID NO: 4. In add! Dl

'

consensus sequence SEQ ,D NO: 10. Thus. Cairn 24 is novel over D„
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Nc.e lty over Ma„«r referent rm (nmwd r „

Claims 1-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.52 Opponen, ll's objections in pom, 84 of ,he Statement of Grounds no ,onger applys,nce. as discussed above. the independentV medica, use- claims of Zia"Request
,

al, recite specie medica, condftions to be treated. Thus
shouldnotbeconstruedasproductperseclaims.

and 22-24 of the Patent as granted lack novelty over Master reference D13 Thesu^ect-matter of Claitns 13-15 and 23 is absent from Auxiliary ReqtL" , The

and 27-52 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.54 independent Cairns 1 and 3, upon which Cairns 2 and 4-,2 depend, are novel overD13. ,n more deta,,, 0,3 ,ai,s to disease BR43x2 (parts a-c and e of Cairn , and

al7T " " °'aim
*" 'iaand <~* ™" ** BCMA (parts ,o

(paTd o^C ^
°f C 'aim mUrt"e TAC ' (Mrt 9 °'"*» 3* "« «> NO: 10(part d of Claims 1 and 3).

eferstothesequencesofo,,. Asdiscussed above, there Is no discfosure in D1 , of-he consensus sequence SEQ ID NO: 10. Furthermore, there is no enabiingdisclosure ,n 011 or D13 of any antibody (or antibody fragment) that wou d bid

1d) and 3d) are novel over D13.

9.56 0,3 *0 fails to disclose the subject-matter of Cairns 27-52 of Auxiliary Request 1n partrcula, D13 does no. disclose any o, the compounds recited inTndelde ,base Claims 27. 30. 32. 34. 37 or 29-40. and hence these ctoims. and aTc2s
dependent thereon, are novel over 0,3. 0,3 provides no disclosure of any ofLspec* medica, conditions recited in Claims 28-29. 31. 35-36 and 38 of Auxiliary
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Request 1. Thus, these claims and

,

Page 74

I all claims dependent thereon are novel over D1 3.

9-57 Thus, Claims 1-12 and 27-52 are all novel over D13.

Claims 36 and 37 as granted

ITri °"h8 S,a,emen
'
°f Gr°UndS

'°~ "--*d iha, Cairns 36and37oftt,ePalentasgrantedlacknoveltyoverD13 whirh , ,,

* C 'a'ms36

and 37 correspond ,o Ciaims 24 and 25 of Auxiiiary Reoues, ,

.

9.59 013
1

does no. disease me antibodies or antibody fragments recited in parts a-c, o,Claim30.
Inmoredetail.ihereisnodisclosurpinni-. ,

npansa-<;)or

binds to a BR43X2 poiypeptide rf SEC O^"T^^T'^'^

9.60 Opponent Irs objections in point 91 of th» <5*of- . , ~
since, as discussed above, he nde ndl ^W T?
shouidno.becons^dasproduc^seciaims.

subjeCmatterofCtai™ ^^ The

9.62 in<.ependen t Ciaims 1 and3.uponwh,ch c,a,ms 2 and4-,2 depe„d.are„ove,over
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.u NO. 10. Thus, Cla,ms 1 and 3 are novel over D12.

base Claims 27. 30 32 34

°' ,he COmpoun* «*- >" independent

dependent thereon. ^ - - **»
sP-iHcmedical conditions letalo^^^

dependenttnereon are nove. over D12
*™ and al, Cairns

9 64 Thus, cairns and 27-52 o, Auxiliary Rsquesl , are nov9lover

Claims 3-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.65 Opponenl li s objeclions in point 97 of ih=

since, as discussed above.^ ^1^7 °° «*>
, a„ SP9Cffic .ed ^rrrTrrrshould no. be coasted as product ^claims.

'
^

Claim 3 as granted

disclosure in 05 of using anyantibody thai h r*

' ^ * "° «'*"
O NO: 59or 60. asrecL^ZT''^*''~>^«*°pans e) and f), respectively, of Claim 3.
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9.68 D5 also fails to disclose an« nf th„

ose any of the specie medical conditions recited in Claim 39.

Claims 4-12 as granted

C«ns 4-,2 and 4,-52 ofA^ary ,

"*""°»«*»»°

971 s^r^n;: der—* -- --
of .his dependency. ""^"'""^^^'^-no^overDSbyvirtue

34, 36, or 40; or on any of Claims 28-29 or 15 « m .
29, 32,

'Hese base claims is disclosed ,„ Ds „
6 COmP°UndS reci,ed h

anyfusion proteins
„y^e

" ^ "~**« 05 <*

which are ^seouencZ Th r-

^Uen^ red^ c'a™s<M7<noneof

over 05.
' ^^^ 41"52 ofAu*-V ^ues, 1 are novel

Claims 13-15 as granted

of Cairns ,3-15 as granted is absent from Auxiiiaryn^Zu.
'
^

Claims 22-24 as granted
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9 74 ,n point ,0, o, the Statement Grounds, Opponent „ has aHeged tnatda™ 22 24

Aiiwry request 1, the subject-matter of Claims oo 9n^ <m
granted is to be found in Claims 1 3 28 31 v> i* * , fl

38
aims i. d, 28, 31-32, 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

the compounds recited for use in th«ca i
•

' none of

cum. are nove, over D5
" h 05 a"d *~

Claim 17 as granted

corresponds to Claims 1 , 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

^
9-77 Claims 1. 3 and 32 are novel over D5 by virtue of th. ~ w

discussed above.
eC,ted comP°unds, as

Claim 18 as granted

in these claims PWm « •

°S6™y °f the recited
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Claim 19 as granted
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9.80

9.81

claims.
y the comP°unds recited in these

Claim 21 as granted

Claim 21 as granted is found in Claims 1 3 27 32and^n J™
SUb,e0,-malter*

,
J. ^7-32 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.83 D5 fails to disclose the compounds recited in Claims 1 3 27 32 a„w^ ,„ .

Claim 25 as granted

31 35 and 38 of Aux„,ary Request 1, which are novel over D5 by virtue o thereeled compounds, as discussed above.
6

Claim 26 as granted
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9.85 In point 1 07 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claim 26 of the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus - lacks novelty in view of D5. The "diabetes" aspect of Claim 26 as
granted is now found in Claims 15 and 54 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.86 Claim 1 5 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on either of Claims 1 or 3,
which as discussed above are novel over D5 by virtue of the recited compounds.'
Thus. Claim 1 5 is also novel over D5, by way of its dependency. Claim 54 of Auxiliary
Request 1 depends (ultimately) on Claim 32, which also is novel over D5 by virtue of
the recited compound. Thus, Claim 54 is also novel over D5.

Claims 27 and 28 as granted

9.87 In point 1 08 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claims 27 and 28 of the Patent as granted - insofar as they relate to

inflammation associated with joint pain or anaemia - lack novelty over D5. The
subject-matter of Claim 27 and Claim 28 (joint pain or anaemia) has been
incorporated into Claims 1. 3, 16, 27-31 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.88 D5 fails to disclose the compounds recited for use in Claims 1 , 3, 27-31 , 34-38 and 40
of Auxiliary Request 1, and hence these claims are all novel over D5. Claim 16 is

novel over D5 by virtue of its dependency on novel Claims 1 or 3. With regard to
Claim 39, the description in D5 of treating rheumatoid arthritis does not provide an
enabling disclosure of treating inflammation associated with joint pain or swelling.
Thus, Claim 39 is novel over D5.

Novelty over Master reference D6 /referred to bv Onponent II as n7)

Claims 3-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.89 Opponent li s objections in point 1 12 of the Statement of Grounds no longer apply,

since, as discussed above, the independent "2nd medical use" claims of Auxiliary

Request 1 all recite specific medical conditions to be treated. Thus, these claims
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should not be construed as product perse claims.

Claim 3 as granted

9.90 In point 1 1 3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 3 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D6. The subject-matter of Claim 3 as
granted is now to be found in Claims 3 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.91 Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D6, which fails to disclose any of the
compounds specifically recited in Claim 3. In this regard, there is no enabling
disclosure in D6 of using any antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ
ID NO: 59 or 60, as recited in parts e) and f), respectively, of Claim 3.

9.92 D6 also fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in Claims 34-38 or 40 of
Auxiliary Request 1 ,

and hence these claims are also novel over D6.

9.93 With regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 , this claim is also novel over D6, which
fails to explicitly disclose the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 18. In this regard, the D6
ligand sequence is 285 amino acids long, whereas SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent is

only 264 amino acids long (corresponding to amino acid residues 22-285 of the D6
sequence). Furthermore, there is no enabling disclosure in D6 of any antibody that
binds specifically to SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent, and Opponent II is incorrect to
assume that antibodies raised against SEQ ID NO: 2 of D6 would bind specifically to
the short ligand sequence SEQ ID NO: 18. Thus, Claim 39 is novel over D6.

9.94 Furthermore, Claim 39 is also novel over D6 since there is no disclosure in D6 of any
of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39.

Claims 4-12 as granted

In point 114 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that "fusion

protein" Claims 4-12 of the Patent as granted - insofar as the fusions contain the ztnf4

fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8 - lack novelty in view of D6. The subject-matter of Claims 4-

12 as granted is now to be found in Claims 4-12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1

.
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9.96 None of Claims 4-1 2 or 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 recite a fusion protein in which
the first portion comprises the ztnf4 fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8. Furthermore, all of the
claimed fusions comprise polypeptides containing a BR43x2, TACI or BCMA amino
acid sequence. None of these sequences are disclosed in D6, and hence Claims 4-

12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D6.

Claim 17 as granted

9.97 In point 1 1 5 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that the subject-

matter of Claim 1 7 of the Patent as granted is disclosed in D6. Claim 1 7 as granted
corresponds to Claims 1

,
3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 , which as discussed above,

are all novel over D6.

Claim 18 as granted

9.98 In point 1 1 6 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that the subject-

matter of Claim 18 of the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to rheumatoid
arthritis - is disclosed in D6. The "rheumatoid arthritis" aspect of Claim 18 as granted
is found in Claims 13, 28, 31, 35, 38, and 53 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.99 Claim 1 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on any of Claims 1 and 3,

which as discussed above are novel over D6 by virtue of the recited compounds.
Thus, Claim 13 is also novel, by dependency. Claims 28, 31, 35 and 38 are novel
over D6, which fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in these claims. Claim
53 is dependent on Claim 32, which is also novel over D6, since D6 does not disclose
amino acids 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6. Thus, Claim 53 is novel over D6 by virtue of

dependency.

Claim 21 as granted

9.100 In point 1 17 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claim 21 of the Patent as granted is disclosed in D6. The subject-matter of
Claim 21 as granted is found in Claims 1 , 3, 27-32 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.
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9.101 As discussed above, D6 fails to disclose the any of the compounds recited in Claims
1

,
3, 27-32 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1 , and hence these claims are novel over

D6. Furthermore, with regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 , the general teaching
in D6 of treating "cancers" (and specifically lympho-proliferative disorders) does not
provide an enabling disclosure of the specific conditions "renal neoplasms, light chain
neuropathy or amyloidosis". Thus, Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over
D6.

Claim 25 as granted

9.102 In point 1 18 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claim 25 of the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to

immunosuppression associated with graft rejection or graft versus host disease - is

disclosed in D6. These aspects of Claim 25 as granted are found in Claims 1 , 3, 28,
31 , 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 , which are all novel over D6 as discussed above
by virtue of the recited compounds.

Claim 26 as granted

9.103 In point 119 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claim 26 of the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to Crohn's Disease
lacks novelty in view of D6. The "Crohn's Disease" aspect of Claim 26 as granted is

now found in Claims 1 5, 27, 29-30. 34, 36-37, 39-40 and 54 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.104 Claim 15 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on either of Claims 1 or 3,

which as discussed above are novel over D6. Thus, Claim 15 is also novel over D6.'

by way of its dependency. Claim 54 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends (ultimately) on
Claim 32, which is also novel over D6 as discussed above, by virtue of the recited

compound. Thus, Claim 54 is novel over D6 by way of dependency. Claims 27. 29-

30, 34, 36-37 and 39-40 are all novel over D6. which fails to disclose the specific

compounds recited in these claims. Furthermore, with regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1, the generic disclosure in D6 of treating "inflammatory bowel diseases-
does not provide an enabling disclosure of treating the specific medical condition
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Crohn's Disease. Hence, Claim 39 is novel over D6.

Claims 27 and 28 as granted

9-1 05 In point 120 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claims 27 and 28 of the Patent as granted - insofar as they relate to

inflammation associated with joint pain or swelling - lack novelty over D6. The
subject-matter of Claim 27 and Claim 28 Qoint pain or swelling) has been incorporated
into Claims 1, 3, 16, 27-31 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.1 06 D6 fails to disclose the compounds recited for use in Claims 1 , 3, 27-31 and 34-40 of
Auxiliary Request 1

,
and hence these claims are all novel over D6. Furthermore, with

regard to Claim 39, the description in D6 of treating rheumatoid arthritis does not
destroy novelty of treating inflammation associated with joint pain or swelling - these
are distinct medical conditions. Thus, Claim 39 is novel over D6. Claim 16 is novel
over D6 by virtue of its dependency on novel Claims 1 or 3.

Novelty over Master reference D15 /referred to bv Opponent II as Dft}

Claims 3-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.107 The objection raised by Opponent II in point 124 of the Statement of Grounds no
longer applies, since, as discussed above, the independent "2nd medical use" claims
of Auxiliary Request 1 all recite specific medical conditions to be treated. Thus, these
claims should not be construed as product per se claims. Independent Claim 3 as
granted corresponds to Claims 3 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.108 There is no disclosure in D15 of any of the specific therapeutic uses recited in the
independent "2nd medical use" Claims 3 or 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1. Thus,
independent Claims 3 and 34-40. and all claims dependent thereon, are novel over
D15.

Novelty over Master reference D16 /referred to by Opponent n «« no)
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Claims 3-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.109 The objection raised by Opponent II in point 129 of the Statement of Grounds no
longer applies, since, as discussed above, the independent "2nd medical use" claims
of Auxiliary Request 1 all recite specific medical conditions to be treated. Thus, these
claims should not be construed as product perse claims.

Claim 3 as granted

9.1 10 In point 130 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 3 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D16. The subject-matter of Claim 3 as
granted is now to be found in Claims 3 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.1 1
1

Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D16, which fails to disclose any of the
compounds specifically recited in Claim 3. In this regard, there is no enabling
disclosure in D1 6 of using any antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide ofSEQ
ID NO: 59 or 60, as recited in parts e) and f), respectively, of Claim 3.

9.1 12 D16 also fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in Claims 34-38 or 40 of
Auxiliary Request 1 ,

and hence these claims are also novel over D16.

9.113 With regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1, this claim is also novel over D16,
which fails to explicitly disclose the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 18. In this regard, the
D16 ligand sequence illustrated in Figure 1A is 285 amino acids long, whereas SEQ
ID NO: 18 of the Patent is only 264 amino acids long (corresponding to amino acid
residues 22-285 of the D16 sequence). Furthermore, there is no enabling disclosure
in D16 of any antibody that would bind specifically to SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent,
and Opponent II is incorrect to assume that antibodies raised against the D16
sequence would bind specifically to the short ligand sequence SEQ ID NO: 18. Thus,
Claim 39 is novel over D16.

Furthermore, D16 is a merely academic publication, which fails to disclose any of the
specific medical conditions recited in Claim 45. Hence, Claim 45 is novel over D16.
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Claims 4-12 as granted

9.114 In point 131 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that "fusion
protein" Claims 4-1 2 of the Patent as granted - insofar as the fusions contain the ztnf4

fragment SEQ ID NO: 18 - lack novelty in view of D16. The subject-matter of Claims
4-1

2 as granted is now to be found in Claims 4-12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.1 15 None of Claims 4-12 or41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 recites a fusion protein in which
the first portion comprises the ztnf4 fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8. Furthermore, all of the
claimed fusions comprise polypeptides containing a BR43x2, TACI or BCMA amino
acid sequence. None of these sequences are disclosed in D16. and hence Claims 4-

12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D16.

Novelty over Master reference D17 /referred to bv Opponent II as Din)

Claims 3-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.1 16 The objection raised by Opponent II in point 135 of the Statement of Grounds no
longer applies, since, as discussed above, the independent "2na medical use" claims
of Auxiliary Request 1 all recite specific medical conditions to be treated. Thus, these
claims should not be construed as product perse claims.

Claim 3 as granted

9.117 In point 1 36 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent 1 1 has alleged that Claim 3 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D17. The subject-matter of Claim 3 as
granted is now to be found in Claims 3 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.1 1 8 Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D1 7, which fails to disclose any of the
compounds specifically recited in Claim 3. In this regard, there is no enabling
disclosure in D1 7 of using any antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide ofSEQ
ID NO: 59 or 60, as recited in parts e) and f), respectively, of Claim 3.

9.119 D17 also fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in Claims 34-38 or 40 of
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Auxiliary Request 1, and hence these claims are also novel over D17.

9.120 With regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1, this claim is also novel over D17,
which fails to explicitly disclose the sequence ofSEQ ID NO: 1 8. In this regard. D1

7

merely refers to the sequence provided by D16. As discussed above, the D16 ligand
sequence is 285 amino acids long, whereas SEQ ID NO: 1 8 of the Patent is only 264
amino acids long (corresponding to amino acid residues 22-285 of the D16
sequence). Also as discussed above, there is no enabling disclosure in D16 (or in

D1 7) of any antibody that would bind specifically to SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent. In
this regard, the antigen used in D16 and D17 is distinct from (longer than) SEQ ID
NO: 18. and hence the D16/ D17 antibodies would not specifically bind to a
polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18. Hence. Opponent II is incorrect to assume that
antibodies raised against the D1 6 sequence would bind specifically to the short ligand
sequence SEQ ID NO: 18. Thus, Claim 39 is novel over D17.

9.121 Furthermore, D1 7 is another merely academic publication, which fails to disclose any
of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39. Hence. Claim 39 is novel over
D17.

Claims 4-12 as granted

9.122 In point 137 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that "fusion
protein" Claims 4-1 2 of the Patent as granted - insofar as the fusions contain the ztnf4
fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8 - lack novelty in view of D1 7. The subject-matter of Claims
4-1

2 as granted is now to be found in Claims 4-1 2 and 41 -52 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.123 None of Claims 4-12 or 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 recites a fusion protein in which
the first portion comprises the ztnf4 fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8. Furthermore, all of the
claimed fusions comprise polypeptides containing a BR43x2, TACI or BCMA amino
acid sequence. None of these sequences are disclosed in D1 7, and hence Claims 4-

12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D17.

Claim 17 as granted
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9.124 In point 138 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 17 of
the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D1 7. Claim 1 7 as granted corresponds
to Claims 1, 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9. 1 25 Claims 1 and 3 are novel over D1 7, which fails to disclose the compounds recited for

use in these claims. Likewise, Claim 32 is novel over D1 7 since D1 7 fails to disclose
amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6.

Claim 18 as granted

9.126 In point 139 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 18 of
the Patent as granted - to the extent that it relates to systemic lupus erythematosis or
rheumatoid arthritis - lacks novelty over D1 7. The "systemic lupus erythematosis" and
"rheumatoid arthritis" aspects of Claim 18 as granted are now found in Claims 13 and
53 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.1 27 Claim 1 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on either of Claims 1 or 3,
which as discussed above are novel over D17 by virtue of the recited compounds.
Thus, Claim 13 is novel over D17 by dependency. Likewise, Claim 53 depends
(ultimately) on Claim 32, which is also novel over D17 by virtue of the recited

compounds. Thus, Claim 53 is also novel over D17 by dependency.

Claim 20 as granted

9.128 In point 140 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 20 of
the Patent as granted - to the extent that it relates to nephritis- lacks novelty over D1 7.

The "nephritis" aspect of Claim 20 as granted is now to be found in Claims 14. 27, 29-

30, 34, 38-40 and 55 of Auxiliary Request 1.

9.129 Claim 14 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent on either of Claims 1 or 3, which are
novel over D17 as discussed above by virtue of the recited compounds. Hence,
Claim 14 is also novel, by dependency. Claims 27. 29-30, 34. 38 and 40 are novel
over D17, which fails to disclose the specific compounds recited for use in these
claims. Claim 55 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent on any of Claims 28, 31 . 35 or
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38-39, which are also novel over D1 7 since none of the compounds recited in these
claims are disclosed in D17. Furthermore, with regard to Claim 39, there is no
disclosure in D1 7 of using an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to

SEQ ID NO: 18 for manufacture of a medicament for treating any kind of renal

disease, such as nephritis. Hence. Claim 39 and dependent Claim 55 are novel over
D17.

Novelty over Master reference D18 deferred to bv Opponent II a* nn|

Claims 3-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.130 The objection raised by Opponent II in point 144 of the Statement of Grounds no
longer applies, since, as discussed above, the independent "2nd medical use" claims
of Auxiliary Request 1 all recite specific medical conditions to be treated. Thus, these
claims should not be construed as product perse claims.

Claim 3 as granted

9.131 In point 145 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 3 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D18. The subject-matter of Claim 3 as
granted is now to be found in Claims 3 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.132 Claim 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D18, which fails to disclose any of the
compounds specifically recited in Claim 3. In this regard, there is no enabling
disclosure in D1 8 of using any antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide ofSEQ
ID NO: 59 or 60, as recited in parts e) and f), respectively, of Claim 3.

9.133 D18 also fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in Claims 34-38 or 40 of

Auxiliary Request 1, and hence these claims are also novel over D18.

9.134 With regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1, this claim is also novel over D18.
which fails to explicitly disclose the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 18. In this regard, the
ligand sequence provided in Figure 1 of D18 is 285 amino acids long, whereas SEQ
ID NO: 18 of the Patent is only 264 amino acids long (corresponding to amino acid
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residues 22-285 of the D18 sequence). Also as discussed above, there is no
enabling disclosure in D1 8 of any antibody that would bind specifically to SEQ ID NO:
18 of the Patent. In this regard, the antigen used in D18 is distinct from (longer than)
the antigen SEQ ID NO: 18. Hence, Opponent II is incorrect to assume that

antibodies raised against the D18 sequence would bind specifically to the short ligand

sequence SEQ ID NO: 18. In this regard, a skilled person would be able to identity a
"specifically binding" antibody as a matter of routine, for example by Scatchard
analysis (see paragraph 0073 of the Patent specification as granted). Thus, Claim 39
is novel over D18.

Furthermore, D18 fails to disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in

Claim 45. Hence, Claim 45 is novel over D18.

Claims 4-12 as granted

9.135 In point 146 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that "fusion

protein" Claims 4-1 2 of the Patent as granted - insofar as the fusions contain the ztnf4

fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8 - lack novelty in view of D1 8. The subject-matter of Claims
4-12 as granted is now to be found in Claims 4-12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.1 36 None of Claims 4-1 2 or 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 recite a fusion protein in which
the first portion comprises the ztnf4 fragment SEQ ID NO: 1 8. Furthermore, all of the
claimed fusions comprise polypeptides containing a BR43x2. TACI or BCMA amino
acid sequence. None of these sequences are disclosed in D18, and hence Claims 4-

12 and 41-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D18.

Claims 13-15 as granted

9.137 In point 147 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claims 13-15
of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D18. The subject-matter of Claims 1 3-

15 is absent from Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claims 16 and 17 as granted
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In point 148 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claims 16-17
of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D18. Claims 16-17 as granted
correspond to Claims 1, 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1, which as discussed above
are novel over D18 by virtue of the recited compounds.

Claim 21 as granted

9. 1 39 In point 149 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claim 21 of
the Patent as granted - to the extent that it relate to renal neoplasms - lacks novelty in

view of D1 8. The "neoplasms" aspect of Claim 21 as granted has been incorporated
into Claims 1 , 3, 27-31 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9.140 All of Claims 1,3, 27-31 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D18, which
fails to disclose the compounds recited for use in these claims. Furthermore, the
general disclosure in D1 8 of treating "B cell disorders associated with neoplasia" does
not provide an enabling disclosure of treating renal neoplasms, which are a specific
type of neoplasm.

Novelty over Master references D19-D24 Preferred to bv Onppnent II as D17.TH7)

Claims 1-16 and 22-24 as granted

9.141 The objections raised by Opponent II in point 152 of the Statement of Grounds no
longer apply, since, as discussed above, the independent "2nd medical use" claims of
Auxiliary Request 1 all recite specific medical conditions to be treated. Thus, these
claims should not be construed as product perse claims.

Novelty over D19 (priority document of Master reference D2)

9.142 All the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1 9. In brief, independent Claims

1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D19, which relates solely to TACI and
fails to recite any of the compounds recited in these claims. In particular, there is no
enabling disclosure in D19 of any antibody falling within the scope of parts b-d) of
Claims 1 or 3. and Opponent II is incorrect to allege that the anti-TACI antibodies of
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D19 would bind specifically to SEQ ID NOs: 2, 4 or 10 of the Patent In this regard,

the present antibodies are raised against specific antigens (namely, a polypeptide of

SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10), which are distinct from the TACI antigens used in D19.

Hence, the D1 9 antibodies would not bind specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:

2, 4 or 10 (see paragraph 0073 of the Patent specification for a definition of

"specifically binding").

9.143 Independent Claims 28-29, 31 , 35-36 and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel

over D19, which fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these

claims. In this regard, Opponent II is incorrect to allege that D19 discloses a

polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10, since there is no explicit disclosure of any cysteine-

rich domain consensus sequence in D19, let alone the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10.

9.144 Independent Claims 27, 30, 34, 37 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D19,

which fails to recite any of the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

9.145 D19 is not citable against independent Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1, which is

entitled to the 7 January 1999 priority date of the Patent - which precedes the filing

date of D19.

9.146 All remaining claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D19 by dependency.

Novelty over D20 (priority document of Master reference D3)

9.147 All the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D20. In brief, independent Claims

1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D20, which relates solely to BCMA and

fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these claims.

9.148 Independent Claims 27, 29-30, 34, 36-37 and 39-40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also

novel over D20, which fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these

claims. In this regard, Opponent II is incorrect to allege that D20 discloses the

consensus sequence SEQ ID NO: 10, since there is no explicit disclosure of any Cys-

rich consensus sequence in D20, let alone the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10.
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9.149 Independent Claims 28, 31, 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D19,
which fails to recite any of the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

9.150 D20 is not citable against independent Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1, which is

entitled to the 7 January 1 999 priority date of the Patent - which precedes the filing

date of D20.

9.151 All remaining claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D19 by dependency.

Novelty over 021-D24

9.152 All the claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D21-D24. In brief, independent
Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D21-24, which relate solely to

ztnf4 and fail to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these claims.

9.1 53 Independent Claims 27-31
,
34-38 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over

D21-D24, which fail to disclose any of the compounds recited in these claims.

9.1 54 With regard to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1, this claim is also novelover D21-D24,
which all fail to explicitly disclose the sequence ofSEQ ID NO: 18. In this regard, the
ligand sequences provided in D21-D24 are 285 amino acids long, whereas SEQ ID
NO: 18 of the Patent is only 264 amino acids long (corresponding to amino acid
residues 22-285 of the D21-D24 sequence). Furthermore, the only antigen used in

D21 -D24 is the 285 amino acid ligand polypeptide, which is distinct from (longer than)
SEQ ID NO: 18 of the present invention and would also present a different antigenic

conformation as compared to SEQ ID NO: 18. Thus, the D21-D24 antibodies would
not specifically bind a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18. In this regard, it would be a
matter of routine for a skilled person to identify whether or not an antibody is

"specifically binding", by assessment of the binding affinity (see paragraph 0073 ofthe
Patent as granted). Thus, Claim 39 is novel over D21-D24.

9.1 55 D21-D24 are not citable against independent Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 , which
is entitled to the 7 January 1 999 priority date of the Patent - which precedes the filing

dates of D21-D24.
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9.156 All remaining claims of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D21-D24 by dependency.

INVENTIVE STEP - ARTICI E 56 EPC AND ARTICLE 10Qa FP^

BR43x2 aspects of all claims as granted

9.157 In points 157-160 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that all the
claims of the Patent as granted - insofar as they relate to BR43x2 - lack an inventive
step in view of Master reference D1. In more detail, Opponent II has alleged that
BR43x2, and the use thereof, is obvious over TACI. BR43x2 aspects of the present
invention are found in Claims 1 , 3 and 24 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

9. 1 58 As discussed above, D1 fails to suggest any of the BR43x2 aspects of the present
invention. BR43x2 is a non-obvious isoform of TACI since it lacks the highly
conserved first cysteine rich domain of TACI. Surprisingly, however, the present
inventors have identified that polypeptides comprising the extracellular domain of
SEQ ID NO: 2 (ie. SEQ ID NO: 4), and antibodies thereto are therapeutically useful.

Thus, Claims 1, 3 and 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 Claim 24 are not obvious over D1.

9. 1 59 Furthermore, the specific mode of action of the compounds recited in Claims 1 and 3
of Auxiliary Request 1 is not suggested by D1 . In particular, there is no suggestion in

D1 of ztnf4, and hence it would not be obvious to a skilled person that a BR43x2
polypeptide (or antibody thereto) could be used to treat any medical conditions by
inhibiting ztnf4 activity or by inhibiting BR43x2. TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagements. Thus, the BR43x2 aspects as recited in Auxiliary Request 1 have an
inventive step over D1

.

BCMA aspects of Claims 1-28 and 36-38 as granted

9.160 In point 161 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that SEQ ID NO:
10, anti-BCMA antibodies, BCMA fusion proteins, and the currently claimed uses
thereof all lack an inventive step in view of Master references D1 1 -D1 3 (referred to by
Opponent II as D3. D5 and D4, respectively).
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9.161 As discussed above, the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10. and antibodies that specifically

bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 1 0. are inventive over the cited prior art. Neither
D1

1
nor D1 3 provides any suggestion of SEQ ID NO: 10, and D12 - which identifies

the cysteine rich domain of BCMA - fails to suggest any therapeutic use for this

sequence. In view of D1 1 -D1 3, it would not be obvious that a polypeptide of SEQ ID
NO: 10, or a specifically binding antibody raised against this polypeptide, could be
used to inhibit ztnf4 activity or engagements, or to treat the specific medical conditions

recited in the Auxiliary Request 1 claims. Thus, the SEQ ID NO: 10 aspects of
Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D1 1-D13.

9.162 Antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 are not obvious in

view of the D1 1 -D1 3 antibodies, which were raised against an N-terminally truncated
BCMA-GST fusion protein. There is no suggestion in any of D1 1-D13 of raising an
antibody against full-length SEQ ID NO: 8, and hence these antibodies are not
obvious over D1 1-D13.

9. 163 With regard to fusion proteins containing a BCMA sequence (Claims 5, 42-43 and 45
of Auxiliary Request 1) these claims are also inventive over D1 1-D13, which fail to

suggest these specific fusions, or the therapeutic uses thereof.

9.164 In this regard, the presently claimed therapeutic applications of BCMA (and
antibodies/ fusions) would not have been obvious in view of D11-D13. These
citations are all academic in nature, and do not suggest any therapeutic uses, let

alone treatment of the specific medical conditions recited in the "use" claims of
Auxiliary Request 1

.
In this regard, any vague references in D1 1 -D1 3 to expression in

B cell lines would not suggest any specific therapies to a skilled person.

9.165 Furthermore, there is no suggestion in D11-D13 that any of these BCMA-related
compounds could be used to inhibit the activity of ztnf4 or to inhibit engagements of

ztnf4 with the BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptors. Indeed, none of D11-D13 even
suggests a ligand for BCMA. Thus, the BCMA aspects of Auxiliary Request 1 are
also all inventive over D1 1 -D1 3.
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Ztnf4 aspects of Claims 3-28 as granted

9. 1 66 In point 1 62 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Claims 3-38 of
the Patent as granted - to the extent to which they relate to antibodies that specifically

binds to ztnf4 (SEQ ID NO: 1 8) - lack an inventive step in view of Master references
D5, D6 and D1 5 (referred to by Opponent II as D6-D8). In this regard, the only claim
of Auxiliary Request 1 that relates to this subject-matter is Claim 39.

9.167 Neither D6 nor D15 provide any suggestion of the sequence SEQ ID NO: 18, and
hence the recited antibody would not be obvious in view of these documents. With
regard to D5, there is no suggestion of any of the specific medical uses of anti-SEQ
ID NO: 18 antibodies recited in Claim 39. In this regard, alleged references in D5 to
treating "autoimmune diseases" in general would not make it obvious to treat the
specific autoimmune conditions myasthenia gravis and Crohn's Disease. Thus. Claim
39 is inventive over D5. D6 and D15.

Inventive Step in view of Master references D16, D17 and D18

9.168 In point 164 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent II has alleged that Master
references D1 6-D1 8 (referred to as D9-D1 1 by Opponent II) are relevant to inventive
step of all claims to the extent to which they are not entitled to the 7 January 1999
priority date. D1 6-D1 8 all relate to ztnf4, but none of these documents suggests the
264 amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 18.

9.169 None of D16-D18 identifies the specific receptor for the ztnf4 ligand. In particular,

there is no disclosure in D1 6-D1 8 that ztnf4 might act through/ engage with BR43x2,
TACI or BCMA. Thus, it would not have been obvious from any of D16-D18 that the
compounds recited in the "use" claims of Auxiliary Request 1 could be used to inhibit

ztnf4 activity or receptor-ztnf4 engagements. Hence, all the "use" claims of Auxiliary

Request 1 are inventive over D16-D18.

9.170 Furthermore. D16-D18 are all academic publications, relating to characterization of
ztnf4, and they do not suggest any therapeutic use for ztnf4. In particular, it would not

be obvious from D16-D18 that a specifically binding anti-SEQ ID NO: 18 antibody
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could be used to treat the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1. Hence, this claim is inventive over D16-D18.

SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE - ARTICt F m PPC AMD ARTIC. P mnK

Claims 13-15 as granted

9.171 In point 166 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that the subject-
matter of Claims 13-15 of the Patent as granted - concerning the treatment of B
lymphocytes - is insufficiently disclosed.

9.172 The subject-matter of Claims 13-15 as granted is absent from Auxiliary Request 1,

and hence Opponent li s objection does not apply to Auxiliary Request 1.

Antibodies or antibody fragments that bind specifically to SEQ ID NOs: 18 and 20.

9.1 73 In point 167 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent II has alleged that Claim 3 lacks
sufficient disclosure to the extent to which it relates to antibodies or antibody
fragments that bind specifically to SEQ ID NOs: 18 and 20.

9.1 70 Opponent II is incorrect to take this view since the polypeptide sequences of SEQ ID
NOs: 18 and 20 are provided in the Patent specification. A skilled person would
consider it routine to raise antibodies against these sequences. Furthermore, a
skilled person would determine as a matter of routine whether or not an antibody is

"specifically binding" by determining the binding affinity (eg. by Scatchard analysis -
see paragraph 0073 of the Patent specification).

9.171 Thus, antibodies or antibody fragments that bind specifically to SEQ ID NOs: 18 and
20 are sufficiently disclosed in the Patent specification as filed.

i
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10 OBSERVATIONS IN REPLY TO OPPONENT III

ADDED MATTER - ARTICLE 123/2) EPC AND ARTICLE 100r PPr

Claims 1b) and 3b) as granted

10.1 On page 5 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent III has alleged that Claims 1 b) and
3b) contain subject-matter that extends beyond the content of the application as filed.

In more detail. Opponent III has alleged that there is no basis in the application as
filed for a "soluble" polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI. Claims
1b) and 3b) of the Patent as granted correspond to Claims 27 and 34 of Auxiliary
Request 1

.

1 0.2 Opponent III is incorrect to take this view, since the PCT application as filed discloses
soluble polypeptides that comprise the TACI extracellular domain. In this regard, we
would refer the Opposition Division to page 1 3, lines 1 8-32 of the PCT application as
filed, which described soluble receptors. Hence, it is evident that soluble versions of
the TACI receptor are envisaged by the PCT application as filed. Furthermore,
reference to soluble TACI polypeptides is found throughout the PCT specification as
filed - for example on page 46, line 20; page 54. lines 19-20; page 57. lines 12 and
33; page 61

.
lines 1 5-20; page 63. line 31 ; page 64. line 21 ; page 83. line 6; and page

84, lines 25-28 of the PCT application as filed. In addition. Examples 10 and 1 1 of the
PCT publication both illustrate the use of soluble polypeptides comprising the TACI
extracellular domain.

1 0.3 Thus, the subject-matter of Claims 1 b) and 3b) as granted is disclosed in the PCT
application as filed, and no matter has been added beyond the content of the
application as filed.

Claim 36 as granted

1 0.4 Also on page 5 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that Claim 36
as granted - relating to pharmaceutical compositions of specifically binding antibodies

- is an unsupported generalization of the disclosure of the application as filed, and
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thus allegedly contravenes Article 1 23(2) EPC. Claim 36 as granted corresponds to

Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 0.5 Opponent III is incorrect to take the view that compositions comprising an antibody
per se are not disclosed in the PCT specification as filed. In this regard, we would
draw the Opposition Division's attention to line 23 on page 64 of the PCT
specification, which recites that "the invention also provides antibodies". There is no
functional limitation associated with this sentence. Thus, compositions comprising an
antibody perse have basis in the PCT specification as filed.

NOVELTY - ARTICLE S4 EPC AND ARTICLE 100a EPC

Novelty over Master reference D1

Claims 1 and 3 as granted

10.6 D1 fails to disclose the specific medical conditions recited in Claims 27, 30, 34 and 37
of Auxiliary Request 1

.
In this regard, none of the passages recited by Opponent III

from D1 on page 12 of the Statement of Grounds provides a disclosure of any of the
specific therapeutic uses recited in these claims. Thus, Claims 27, 30, 34 and 37 of
Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1

.

10.7 At the top of page 12 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that

amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 are disclosed in D1, and that Claim 1

(part I) and Claim 3 (part m) of the Patent as granted lack novelty over D1 . Claims 1

1

and 3m correspond to Claims 32 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.8 Claims 32 and 40 are novel with respect to D1, which does not disclose the

mechanism of action of amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6. In more detail,

there is no disclosure of any specific ligand for TACI in D1, let alone ztnf4. In

particular, there is no disclosure in D1 of inhibiting the activity of ztnf4. Furthermore,

D1 fails to disclose using amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 for the

manufacture of a medicament for treating any medical condition by inhibiting ztnf4

activity- let alone the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 32. Thus, Claim 32
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is novel over D1
.
Likewise, there is no disclosure in D1 of inhibiting engagement of

ztnf4 with the BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA receptor, and D1 fails to disclose using amino
acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 for the manufacture of a medicament for

treating any medical condition by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagement. Thus, Claim 40 is novel over D1

.

10.9 In the 2nd
paragraph of page 12 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has

alleged that the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10 is disclosed in D1 , and that Claim 1d)
and Claims 3d) of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D1. Claims 1d) and 3d)
correspond to Claims 29 and 36 of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 0.1 0 Opponent III is incorrect to allege that D1 discloses the sequence of the consensus
polypeptide SEQ ID NO: 1 0 of the Patent, and Claims 29 and 36 of Auxiliary Request
1 are therefore novel over D1. In more detail, the "Prosite" consensus sequence
provided in D1 {page 19, lines 20-25) is more flexible than (ie. broader than) SEQ ID

NO: 10. Since SEQ ID NO: 10 of the Patent is more specific than the sequence
provided by D1

,
SEQ ID NO: 1 0 is novel over D1 . Furthermore, D1 fails to recite the

specific medical conditions recited in these claims, and hence Claims 29 and 36 are
novel over D1.

Claims 13-27 as granted

10.11 In the 4th
paragraph of page 1 2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged

that all of Claims 1 3-27 of the Patent as granted lack novelty over D1 . The subject-

matter of Claims 13-15 and 23 as granted is absent from Auxiliary Request 1. The
subject-matter of Claims 16-22 and 24-27 as granted has been incorporated into

Claims 1, 3, 13-15, 27-32, 34-40 and 53-55 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.12 DlrelatessolelytoTACIanddoesnotdiscloseanyofthespecificcompoundsrecited

in Claims 1 and 3. In more detail, there is no disclosure in D1 of any antibody that

would bind specifically to the polypeptides SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10. Furthermore, D1
does not disclose ztnf4, let alone inhibition of ztnf4 activity or inhibiting of BR43x2,
TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement using a medicament made using the

recited compounds. Thus, Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1

.
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Claims 13-15 are dependent on any of Claims 1 or 3, and are thus novel by
dependency.

10.13 With regard to Claims 28-29, 31, 35-36 and 38, D1 does not disclose any of the
compounds recited in these claims, and hence these claims are novel over D1.

10.14 With regard to Claims 27, 30, 32, 34, 37 and 40, as discussed above, these claims
are also novel over D1

,
which does not recite the mechanism of action of the claimed

compounds, or the specific therapeutic uses recited in these claims.

1 0.1 5 Claims 53-55 are all novel by virtue of dependency on claims selected from Claims
28, 31-32, 35 or 38, which are all novel over D1 as discussed above.

Claim 2 as granted

1 0. 1 6 In the 5
th
paragraph of page 12 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged

that the subject-matter of Claim 2 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D1.
Claim 2 as granted corresponds to Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary Request 1

10.17 Claim 2 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 1, which is novel over D1 as
discussed above by virtue of the recited compounds. Claim 33 of Auxiliary Request 1

depends on any of Claims 27-32, which are novel over D1 as discussed above, by
virtue of the specific medical conditions (Claims 27. 30 and 34), the recited

compounds (Claims 28-29 and 31 ) and the specific mechanism of action (Claim 32).
Thus. Claims 2 and 33 are also novel over D1

, by virtue of their dependency.

Claims 4-6 and 8 as granted

10.18 In the 6
th
to 8* paragraphs of page 12 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has

alleged that the subject-matter of Claims 4-6 and 8 of the Patent as granted is

disclosed in D1, and hence has alleged that these claims lack novelty over D1.
Claims 4-6 and 8 as granted correspond to Claims 4-6, 8, 41-45 and 48 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.
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1 0.19 Claims 4-6 of Auxiliary Request 1 are dependent on either of Claims 1 and 3, which
are novel over D1. by virtue of the recited compounds. Furthermore, the fusion

protein of Claim 4 must comprise amino acid residues 25-58 ofSEQ ID NO: 2. There
is no disclosure in D1 of SEQ ID NO: 2, of amino acid residues 25-58 ofSEQ ID NO:
2 or of any fusion protein comprising this amino acid sequence. With regard to

dependent Claim 5b) of Auxiliary Request 1 , the polypeptide sequence consisting of

amino acid residues 105-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 must be present in the first portion

further to (ie. in addition to) the sequences of Claim 4, on which Claim 5 depends.
Thus, Claims 4-6 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1.

10.20 With regard to Claims 41-45 and 48 of Auxiliary Request 1, the independent base
claims (selected from Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36 and 40) on which these claims depend
are novel over D1

,
by virtue of the specific medical conditions/ recited compounds/ or

mechanism of action. Thus, Claims 41-45 and 48 are novel by virtue of dependency.
With particular regard to Claim 41 , there is no disclosure in D1 of any fusion protein

comprising the specific amino acid sequences ofSEQ ID NO: 6 recited in parts a-c) of

Claim 41
.
Thus, Claims 41-45 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over D1

.

1 0.21 Claims 8 and 48 of Auxiliary Request 1 are dependent on novel Claims 4-7 and 41-

45. respectively, and hence are also novel over D1 by virtue of dependency.

Claims 36-38 as granted

10.22 In the 9
th
paragraph of page 12 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged

that the subject-matter of Claims 36-38 - insofar as Claim 36 relates to an antibody or

antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO. 6 - lack

novelty over D1. Claims 36-38 as granted correspond to Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

Opponent Ill's objections with regard to these pharmaceutical composition claims no
longer apply, since Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1 do not recite any anti-TACI

antibodies. Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D1 of any antibody or antibody

fragment that binds specifically to any of SEQ ID NOs: 2, 4, or 10. Thus, Claims 24-

26 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1.
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Novelty over Master reference D2

Claim 1g) and 3g) as granted

10.24 At the top of page 13 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that part

g) of Claims 1 and 3 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of D2. Claims 1g)
and 3g) as granted correspond to Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.25 Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D2. which fails to recite

treating any of the specific medical conditions recited therein. In this regard, asthma,
bronchitis and emphysema are distinct conditions from acute respiratory distress

syndrome (allegedly described in D2); renal neoplasms are a specific type of cancer,

which are not disclosed by the vague, general reference in D2 to treating tumours;
Crohn's Disease is a specific autoimmune disease, distinct from other autoimmune
diseases such as multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and diabetes (allegedly

described in D2); and there is no enabling disclosure in D2 of treating specific types of

inflammation that are associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock.

Claims 16-18 and 22-27 as granted

10.26 In the 2
nd

paragraph if page 13 of their Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has
alleged that the therapeutic uses recited in Claims 16-18 and 22-27 of the Patent as
granted are known from D2, and that these claims lack novelty over D2. The subject-

matter of Claim 23 is not present in Auxiliary Request 1 . The subject-matter of Claims
16-18, 22 and 24-27 as granted has been incorporated into Claims 1, 3, 13, 15, 27-

32, 34-40 and 53-55 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.27 Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D2, which relates only to TACI
and fails to disclose any of the specific compounds recited in these claims. In

particular, there is no enabling disclosure in D2 of any antibody that binds specifically

to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10. Thus, Claims 1 and 3 are novel, and
Claims 13 and 15, which depend on either of Claims 1 or 3, are novel by dependency.
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10.28 Independent Claims 28-29, 31, 35-36 and 38 are all novel over D2, which fails to

recite any of the compounds recited for use in these claims.

10.29 With regard to independent Claims 27, 30. 34, 37, and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1,

there is no disclosure in D2 of any of the specific medical conditions recited in these
claims, (see above with regard to Claims 30 and 37, for example). Hence, Claims 27,

30, 34, 37, and 40 of Auxiliary request are novel over D2.

10.30 With regard to Claim 32, this claim is entitled to the 7 January 1999 priority date of the

Patent, which precedes the priority date of D2. Hence, D2 is not citable against this

claim for novelty considerations.

10.31 Claims 53-55 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over D2, by virtue of dependency.

Claim 36 as granted

1 0.32 In the 4th
paragraph of page 1 3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged

that Claim 36 of the Patent as granted - to the extent that it relates to an antibody or

antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 - lacks

novelty over D2. Claim 36 as granted corresponds to Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request
1.

10.33 Opponent Ill's objections with regard to this pharmaceutical composition claim no
longer applies, since Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 does not recite any anti-TACI

antibodies. Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D1 of any antibody or antibody
fragment that binds specifically to any of SEQ ID NOs: 2, 4. or 1 0, as recited in Claim

24 of Auxiliary Request 1
. Thus. Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D1

.

Novelty over Master reference D3

Claims 1 and 3, parts c), d) and h), as granted

10.34 At the top of page 14 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that D3
discloses the compounds recited in parts c), d) and h) of Claims 1 and 3 of the Patent
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as granted, and that these claims therefore lack novelty over D3. Parts c), d) and h)

of Claims 1 and 3 as granted correspond to Claims 28-29, 31, 35-36 and 38 of

Auxiliary Request 1.

1 0.35 D3 fails to disclose any of the specific medical conditions to be treated according to

Claims 28-29, 31
,
35-36 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 . In more detail, none of the

passages from D3 quoted by Opponent III provides an enabling disclosure of any of
the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

10.36 In this regard, treatment of the specific conditions systemic lupus erythematosis,

myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis is not disclosed by the
alleged general teaching in D3 of treating "autoimmune diseases". Likewise,

treatment of end stage renal failure is not disclosed by the alleged generic disclosure

in D3 of treating unspecified "renal disorders". Renal neoplasms and multiple

myelomas are specific types of cancers, and are not unambiguously disclosed by an
alleged reference in D3 to "cancer". Furthermore, there is no enabling disclosure in

D3 of treating specific types of inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling,

anaemia or septic shock. The remaining therapeutic uses recited in Claims 28-29,

31, 35-36 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also not disclosed in D3.

10.37 Thus, Claims 28-29. 31, 35-36 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 are all novel over D3.

Claims 13, 16-17, 22-25 and 27 as granted

1 0.38 Towards the bottom of page 14 of the Statement of grounds, Opponent III has raised

a number of specific novelty allegations with regard to the therapeutic uses recited in

Claims 1 3, 1 6-1 7, 22-25 and 27 of the Patent as granted (to the extent to which they
depend on parts c), d) or h) of Claims 1 or 3). The subject-matter of Claims 13 and
23 is absent from Auxiliary Request 1 . The subject-matter of Claims 16-17, 22, 24-25
and 27 as granted, when dependent on parts c), d) or h) of Claims 1 or 3, is

incorporated into Claims 28, 29, 31 , 35, 36, 38 and 55 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

10.39 As discussed above, independent Claims 28, 29, 31, 35, 36 and 38 of Auxiliary

Request 1 are all novel over D3, which does not disclose the recited specific medical
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conditions. As discussed above, systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia gravis,

multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis are specific medical conditions that are not

unambiguously disclosed by the alleged general teaching in D3 of treating unspecified

"autoimmune diseases". There is also no enabling disclosure in D3 of inhibiting

effector T cells, let alone effecting immunosuppression thereby. Furthermore, the
alleged generic disclosure in D3 of treating inflammation does not provide any
disclosure of treating specific types of inflammation associated with joint pain,

swelling, anaemia or septic shock, as recited in Claims 34, 35, 37, 41, 42 and 44 of

Auxiliary Request 1 . Thus, these claims are all novel over D3.

Dependent Claim 55 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D3 by virtue of their

dependency on any of novel Claims 28, 31 , 35 or 38-39.

Claims 4-6 and 8-9 as granted

10.41 In the 2
nd

paragraph from the bottom of page 14 of the Statement of Grounds,
Opponent III has alleged that fusion protein Claims 4-6 and 8-9 of the Patent as
granted lack novelty over D3. Claims 4-6 and 8-9 as granted correspond to Claims 4-

6, 8-9, 41-45 and 48-49 of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 0.42 Claims 4-6 and 8-9 of Auxiliary Request 1 depend (ultimately) on Claims 1 or 3, which
are both novel over D3. since D3 fails to recite any of the compounds recited in Claim

1 or Claim 3. Thus, Claims 4-6 and 8-9 are novel by dependency. Furthermore, the
fusion protein of Claim 4 must comprise amino acid residues 25-58 ofSEQ ID NO: 2.

There is no disclosure in D3 of SEQ ID NO: 2, of amino acid residues 25-58 of SEQ
ID NO: 2 or of any fusion protein comprising this amino acid sequence. With regard

to dependent Claim 5c) of Auxiliary Request 1 , the polypeptide sequence consisting

of amino acid residues 89-150 of SEQ ID NO: 8 must be present in the first portion

further to (ie. in addition to) the sequences of Claim 4, on which Claim 5 depends.
Thus, Claims 4-6 and 8-9 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D3.

10.43 With regard to Claims 41-45 and 48-49 of Auxiliary Request 1, these claims all

depend on novel claims selected from Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36 or 40. and hence are

novel by dependency. With particular regard to Claim 42, there is no disclosure in D3
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of any fusion protein comprising the specific amino acid sequences of SEQ ID NO: 8
recited in parts a-d) of Claim 42. Thus, independent Claims 41^5 of Auxiliary

Request 1, and their dependent Claims 48-49, are also novel over D3.

Claims 36 and 37 as granted

10.44 In the last paragraph on page 14 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has
alleged that Claims 36-37 of the Patent as granted - insofar as they relate to an
antibody or antibody fragment that bonds specifically to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:
8 - lack novelty in view of D3. Claims 36 and 37 as granted correspond to Claims 24-
25 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 0.45 Opponent Ill's objections with regard to these pharmaceutical composition claims no
longer apply, since Claims 24-25 of Auxiliary Request 1 do not recite any anti-BCMA
antibodies. Furthermore, there is no enabling disclosure in D3 of any antibody or

antibody fragment that binds specifically to any of SEQ ID NOs: 2, 4, or 10. Thus,
Claims 24-25 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D3.

Novelty over Master reference D4

Claims 1 and 3, parts c) and d), as granted

10.46 In the 5
th
paragraph of page 15 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged

that D4 discloses the compounds recited in parts c) and d) of Claims 1 and 3 of the

Patent as granted, and that these claims therefore lack novelty over D3. Parts c) and
d) of Claims 1 and 3 as granted correspond to Claims 28, 29, 35 and 36 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

10.47 D4 fails to disclose any of the specific medical conditions to be treated according to

Claims 28, 29. 35 and 36 of Auxiliary Request 1. In particular, none of the alleged

disclosures of D4 quoted by Opponent III provides an enabling disclosure of any of

the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

10.48 In more detail, treatment of the specific conditions systemic lupus erythematosis,
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myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis is not disclosed by the
general description in D4 of treating "autoimmune diseases". Likewise, the specific

treatment of end stage renal failure is not disclosed by the generic disclosure in D4 of

treating unspecified "renal disorders". Renal neoplasms and multiple myelomas are
specific types of cancers, and are not unambiguously disclosed by an alleged

reference in D4 to "cancer. Furthermore, there is no enabling disclosure in D4 of

treating specific types of inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling, anaemia or

septic shock. There is also no reference in D4 of treating asthma, bronchitis,

emphysema, light chain neuropathy or amyloidosis, or of inhibiting T cells. Thus,
Claims 28, 29, 35 and 36 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D4.

Claims 13, 16-17, 22-25 and 27 as granted

In the 6 paragraph on page 15 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has
alleged that the subject-matter of Claims 13, 16-17, 22-25 and 27 of the Patent as
granted lack novelty over D4. The subject-matter of Claims 1 3 and 23 is absent from
Auxiliary Request 1. The subject-matter of Claims 16-17, 22, 24-25 and 27 as
granted is incorporated into Claims 1 , 3, 28, 31-32, 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

There is no disclosure in D4 of any of the compounds recited in Claims 1 or 3 of
Auxiliary Request 1, and hence these claims are novel.

With regard to Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 , this Claim is entitled to the 7 January
1999 priority date, which precedes the priority date of D4. Hence, D4 is not citable

against Claim 32.

10.52 With regard to Claims 28, 31 , 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 . as discussed above,

there is no disclosure in D4 of any of the specific medical conditions recited in these

claims, and hence Claims 28, 31 , 35 and 38 are novel over D4.

Claim 1g) as granted

.53 In paragraph 7 on page 1 5 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that

Claims 1 g) and 3g) of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of D4. Claims 1g)
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and 3g) as granted correspond to Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.54 Claims 30 and 37 of Auxiliary Request 1 relate to antibodies or antibody fragments
that bind specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 - ie. a TACI polypeptide.

Since D4 relates solely to BCMA, and fails to disclose TACI, let alone any anti-TACI

antibody, these claims are novel over D4.

Claims 36 and 37 as granted

10.55 In paragraph 8 of page 15 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that

Claims 36 and 37 of the Patent as granted - to the extent to which they relate to an
antibody or antibody fragment that binds specifically to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO: 8
- lack novelty over D4. Claims 36 and 37 as granted correspond to Claims 24-25 of
Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 0.56 Opponent Ill's objections with regard to these pharmaceutical composition claims no
longer apply, since Claims 24-25 of Auxiliary Request 1 do not recite any anti-BCMA
antibodies. Furthermore, D4 does not provide an enabling disclosure ofany antibody
or antibody fragment that binds specifically to any of SEQ ID NOs: 2, 4, or 10. Thus,
Claims 24-25 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D4.

Novelty of Claim 3» over Master reference D5

10.57 At the top of page 16 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that

Claim 3j) of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D5. Furthermore. Opponent III

has alleged that amendment of Claim 3j) to recite the therapeutic uses recited in

Claims 13, 16-19 or 20-27 of the Patent as granted would not restore novelty. Claim

3j) as granted corresponds to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.58 Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D5, which fails to recite the specific

medical conditions recited in Claim 39. In this regard, the alleged general disclosure

in D5 of treating "autoimmune disease" does not provide an enabling disclosure of

treating the specific autoimmune diseases myasthenia gravis and Crohn's disease;

and the alleged generic disclosure in D5 of treating inflammatory diseases is not
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enabling for treating specific types of inflammation that are associated with joint pain

or swelling. Bronchitis and emphysema are distinct medical conditions from asthma,
which is allegedly disclosed in D5. The remaining medical conditions recited in Claim

39 are also not disclosed in D5. and hence Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel

over D5.

Novelty of Claim 3i) over Master reference D6

10.59 On page 16 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that Claim 3j) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D6. Furthermore, Opponent III has alleged

that amendment of Claim 3j) to recite the therapeutic uses recited in Claims 16-18,

22-25 or 27 of the Patent as granted would not restore novelty. Claim 3j) as granted
corresponds to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.60 Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D6, which fails to recite the specific anti-

SEQ ID NO: 1 8 antibody used or any of the medical conditions recited in Claim 39. In

more detail, D6 fails to disclose any polypeptide having the sequence of SEQ ID
NO:18. Whereas the D6 polypeptide is 285 amino acids long, SEQ ID NO: 18 of the

Patent is only 264 amino acids long, and represents a specific fragment of the D6
polypeptide sequence from amino acids 22-285. Thus, there is no enabling

disclosure in D6 of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a
polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18, as recited in Claim 39. Furthermore, there is no
disclosure in D6 of using such an antibody for manufacture of a medicament for

treating a medical condition by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4

engagement. Hence, Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D6.

1 0.61 Moreover, none of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39 are disclosed in

D6. In this regard, the alleged generic disclosure in D6 of treating "autoimmune
disease" does not provide an enabling disclosure of treating the specific autoimmune
diseases myasthenia gravis and Crohn's disease; and the alleged general disclosure

in D6 of treating inflammation is not enabling for treating specific types of

inflammation that are associated with joint pain or swelling. Bronchitis and
emphysema are distinct medical conditions from acute respiratory distress syndrome,

which is allegedly disclosed in D6. Renal neoplasms are a specific type of cancer,
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and are not unambiguously disclosed by an alleged reference in D6 to treating

"cancer". None of the other specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39 are
disclosed in D6, and hence Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D6.

Novelty of Claim 3h over Master reference D7

10.62 Towards the bottom of page 16 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has
alleged that Claim 3j) of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D7. Furthermore,

Opponent III has alleged that amendment of Claim 3j) to recite the therapeutic uses
recited in Claims 16-17 or 22-24 of the Patent as granted would not restore novelty.

Claim 3j) as granted corresponds to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 0.63 D7 fails to recite the specific anti-SEQ ID NO: 1 8 antibody used or any of the medical
conditions recited in Claim 39. In more detail, D7 fails to disclose any polypeptide
having the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 18. Whereas the D7 polypeptide is 285 amino
acids long, SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent is only 264 amino acids long, and represents
a specific fragment of the D7 polypeptide sequence from amino acids 22-285. In

addition, there is no enabling disclosure in D7 of any antibody or antibody fragment
that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18, as recited in Claim 39.

Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D7 of using such a specifically binding antibody
for manufacture of a medicament for treating a medical condition by inhibiting

BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement. Hence, Claim 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is novel over D7.

10.64 In addition, none of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39 are disclosed
in D7. In this regard, an alleged reference in D7 to treating "cancers" does not

unambiguously disclose treatment of renal neoplasms, which are a specific type of

cancer. Furthermore, an alleged vague reference in D7 to ztnf4 having a regulatory

role in the immune system does not provide an enabling disclosure of treating the

specific autoimmune disorders myasthenia gravis and Crohn's disease. D7 also fails

to disclose any of the other conditions recited in Claim 39, and hence Claim 39 of

Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D7.

Novelty of Claim 3» over Master reference D8
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10.65 At the top of page 17 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that

Claim 3j) of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D8. Furthermore, Opponent III

has alleged that amendment of Claim 3j) to recite the therapeutic uses recited in

Claims 16-1 8, 22-25 or 27 of the Patent as granted would not restore novelty. Claim

3j) as granted corresponds to Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.66 D8 fails to recite the specific anti-SEQ ID NO: 18 antibody used in Claim 39 of

Auxiliary Request 1, or any of the medical conditions recited in Claim 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1. In more detail, whereas the D8 ligand polypeptide is 285 amino acids

long, SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent is only 264 amino acids long, and represents a
specific fragment of the D8 polypeptide sequence from amino acids 22-285. Thus.
D8 fails to disclose any polypeptide having the sequence of SEQ ID NO:18. In

addition, there is no enabling disclosure in D8 of any antibody or antibody fragment
that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18. as recited in Claim 39.

Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D8 of using such a specifically binding antibody

for manufacture of a medicament for treating a medical condition by inhibiting

BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement. Hence, Claim 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is novel over D8.

10.67 Furthermore, D8 fails to disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in

Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 . In this regard, an alleged reference in D7 to treating

unspecified "cancerous conditions" does not unambiguously disclose treatment of

renal neoplasms, which are a specific type of cancer. The alleged generic disclosure

in D8 of treating "autoimmune disorders" does not provide an enabling disclosure of

treating the specific autoimmune disorders myasthenia gravis and Crohn's disease as
recited in Claim 39; and the alleged general disclosure in D8 of treating inflammatory

responses is not enabling for treating specific types of inflammation that are

associated with joint pain or swelling. D8 also fails to disclose any of the other

conditions recited in Claim 39, and hence Claim 39 is novel over D8.

Novelty over Master reference D13
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Claim 36 as granted

1 0.68 Towards to bottom of page 1 7 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged
that Claim 36 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over D1 3, to the extent that Claim
36 relates to an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide
of SEQ ID NO: 8 (ie. Claim 36d)). Claim 36 as granted corresponds to Claim 24 of
Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 0.69 Opponent Ill's objections with regard to these pharmaceutical composition claims no
longer apply, since Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 does not recite any anti-BCMA
antibodies. Furthermore, D13 does not provide an enabling disclosure of any
antibody or antibody fragment that binds specifically to any of SEQ ID NOs: 2, 4, or
10. Thus, Claims 24-26 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1 3.

INVENTIVE STEP - ARTICLE 56 EPC AND ARTICLE 100* FPf!

Claims 1 and 3 as granted

1 0.70 On page 1 8 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that Claims 1 and
3 of the Patent as granted - in so far as they relate to TACI aspects - lack an inventive
step in view of Master reference documents D1 and D9. Furthermore, Opponent II

has alleged that the BCMA aspects of Claims 1 and 3 as granted are obvious in view
of D10-D12. In addition. Opponent II has alleged that Claim 3j) as granted lacks an
inventive step in view of D5-D8. These parts of Claims 1 and 3 as granted
correspond to Claims 27-28, 30-32, 34-35 and 37-40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.71 None of the cited prior art provides any suggestion of the specific mechanism of
action recited in these "use" claims - namely inhibition of ztnf4 activity or inhibition of
BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements. In this regard, none of D1 or
D9-D12 even mentions ztnf4, let alone identifies this molecule as a ligand for TACI or
BCMA. With regard to D5-D8, none of these documents links ztnf4 to BR43x2. TACI
or BCMA. Hence. Claims 27-28, 30-32. 34-35 and 37-40 of Auxiliary Request 1 are
not obvious in view of the cited prior art.



10.72 With regard to Claims 27. 30, 34, 37 and 40, as discussed above, there is no
suggestion in D1 or D9 of the specific medical conditions recited in these claims, and
hence it would not be obvious that the recited compounds could be used to treat

these conditions. Likewise, with regard to Claims 28, 31, 35 and 38, there is no
disclosure in D10-D1 2 of any therapeutic uses (these are all merely academic papers)
and hence treatment of the specific medical conditions recited in these claims would
not have been obvious in view of D10-D12. With particular regard to Claims 31 and
38, we would mention that none of D10-D12 suggests an antibody that binds
specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 (the antibodies used by Laabi et a/were
all raised against an N-terminally truncated BCMA-GST fusion). With regard to Claim
39, none of D6-D8 suggests the short (264 amino acid) sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1

8

and hence it would not be obvious to a skilled person reading D6-D8 to raise an
antibody against this sequence. With regard to D5, this document fails to suggest any
of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 39.

10.73 Thus. Claims 27-28, 30-32, 34-35 and 37-40 of Auxiliary Request 1 all have an
inventive step over D1 and D5-D12.

Claims 13-28 as granted

1 0.74 At the bottom of page 1 8 of the Statement of Grounds (through to the bottom of page
19) Opponent III has alleged that Claims 13-28 of the Patent as granted lack an
inventive step in view of D1. The subject-matter of Claims 13-15 and 23 is not
present in Auxiliary Request 1. The subject-matter of Claims 16-22 and 24-28 as
granted has been incorporated throughout the "use" claims of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.75 D1 relates solely to TACI, and provides no suggestion of BCMA. BR43x2, SEQ ID
NO: 10 orztnf4. Hence those claims of Auxiliary Request 1 that do not relate to TACI
molecules or anti-TACI antibodies are all inventive over D1

, regardless of the medical
conditions recited therein.

10.76 With regard to the "TACI" use claims of Auxiliary Request 1, these claims are all

inventive over D1 as discussed above, since D1 does not suggest any specific ligand

for TACI, let alone ztnf4. Thus, it would not have been obvious to a skilled person
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reading D1 to use a TACI polypeptide or an anti-TACI antibody to inhibit ztnf4 activity

or receptor-ztnf4 engagements. In particular, we would stress that inhibiting ztnf4
activity or inhibiting the ability of ztnM to engage its receptors is distinct from inhibiting

TACI (as described in D1), since ztnf4 is an inventive selection from all the possible
TACI ligands.

10.77 With particular regard to Claims 27, 30, 34, 37 and 40. none of the specific medical
conditions recited in these claims is suggested by D1 . Byway of example. Opponent
III has alleged that D1 describes treating "autoimmune diseases" and "inflammation"-
however, these are broad definitions, which encompass a wide range of different
medical conditions, including certain of the specific conditions recited in the claims of
Auxiliary Request 1

.
Thus, a skilled person reading D1 would not consider it obvious

that the recited compounds should (or even could) be used to treat these specific
conditions.

10.78 Thus, the independent "use" claims of Auxiliary Request 1 (and all claims dependent
thereon) are inventive over D1.

Claims 1 and 3, parts c) and h), as granted

10.79 In the middle of page 20 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent III has raised a
specific inventive step objection with regard to parts c) and h) of Claims 1 and 3 of the
Patent as granted, in view of a combination of Master reference D1 with Master
references D10-D12. Parts c) and h) of Claims 1 and 3 correspond to Claims 28. 31

.

35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

10.80 Inventive step of Claims 28, 31. 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 has already been
discussed above in relation to D1 and D10-D12. In brief, D1 provides no suggestion
of a polypeptide comprising the BCMA extracellular domain, and also does not
suggest any antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8. Thus,
uses of these compounds would not be obvious in view of D1. Likewise, D10-D12
also fail to suggest any antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:
8. With regard to the medical conditions recited in Claims 28, 31 , 35 and 38, none of
these therapies are suggested by D10-D12. which are merely academic publications.
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Furthermore, none of D1 or D10-D12 suggests any ligand for BCMA, let alone the
specific ligand ztnf4. Hence, it would not be obvious in view of D1 or D10-D12 to use
the recited compounds to inhibit ztnf4 activity or to inhibit BR43x2, TACI or BCMA
receptor-ztnf4 engagements.

Claims 1, parts m) and n), and Claim 3, parts n) and o) as granted

10.81 Towards the bottom of page 20 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has
alleged that parts m) and n) of Claim 1, and parts n) and o) of Claim 3 as granted
lack an inventive step in view of the cited prior art. In more detail, Opponent III has
alleged that use of the specific sequence fragments recited in these claims fails to
solve any technical problem as compared to using the entire extracellular domain of
BCMA. Claim 1m) and n) correspond to Claim If) - i) of Auxiliary Request 1 . Claim
3n) and o) correspond to Claim 3i) -

1) of Auxiliary Request 1

.

10.82 As discussed in detail above, use of these specific BCMA fragments is inventive in
view of the cited prior art. In brief, there is no suggestion in any of the cited BCMA
prior art (D10-D13) of these specific N-terminal fragments, which embrace part or all

of the BCMA cysteine rich pseudo repeat. Furthermore, it would not be obvious to a
skilled person that such short fragments would have the required biological function.
However, the present inventors have identified that these short fragments inhibit ztnf4
activity and/ or inhibit BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagements, and can
be used to treat the recited specific medical conditions. There is no suggestion in
D1 0-D1 3 of any medical uses for BCMA (let alone for the short fragments) and hence
the claimed therapeutic uses would not have been obvious over D10-D13. Thus,
Claims 1f-i) and Claims 3i-l) of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive.

Claim 1, parts a), e-f) and k); Claim 3, parts a) e-f) and I) as granted

10.83 On page 21 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent III has alleged that the BR43x2
aspects of the present invention - namely Claim 1 , parts a), e-f) and k); Claim 3, parts
a) e-f) and I) and Claims 29-35 of the Patent as granted, lack an inventive step in view
of the "TACI" prior art. These claims correspond to Claim 1a-c) and e); Claim 3a-c)
and h); and Claims 17-23 of Auxiliary Request 1.
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10.84 The inventiveness of the BR43x2 claims of Auxiliary Request 1 over the TAG. prior art
(D1 and D9) has been discussed in detail above. In brief, the recited BR43x2
polypeptide sequences would not have been obvious in view of the TACI prior art
which would lead a skilled away from a TACI isoform that lacks the first cysteine rich
doma,n of TACI. Hence, a skilled person would not consider antibodies that
specifically bind to these sequences to be obvious. In particular, the TACI prior art
prov.des no suggestion that the recited BR43x2 polypeptides and antibodies inhibit
ztnf4 activity or inhibit BR43x2. TACI or BCMA recePtor-2tnf4 engagements
Furthermore, it would not be obvious to a skilled person in view of D1 or D9 to use
these polypeptide and antibodies to treat the specific medical conditions recited in
Claims

1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 . Thus. Claim 1a-c) and e); Claim 3a-c) and h)-
and Cla,ms 1 7-23 of Auxiliary Request 1 have an inventive step over D1 and D9.

'

Claims 1 and 3, parts e) and f); and Claim 36, parts a) and b) as granted

10.85 Towards the bottom of page 21 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent III has
alleged that parts a) and b) of Claim 36 as granted lack an inventive step for the same
reasons as alleged with regard to the BR43x2 aspects of Claims 1 and 3 as granted
Parts a) and b) of Claim 36 as granted correspond to parts a) and b) of Claim 24 of
Aux.l.ary Request 1. Opponent II has also alleged that is would be obvious to use
these antibodies for therapeutic uses, as recited in Claims 1 and 3 as granted.

10.86 In this regard. Opponent III is incorrect to assume that all antibodies that bind to TACI
w.ll also specifically bind to BR43x2. TACI and BR43x2 are distinct polypeptides
whrch differ from each other in the extracellular domain, and the anti-TACI antibodies
of D1 and D9 would therefore provide no suggestion to a skilled person of an antibody
that specifically binds to SEQ ID NO: 2 or 4. By way of example, the extracellular
domains of BR43x2 and TACI fold in different ways (see Master reference D33) which
would l.mit the extent or affinity to which anti-TACI antibodies would bind BR43x2 and
vice versa. Thus, antibodies that specifically bind to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO- 2 or
4 are not suggested by the TACI prior art (D1 and D9) and hence Claim 24 has an
-nventive step. Since the anti-BR43x2 antibodies are inventive, any therapeutic use of
these antibodies, as recited in Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 . is also inventive
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Other Matters

Claims 1 and 3, part i); and Claim 36, part e) as granted

10.87 At the top of page 22 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that

antibodies or antibody fragments that bind specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:
10 lack an inventive step in view of the anti-TACI antibodies described in D1. In

particular, Opponent III has alleged that an inventive step is lacking for Claims 1 and
3, part i); and Claim 36, part e) as granted. These claims as granted correspond to

Claims 1 and 3, part d), and Claim 24, part c) of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.88 As discussed in detail above, there is no suggestion in D1 of the particular sequence
of SEQ ID NO: 10. and hence a skilled person reading D1 would not consider it

obvious to prepare an antibody that specifically binds to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:
10. Furthermore, a skilled person reading D1 would not consider using an anti-SEQ
ID NO: 10 antibody for inhibiting ztnf4 activity or receptor-ztnf4 engagements. In

particular, it would not be obvious in view of D1 to use the anti-SEQ ID NO: 10
antibody to treat the specific medical conditions recited in Claims 1 and 3. Hence,
Claims 1 and 3, part d), and Claim 24, part c) of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive

over the anti-TACI antibodies of D1.

Claim 3k) as granted

10.89 On page 22 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that Claim 3k) of
the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of D1. Claim 3k) as granted
corresponds to Claim 3g) of Auxiliary Request 1

.

10.90 There is no suggestion of SEQ ID NO: 20 in D1 , and hence it would not have been
obvious to a skilled person reading D1 to raise an antibody against a polypeptide of
SEQ ID NO: 20. Thus, Claim 3g) of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive with regard to D1

.

Claim 7b) as granted
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10.91 On page 22 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that Claim 7b) of
the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of D1. Granted Claim 7b)
corresponds to Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.92 Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on any of Claims 27, 29, 32,

34, 36 or 40. In this regard, none of the specific therapeutic uses recited in Claims
27, 29, 32, 34. 36 or 40 are suggested by D1 , and since D1 fails to suggest ztnf4. the
mechanism of action recited in these claims would not be obvious in view of D1.
Furthermore, there is no suggestion in D1 of making a fusion protein comprising the
specific sequence amino acid residues 1-154 of SEQ ID NO: 6 (slightly shorter than
the entire extracellular domain of TACI). In this regard, the specific fusion point of
residue 154 ofSEQ ID NO: 6 was carefully selected by the present inventors in order
to include the TACI cysteine rich domains and as much of the 62 amino acid "stalk

region" (between the cysteine rich domains and the transmembrane domain) as
possible.

10.93 Furthermore, a TACI-lg fusion protein having amino acids 1-154 of TACI, as recited in

Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1 has been used successfully to inhibit the activity (eg.

receptor-engagement) of ztnf4 in vitro - see Example 10 of the Patent.

Administration of this TACI-lg fusion ("TACI-FC4") to mouse models of spontaneous
systemic lupus erythematous (SLE) prior to onset of proteinuria reduced B cell

numbers in a dose responsive manner-see Example 13 of the Patent(also Example
1 4). These findings are supported by Master reference D38, Figures 3c and 4, which
illustrate a complete inhibition of ztnf4 stimulatory activity on human B cells in vitro in

the presence of the recited TACI-lg, and suppression of progression of SLE (in

particular, proteinuria) in mouse models.

1 0.94 In addition, Master reference D40 confirms that transgenic mice that over-express a
fusion protein of TACI residues 1-154 (TACI-lg) have decreased numbers of B cells

and decreased circulating antibody production - which is indicative of a role for this

fusion protein in treatment of medical conditions including autoimmune diseases and
B cell cancers.

10.95 These results would not have been obvious in view of D1. Hence, the use of the
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specific fusion protein recited in Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1 would not have been
obvious to a skilled person in view of D1, and Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1 is

inventive over D1.

Claims 9-12 as granted

1 0.94 On page 22 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that Claims 9-1

2

of the Patent as granted lack an inventive step in view of D1 . Claims 9-1 2 as granted
correspond to Claims 9-12 and 49-52 of Auxiliary Request 1.

10.95 Claims 9-12 and 49-52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D1 by virtue of their

dependency on other inventive fusion protein claims, and ultimatelyon inventive base
Claims 1 and 3; and 27-29, 32, 34-36 and 40.

SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE - ARTICLF ft3 EPC AND ARTICLE 100c FPr

Claims 1 and 3 as granted

1 0.96 At the bottom of page 22 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent III has alleged that
Claims 1 and 3 of the Patent as granted are insufficiently disclosed since they fail to

recite any specific medical conditions to be treated by the medicament. In particular,

Opponent III has alleged that the Patent does not teach how to identify medical
conditions that fall within the scope of Claims 1 and 3 as granted.

1 0.97 This objection does not apply to Auxiliary Request 1 . in which the independent "use-
claims recite specific medical conditions to be treated by the recited compounds.
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1 1 OBSERVATIONS IN REPLY TO OPPONENT IV

SECOND MEDICAL USE CLAIM FORMAT

11.1 In section 3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claims 1 and
3 of the Patent as granted do not specify a therapy to be treated by the recited

medicament, and thus are allegedly not in the correct "2nd medical use" claim format.

Thus, Opponent IV has interpreted these claims as methods for making a
medicament.

11.2 Opponent IV's objection against the 2
nd
medical use claims does not apply to Auxiliary

Request 1
,
in which all the independent 2

nd
medical use claims recite specific medical

conditions that are treatable using the recited medicaments.

NOVELTY - ARTICLE 54 EPC AND ARTICLE 100a EPC

Claim 1b) as granted

11.3 lnpoint6.1.1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1b)of
the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D4), which allegedly discloses using the extracellular domain of TACI
in the manufacture of a medicament. Claim 1 b) as granted corresponds to Claim 27
of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .4 D1 does not disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 27, and
hence Claim 27 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D1.

Claim 1c) as granted

11.5 In point 6.1 .2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1c) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D3 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D6), which allegedly discloses uses of the BCMA extracellular

domain. Claim 1c) as granted corresponds to Claim 28 of Auxiliary Request 1

.
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1 1 .6 D3 fails to disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 28, and
hence Claim 28 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D3.

Claim 1g) as granted

11.7 In point 6. 1 .3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1 g) of
the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D4), which allegedly discloses using the anti-TACI antibodies for
therapeutic uses. Claim 1 g) as granted corresponds to Claim 30 ofAuxiliary Request

11.8 D1 does not disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 30, and
hence Claim 30 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D1.

Claim 1h) as granted

1 1 .9 In point 6.1 .4 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1 h) of
the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D3 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D6), which allegedly discloses therapeutic uses of anti-BCMA
antibodies. Claim 1h) as granted corresponds to Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.10 D3 fails to disclose any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 31, and
hence Claim 31 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D3.

Claim 11) as granted

11.11 In point 6. 1 .5 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1 1) of
the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D4), which allegedly discloses using amino acid residues 1-166 of
SEQ ID NO: 6 as a medicament. Claim 11) as granted corresponds to Claim 32 of
Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.12 Claim 32 is novel over D1
, which fails to disclose the mechanism of action of amino

acid residues 1-166 ofSEQ ID NO: 6. In more detail, D1 fails to disclose inhibition of
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ztnf4 activity by amino acid residues 1 -1 66 ofSEQ ID NO: 6. Furthermore, there is no
disclosure in D1 of using amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 for the
manufacture of a medicament for treating any medical condition by inhibiting ztnf4
activity. In particular, there is no disclosure in D1 of treating the specific medical
conditions recited in Claim 32 by inhibiting ztnf4 activity. Thus, Claim 32 of Auxiliary
Request 1 is novel over D1

.

Claim 2 as granted

11.13 In point 6.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 2 of the
Patent as granted lacks novelty over both Master references D1 and D3 (referred to
as D4 and D6, respectively, by Opponent IV). Claim 2 as granted corresponds to
Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.14 Claim 2 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent on Claim 1 , which is novel over D1 and
D3, since these citations fail to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in Claim
1

.

For the avoidance of doubt, there is no disclosure in D1 or D3 of any antibody/
antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10. Thus,
Claim 2 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D1 and D3 by dependency on Claim 1

.

11.15 Claim 33 depends on any of novel Claims 27-32 of Auxiliary Request 1. In more
detail. D1 does not disclose any of the compounds recited for use in Claims 28-29 or
31

.

With regard to Claim 29, the "Prosite" consensus sequence recited in D1 is more
flexible than (ie. broader than) the sequence ofSEQ ID NO: 1 8 of the Patent. D1 also
fails to disclose the specific medical conditions recited in Claims 27 and 30 of
Auxiliary Request 1. As discussed above, Claim 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel
over D1. Thus Claim 33 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over D1 by virtue of
dependency.

11.16 Claim 33 is also novel over D3 by virtue of dependency on Claims 27-32 of Auxiliary
Request 1

.
D3 fails to disclose any of the compounds recited in Claims 27, 30 or 32

and hence these claims are novel over D3. D3 also fails to disclose any of the
specific medical conditions recited in Claims 28-29 or 31 of Auxiliary Request 1, and
hence these claims are also novel over D3. Thus. Claim 33 of Auxiliary Request 1 is
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novel by dependency.

Claim 3, parts b-d), g), h) and m) as granted

11.17 In point 6.3.1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 3 of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master references D1 and D3 for the same
reasons as given for Claim 1. Claim 3, parts b-d), g), h) and m) as granted

correspond to Claims 34-38 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.18 D1 does not disclose the compounds specified in Claims 35-36 or 38 of Auxiliary

Request 1
.
Thus, these claims are novel over D1 . With regard to Claims 34, 37 and

40 of Auxiliary Request 1, D1 does not disclose treating the specific medical
conditions recited in these claims, and hence these claims are also novel over D1

.

11.19 D3 does not disclose the specific compounds recited in Claims 34, 37 or 40 of

Auxiliary Request 1
,
and hence these claims are novel over D3. With regard to

Claims 35-36 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 , D3 does not disclose treating the specific

medical conditions recited in these claims, and hence these claims are also novel

over D3.

Claim 3j) as granted

In point 6.3.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 3j) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D14 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D5). Claim 3j) as granted corresponds to Claim 39 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D14, which fails to explicitly disclose the

specific sequence of SEQ ID NO: 18, and thus provides no enabling disclosure of any
antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO: 18. In more detail, the

D14 ligand sequence is 285 amino acids long, whereas SEQ ID NO: 18 of the Patent
is a truncated version of this sequence, being only 264 amino acids long. Thus the

alleged provision in D14 of antibodies that bind to the D14 ztnf4 (BAFF) sequence is

not enabling for the antibodies recited in Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1 , which bind
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specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 18. Thus, Claim 39 ofAuxiliary Request 1

is novel over D14.

Furthermore, there is no disclosure in D14 of any of the specific medical conditions

recited in Claim 39 of Auxiliary Request 1, let alone of using the specific antibody

recited in Claim 39 for the manufacture of a medicament for treating these specific

conditions. Thus, Claim 39 is novel over D14.

Claim 4a) as granted

11 .22 In point 6.4.1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 4a) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D3 (referred to by

Opponent IV as D6). Claim 4a as granted corresponds to Claim 42 (part a) of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .23 Claim 42 (part a) of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on any of Claims 28-29 or 35-36,

which, as discussed above, are novel over D3, which fails to recite the specific

medical conditions recited in these claims. Thus, Claim 42 (part a) is novel over D3
by dependency.

Claim 4, parts c-e) as granted

1 1 .24 In point 6.4.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 4c-e)

of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D1 (referred to by

Opponent IV as D4). Parts c-e) of Claim 4 as granted correspond to Claim 41 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .25 Claim 48 of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent on any of Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 or

40, which, as discussed above, are all novel over D1. Thus, Claim 41 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is also novel over D1 by virtue of dependency.

Claim 4, parts f-h) as granted

1 1 .26 In point 6.4.3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 4f-h)
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of the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D3 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D6). Parts f-h) of Claim 4 as granted correspond to Claim 42 (parts

b-d) of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 1 .27 Claim 42 (parts b-d) of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on any of Claims 28-29 or 35-36,
which, as discussed above, are novel over D3 by virtue of the specific medical
conditions (and recited compounds - Claims 29 and 36). Thus, Claim 42 (parts b-d)

is novel over D3 by dependency.

Claim 5b as granted

1 1 .28 In point 6.5.1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 5b) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D1 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D4). Claim 5b) as granted corresponds to Claims 5b) and 43b) of
Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .29 Claim 5b) of Auxiliary Request 1 is dependent (ultimately) on either of Claims 1 or 3,

which are novel over D1
,
since D1 does not disclose any of the compounds recited for

use in these claims. Furthermore, by virtue of its dependency on Claim 4, Claim 5b)
of Auxiliary Request 1 requires - in addition to amino acid residues 105-166 of SEQ
ID NO: 6 - the presence in the first portion of a polypeptide of amino acid residues 25-

58 of SEQ ID NO: 2. There is no disclosure in D1 of any fusion protein comprising a
first portion containing both a polypeptide comprising amino acids 25-58 of SEQ ID
NO: 2 and a polypeptide of amino acid residues 105-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6. Thus,
Claim 5 (part b) is novel over D1

.

1 1 .30 Likewise, Claim 43b) of Auxiliary Request 1 depends (ultimately) on claims selected
from Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36 or 40, which are all novel over D1 as discussed above
by virtue of the recited compounds (Claims 28-29 and 35-36) or by virtue of the
recited specific medical conditions (Claims 27, 34 and 40) or by virtue of the specific

mechanism of action (Claim 32). Furthermore, by virtue of its dependency on Claim

41 or 42, Claim 5b) of Auxiliary Request 1 requires - in addition to amino acid

residues 1 05-1 66 of SEQ ID NO: 6 - the presence in the first portion of a polypeptide
as defined in parts a-c) of Claim 41 or a-d) of Claim 42. There is no disclosure in D1
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of using any fusion protein comprising these combinations of sequence fragments in

the first portion, and hence Claim 43 (part b) is novel over D1.

Claim 5c) as granted

1 1 .31 In point 6.5.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 5c) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D3 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D6). Claim 5c) as granted corresponds to Claims 5c) and 43c) of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.32 Claim 5c) of Auxiliary Request 1 depends (ultimately) on either of Claims 1 or3, which
are novel over D3, since D3 fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in

these claims. Furthermore, by virtue of its dependency on Claim 4, Claim 5c) of

Auxiliary Request 1 requires - in addition to amino acid residues 89-150 of SEQ ID
NO: 8 - the presence in the first portion of a polypeptide of amino acid residues 25-58
of SEQ ID NO: 2. There is no disclosure in D3 of any fusion protein comprising a first

portion containing both a polypeptide comprising amino acids 25-58 ofSEQ ID NO: 2
and a polypeptide of amino acid residues 89-150 of SEQ ID NO: 8. Thus, Claim 5
(part c) is novel over D3.

1 1 .33 Likewise, Claim 43c) of Auxiliary Request 1 depends (ultimately) on Claims selected

from Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36 or 40, which are all novel over D3 as discussed above,
by virtue of the recited compounds (Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 and 40) and the recited

specific medical conditions (Claims 28 and 35). Furthermore, by virtue of its

dependency on Claim 41 or 42, Claim 5c) of Auxiliary Request 1 requires - in addition

to amino acid residues 89-1 50 of SEQ ID NO: 8 - the presence in the first portion of a
polypeptide as defined in parts a-c) of Claim 48 or a-d) of Claim 42. There is no
disclosure in D3 of using any fusion protein comprising these combinations of

sequence fragments in the first portion, and hence Claim 43 (part c) is novel over D1

.

Claim 6b) as granted

1 1 .34 In point 6.6.1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 6b) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty over Master reference D1 (referred to by
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Opponent IV as D4). Claim 6b) as granted corresponds to Claim 44 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

1 1 .35 Claim 44 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 48, and ultimatelyon any of Claims

27, 29, 32, 34, 36 or 40. All these base claims are novel over D1 as discussed

above, since D1 fails to recite the specific medical conditions recited in these claims.

Thus, Claim 44 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also novel over D1
, by virtue of dependency.

Claim 6c) as granted

1 1 .36 In point 6.6.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 6c) of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D3 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D6). Claim 6c) as granted corresponds to Claim 45 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

11.37 Claim 45 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 42, and ultimately on any of Claims
28-29 or 35-36. All these base claims are novel over D3, since D3 fails to recite the

specific medical conditions recited in these claims. Thus, Claim 45 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is also novel over D3, by virtue of dependency.

Claim 8 as granted

In point 6.7 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 8 of the

Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D4) and Master reference D3 (referred to by Opponent IV as D6).

Claim 8 as granted corresponds to Claims 8 and 48 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

Both Claims 8 and 48 of Auxiliary Request 1 depend on Claims that are novel over D1
and D3. In more detail, Claim 8 depends ultimately on either of Claims 1 or 3, which
are novel over D1 and D3, which do not disclose any of the compounds recited for

use in these claims. Claim 48 depends ultimately on any of Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36

or 40, which are novel over D1 and D3 by virtue of the recited compounds and/ or

specific medical conditions, or by virtue of the specific mechanism of action. Hence,
Claims 8 and 48 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over D1 and D3 by virtue of
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dependency.

Claim 9 as granted

1 1 .40 In point 6.8 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 9 of the

Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D3 (referred to by
Opponent IV as D6). Claim 9 as granted corresponds to Claims 9 and 49 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

1 1 .41 Claims 9 and 49 of Auxiliary Request 1 depend on Claims that are novel over D3. In

more detail, Claim 9 depends ultimately on either of Claims 1 or 3 - which are novel

over D3 since D3 fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these

claims. Claim 49 depends ultimately on any of Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36 or 40, which

are novel over D3 by virtue of the specific medical conditions (Claims 28 and 35) or by
virtue of the recited compounds (Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 and 40). Hence, Claims 9
and 49 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel over D3 by virtue of dependency.

Claim 10 as granted

1 1 .42 In point 6.9 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 10 of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D3 (referred to by

Opponent IV as D6). Claim 10 as granted corresponds to Claims 10 and 50 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .43 Claims 1 0 and 50 of Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D3 by virtue of dependency.
In more detail, Claim 10 depends ultimately on either of Claims 1 or 3 - which are

novel over D3 since D3 fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these

claims. Claim 50 depends ultimately on any of Claims 27-29, 32, 34-36 or 40, which
are novel over D3 as discussed above. Hence, Claims 10 and 50 of Auxiliary

Request 1 are also novel over D3 by dependency.

Claims 13-15 as granted

1 1 .44 In points 6.10-6.12 of the Statement ofGrounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claims
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1 3-1 5 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of Master reference D1 (referred

to by Opponent IV as D4). The subject-matter of Claims 13-15 as granted is not

present in Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claims 16 and 17 as granted

.45 In points 6.13-6.14 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claims

16 and 17 of the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1
(referred to by Opponent IV as D4). The subject-matter of Claims 16-1 7 as granted

has been incorporated into Claims 1, 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1.

.46 As discussed above, D1 does not disclose any of the specific compounds recited for

use in Claims 1 and 3, and does not disclose the mechanism of action of amino acid

residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6, as recited in Claim 32. Thus, Claims 1, 3 and 32 of

Auxiliary Request 1 are novel over D1

.

Claim 18 as granted

1 .47 In point 6.1 5 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1 8 of

the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to systemic lupus erythematosis,

myasthenia gravis and rheumatoid arthritis - lacks novelty in view of Master reference

D1 (referred to by Opponent IV as D4). The "systemic lupus erythematosis",

"myasthenia gravis" and "rheumatoid arthritis" aspects of Claim 18 as granted are

found in Claims 1 3, 28, 31 , 35, 38 and 39 (myasthenia gravis only) and 53 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

.48 Claim 13 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over D1 by virtue of dependency on Claims 1

or 3 (which are novel by virtue of the recited compounds); and Claim 53 is novel over

D1 by virtue of dependency on Claim 32 (which is novel over D1 by virtue of the

recited specific mechanism of action). With regard to Claims 28, 31 , 35, 38 and 39 of

Auxiliary Request 1 ,
these claims are also novel over D1 , which does not disclose the

specific compounds recited in these claims.
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Claim 19 as granted

1 1.49 In point 6.16 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 19 of

the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to end stage renal disease - lacks novelty

over Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent IV as D4). The "end stage renal

failure" aspect of Claim 19 as granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 , 3, 28, 31

,

35 and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .50 Claims 1
, 3, 28, 31 , 35 and 38-39 of Auxiliary Request 1 are all novel over D1 , since

D1 fails to disclose the specific compounds recited in these claims.

Claim 20 as granted

1 1 .51 In point 6.17 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 20 of

the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to glomerulonephritis - lacks novelty over
Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent IV as D4). The "glomerulonephritis"

aspect of Claim 20 as granted has been incorporated into Claims 14 and 55 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.52 Claims 14 and 55 of Auxiliary Request 1 depend on Claims 1 or 3, and Claims 28. 31,

35 or 38-39, respectively. These claims are novel over D1 as discussed above, since

D1 fails to disclose any of the compounds recited for use in these claims. Thus,

Claims 14 and 55 of Auxiliary Request 1 are also novel, by dependency.

Claim 21 as granted

1 1 .53 In point 6.18 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 21 of

the Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to multiple myelomas and lymphomas -
lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1. The "multiple myelomas" and
"lymphomas" aspects of Claim 21 as granted have been incorporated into Claims 1

,

3, 28, 31, 32, 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 1 .54 As discussed above, all of Claims 1 , 3, 28. 31 , 32, 35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1

are novel over D1, since none of the compounds recited in Claims 1, 3, 28, 31, 35
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and 38 are disclosed in D1, and the mechanism of action recited in Claim 32 is not

disclosed in D1.

Claim 23 as granted

1 1 .55 In point 6.19 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 23 of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1. The subject-

matter of Claim 23 as granted is not present in Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claims 24 and 25 as granted

1 1 .56 In points 6.20-6.21 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claims

24-25 of the Patent as granted lack novelty in view of Master reference D1. The
subject-matter of Claims 24-25 as granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 , 3, 28,

31
,
35 and 38 of Auxiliary Request 1 , which are novel over D1 by virtue of the recited

compounds.

Claim 27 as granted

1 1 .57 In point 6.22 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 27 of

the Patent as granted lacks novelty in view of Master reference D1. The subject-

matter of Claim 27 as granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

1 1 .58 D1 does not disclose any of the specific compounds recited for use in Claims 1 and 3

of Auxiliary Request 1 , and hence these claims are novel over D1

.

Claim 36c) as granted

1 1 .59 In point 6.23.1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 36 of

the Patent as granted - to the extent that it relates to an antibody or antibody

fragment that binds specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6 - lacks novelty in

view of Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent IV as D4). Claim 36 as granted

corresponds to Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1

.
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1 1 .60 D1 does not disclose any of the antibodies recited in Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

In more detail, none of the anti-TACI antibodies described in D1 would bind

specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 1 0. There is no disclosure in D1 of

any of the recited antibodies, and hence Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 is novel over

D1.

Claim 36d) as granted

1 1 .61 In point 6.23.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 36 of

the Patent as granted - to the extent that it relates to an antibody or antibody

fragment that binds specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 8 - lacks novelty in

view of Master reference D3 (referred to by Opponent IV as D6). Claim 36 as granted

corresponds to Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .62 D3 fails to disclose any of the antibodies recited in Claim 24 of Auxiliary Request 1 . In

more detail, none of the anti-BCMA antibodies described in D3 are raised against an
antigen that is a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10. Thus, none of the D3
antibodies would bind specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2, 4 or 10. In this

regard, it would be a matter of routine for a skilled person to identify a "specifically

binding" antibody (see paragraph 0073 of the Patent specification). Thus, the

presently claimed antibodies are not disclosed in D3, and Claim 24 of Auxiliary

Request 1 is therefore novel over D3.

Claims 37 and 38 as granted

1 1 .63 In points 6.24-6.25 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent IV has alleged that Claims

37-38 of the Patent as lack novelty in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by

Opponent IV as D4) and Master reference D3 (referred to by Opponent IV as D6).

Claims 37-38 as granted corresponds to Claims 25-26 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .64 Claims 25-26 of Auxiliary Request 1 depend on Claim 24, which is novel over both D1

and D3 as discussed above, since neither of these prior art documents discloses the

recited antibodies. Thus, Claims 25-26 are also novel over D1 and D3 by virtue of
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this dependency.

INVENTIVE STEP - ARTICLE 56 EPC AND ARTICLE 100a EPC

Claim 1 , parts d) and i) as granted

1 1 .65 In point 7. 1 . 1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that parts d) and
i) of Claim 1 of the Patent as granted, relating to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 1 0 and
an antibody or antibody fragment that binds specifically to this sequence, lack an
inventive step in view of Master reference D12 (referred to by Opponent IV as D2)
and Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent IV as D4). Parts d) and i) of Claim

1 as granted correspond to Claims 1d) and 29 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.66 As discussed above, D1 does not suggest using a polypeptide comprising the

sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 0 to treat any of the specific medical conditions recited in

Claim 29 of Auxiliary Request 1 . In particular, the use of this polypeptide to inhibit

ztnf4 activity is not suggested by D1. Likewise, D12 (which is merely an academic
publication) fails to suggest any biological mechanism of action or therapeutic use of

a polypeptide comprising SEQ ID NO: 12. Hence, Claim 29 of Auxiliary Request 1 is

inventive over D1 and D12.

11.67 Also as discussed above, D12 fails to suggest any antibodies, let alone antibodies

that specifically bind to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO: 1 0. D1 2 also fails to suggest any
therapeutic use to which such an antibody could be put. Furthermore, since D1 does

not provide any suggestion of SEQ ID NO: 10 (see above), it would not be obvious in

view of D1 to raise an antibody that binds specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:

10. The specific therapeutic uses of this inventive antibody, as recited in Claim 1,

would also not be obvious in view of D1 . Claim 1d) therefore has an inventive step

with regard to D1 and D12.

Claim 1, parts b) and g) as granted

1 1 .68 In point 7.1 .2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that parts b) and

g) of Claim 1 of the Patent as granted, relating to a soluble polypeptide comprising the
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extracellular domain of TACI, and an antibody or antibody fragment that binds

specifically to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 6, lack an inventive step in view of a

combination of Master reference D9 (referred to by Opponent IV as D1) with

unspecified "common general knowledge". Parts b) and g) of Claim 1 as granted

correspond to Claims 27 and 30 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.69 D9 is merely an academic publication, which fails to suggest either the specific

mechanism of action of the recited soluble polypeptide or antibody, or any therapeutic

use of these compounds. Thus, as discussed above, D9 would be a poor starting

point for a skilled person. The alleged vague reference in D9 to a link with immune

cells would not suggest to a skilled person (even in view of the unidentified common
general knowledge) that the recited compounds could be used as therapeutics. In

particular, treatment of the specific medical conditions recited in Claims 27 and 30 of

Auxiliary Request 1 would not be obvious to a skilled person. Hence, these claims

are inventive over D9 and the common general knowledge.

Claim 2 as granted

1 1 .70 In point 7.2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that the subject-

matter of Claim 2 of the Patent as granted - namely, use wherein the mammal is a

primate - lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D9 (referred to as D1 by

Opponent IV). Claim 2 as granted corresponds to Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

1 1 .71 Dependent Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D9 by virtue of

their dependency on inventive Claims 1 , 3 and 27-32. These base claims all recite at

least one of a) non-TACI compounds that are not suggested by D9; b) a specific

mechanism of action based on inhibition of ztnf4, which is not suggested by D9; ore)

the treatment of specific medical conditions that are not suggested by the merely

academic disclosure of D9. Hence, dependent Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary Request

1 are both inventive with respect to D9.

Claim 3, parts b), d), g), i) and m) as granted
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1 1 .72 In point 7.3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that parts b) ( d),

g), i) and m) of Claim 3 of the Patent as granted lack an inventive step for the same
reasons as presented by Opponent IV with regard to corresponding parts of Claim 1

.

Parts b), d), g), i) and m) of Claim 3 as granted correspond to Claims 3d), 34, 36, 37

and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .73 Claims 3d), 34 and 36-37 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D1 , D1 2 and D9
for the same reasons as given above with regard to Claims 1d), 27 and 29-30 of

Auxiliary Request 1. Claim 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also inventive since D1 2 fails

to suggest amino acids 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6; and D1 and D9 does not suggest

treating any of the specific medical conditions recited in Claim 40.

Claim 4, parts c-e) as granted

1 1 .74 In point 7.4 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 4, parts

c-e) of the Patent as granted lack an inventive step in view of Master reference D9
(referred to by Opponent IV as D1 ). Parts c-e) of Claim 4 as granted correspond to

Claim 41 of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 1 .75 Claim 41 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on any of Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 or 40,

which are all inventive over D1 . In particular, the specific mechanisms of action or

medical conditions recited in these base claims would not have been obvious in view

of D1. Hence, Claim 41 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also inventive by virtue of

dependency.

Claim 5 as granted

1 1 .76 In point 7.5 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 5 of the

Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master references D9 (referred to

by Opponent IV as D1) and D8 (referred to by Opponent IV as D3). Claim 5 as

granted corresponds to Claims 5 and 43 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .77 There is no suggestion in the purely academic disclosure of D9 of any therapeutic

uses of fusion proteins. In particular, treatment of the specific medical conditions
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recited in inventive Claims 1, 3 f 27-29, 32, 34-36 or 40 - on which Claims 5 and 43

depend - would not have been obvious in view of the limited disclosure of D9. With

regard to D8, this document relates solely to ztnf4 and fails to suggest any of the

specific fusion proteins recited in Claims 5 and 43 of Auxiliary Request 1. Thus,

Claims 5 and 43 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D9 and D8.

Claim 6b) as granted

1 1 .78 In point 7.6 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 6b) of

the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D9 (referred

to by Opponent IV as D1 ) and unspecified "common general knowledge". Claim 6b)

as granted corresponds to Claim 44 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.79 As discussed above with regard to Claim 50, Claim 51 is inventive in view of D9,

which fails to suggest using a fusion protein to treat any medical condition, let alone

the specific conditions recited in Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 or 40, on which Claim 44

(ultimately) depends. In particular, vague references in the prior art to "possible uses

in immune modulation" would not suggest to a skilled person that a fusion protein

comprising the extracellular domain of TACI would be therapeutically useful. Hence,

Claim 44 of Auxiliary request 1 has an inventive step.

Claim 7 as granted

1 1 .80 In point 7.7 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 7 of the

Patent as granted - insofar as it relates to a fusion protein as recited in part b) of

Claim 7 - lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by

Opponent IV as D4). Claim 7b) as granted corresponds to Claim 46 of Auxiliary

Request 1.

1 1 .81 There is no suggestion in D1 of any fusion protein containing a first domain consisting

of amino acids 1-154 of SEQ ID NO: 6. Hence, Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1 would

not have been obvious to a skilled person in view of D1. Furthermore, none of the

specific medical conditions recited in Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 or 40 -on which Claim

46 ultimately depends -are suggested in D1. Hence, Claim 46 of Auxiliary Request 1
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is inventive over D1.

Claim 8 as granted

1 1 .82 In point 7.8 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 8 of the

Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D8 (referred to

by Opponent IV as D3). Claim 8 as granted corresponds to Claims 8 and 48 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.83 D8 relates solely to ztnf4 and fails to suggest any of the specific fusion proteins

recited in the claims of Auxiliary Request 1. Furthermore, it would not have been

obvious in view of D8 to use the recited fusion proteins to treat the specific medical

conditions recited in these claims. Hence, dependent Claims 8 and 48 of Auxiliary

Request 1 are inventive over D8.

Claim 9 as granted

1 1 .84 In point 7.9 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 9 of the

Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D8 {referred to

by Opponent IV as D3). Claim 9 as granted corresponds to Claims 9 and 49 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .85 Fusion protein Claims 9 and 49 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over D8 for the

same reasons as given above with regard to Claims 8 and 48 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claim 10 as granted

1 1 .86 In points 7.10 and 7.1 1 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that

Claims 10 and 11 of the Patent as granted lack an inventive step. Claim 10 as

granted corresponds to Claims 10 and 50 of Auxiliary Request 1, and Claim 11 as

granted corresponds to Claims 1 1 and 51 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.87 Claims 10, 11, 50 and 51 of Auxiliary Request 1 are dependent on inventive fusion

protein Claims 4, 41 and 42, and ultimately on any of inventive use Claims 1 , 3, 27-29,
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32, 34-36 and 40. Hence, these claims are inventive by virtue of dependency.

Claim 12 as granted

1 1 .88 In point 7.12 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 12 of

the Patent as granted is unclear and thus merely states the obvious. Claim 12 as

granted corresponds to Claims 12 and 52 of Auxiliary Request 1.

1 1 .90 Opponent IV will, no doubt, be aware that a lack of clarity under Article 84 EPC is not

a ground of Opposition under Article 1 00 EPC, and hence Opponent IVs allegation is

in itself unclear. However, in the event that this objection is intended to be an

allegation of lack of inventive step of Claim 12 as granted, we confirm that

corresponding Claims 12 and 52 of Auxiliary Request 1 are inventive over the prior art

for the same reasons as given above with regard to Claims 10, 11, 50 and 51 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claim 13-15 as granted

11.91 In points 7. 1 3-7. 1 5 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claims

1 3-1 5 of the Patent as granted lack an inventive step in view of Master reference D1

(referred to by Opponent IV as D4). The subject-matter of Claims 1 3-1 5 as granted is

absent from Auxiliary Request 1

.

Claim 16 as granted

1 1 .92 In point 7.16 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1 6 of

the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step. The subject-matter of Claim 16 as

granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 , 3 and 32 of Auxiliary Request 1 , which

are all inventive over the cited prior art (as discussed in detail above) by virtue of the

recited compounds and the recited mechanism of action.

Claims 17-25 as granted

1 1 .93 In point 7.17 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that the subject-
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matter of dependent Claims 1 7-25 of the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step in

view of Master reference D1 (referred to by Opponent IV as D4). The subject-matter

of Claim 23 is not present in Auxiliary Request 1 . The subject-matter of Claims 1 7-25

as granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 , 3, 13-14, 27-32, 34-40, 53 and 55 of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .94 As discussed in detail above, independent Claims 1 and 3 of Auxiliary Request 1 are

inventive over D1
,
which does not suggest any of the compounds recited in these

claims. Claims 13-14 also have an inventive step over D1, by virtue of their

dependency on Claims 1 or 3. Also as discussed above, the subject-matter of Claims

27-32 and 34-40 would not be considered obvious by a skilled person in view of D1,

and hence these claims have an inventive step. In this regard, general references in

D1 to treating general autoimmune diseases and cancers would not make it obvious

to treat the specific medical conditions recited in these claims. Thus, dependent

Claims 53 and 55 also have an inventive step over D1

.

Claim 28 as granted

1 1 .95 In point 7.18 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that dependent

Claim 28 of the Patent as granted lacks an inventive step. In particular, Opponent III

has alleged that the specific inflammatory conditions recited in Claim 28 as granted

are merely an arbitrary selection of diseases. The subject-matter of Claim 28 as

granted has been incorporated into Claims 1 6, 27-31 and 34-40 of Auxiliary Request

1.

1 1 .96 Claim 1 6 is dependent on either of Claims 1 or 3, which are inventive over the cited

prior art by virtue of the recited compounds. Hence, Claim 16 is also inventive due to

its dependency. Claims 27-31 and 34-40 are also inventive since, as discussed

above, none of the cited prior art suggests the claimed, specific, therapeutic uses of

the recited compounds.

Claim 36e) as granted

11.97 In point 7.19 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 36 as
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granted - insofar as it relates to antibodies that specifically binds to a polypeptide of

SEQ ID NO: 10 - lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D9 (referred to

by Opponent IV as D1 ). Claim 36e) as granted corresponds to Claim 24c) of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

1 1 .98 D9 fails to provide any suggestion of a polypeptide having the sequence of SEQ ID

NO: 10, let alone any antibody that specifically binds to this polypeptide. In particular,

it would not have been obvious to a skilled person reading D9 that these antibodies

are therapeutically useful. Hence, the pharmaceutical composition recited in Claim

24c) of Auxiliary Request 1 is inventive over D9.

Claim 37 as granted

1 1 .99 In point 7.20 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that the subject-

matter of dependent Claim 37 lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D1
(referred to by Opponent IV as D4). In this regard, the reference to Claim 35 of the

Patent in point 7.20 would appear to be a typographical error, since Claim 35 as
granted does not relate to antibody compositions. Claim 37 as granted corresponds

to Claim 25 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .1 00 Claim 25 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 24, which is inventive in view of D1

by virtue of the recited antibodies, which specifically bind a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO:

2, 4 or 10. Hence, Claim 25 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also inventive, by virtue of

dependency.

Claim 38 as granted

1 1 .101 In point 7.21 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 38 as

granted lacks an inventive step in view of Master reference D1 (referred to by

Opponent IV as D4). Claim 38 as granted corresponds to Claim 26 of Auxiliary

Request 1

.

1 1 .102 Claim 26 of Auxiliary Request 1 depends on Claim 24, which as discussed above is

inventive in view of D1 by virtue of the recited specifically binding antibodies. Hence,
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Claim 26 of Auxiliary Request 1 is also inventive, by virtue of dependency.

SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE- ARTICLE 83 EPC AND ARTICLE 100c EPC

Claim 1d) as granted

1 1 .103 In point 8.1 .2 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1d) of

the Patent as granted, relating to the use of a polypeptide comprising the sequence of

SEQ ID NO: 10, is insufficiently disclosed in the Patent specification as filed. In

particular, Opponent IV has alleged that SEQ ID NO: 10 embraces a large number of

sequences and that not all of these would have the desired biological function.

Furthermore, Opponent IV has alleged that a polypeptide ofSEQ ID NO: 10 would not

bind ztnf4. Claim 1d) as granted corresponds to Claim 29 of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.104Opponent IV is incorrect to allege that a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10 would not

have the desired function - namely, inhibiting ztnf4 activity. In this regard, SEQ ID

NO: 10 is based on the cysteine rich domain of the novel polypeptide BR43x2, which

is a receptor for ztnf4. In particular, the 6 non-variable key cysteine residues of SEQ
ID NO: 10 (corresponding to residues 25, 40, 43, 47, 54 and 58 of BR43x2),

collectively form a binding site for binding ztnf4. Since all polypeptides of SEQ ID NO:

10 have the above-mentioned 6-cysteine core structure, all polypeptides comprising

the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10 would bind ztnf4. No evidence to counter this has

been provided by Opponent IV.

11.105By binding ztnf4. a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10 inhibits the activity of ztnf4 - for

example by preventing ztnf4 from binding to its receptor. Hence, Opponent IV is

incorrect to allege that the recited polypeptide would not have the desired biological

function.

11.106Thus, Claim 1d) of the Patent as granted, relating to the use of a polypeptide

comprising the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10. is insufficiently disclosed in the Patent

specification as filed.
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Claim 1i) as filed

1 1 .107 In point 8.1 .3 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 1i) of

the Patent as granted, relating to the use of an antibody or antibody fragment that

binds specifically to a polypeptide comprising the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10, is

insufficiently disclosed in the Patent specification as filed. In particular, Opponent IV

has alleged that Claiml i) as granted embraces a large number of antibodies, not all of

which would have the desired biological function - namely, inhibiting ztnf4 activity.

Claim 1i) as granted corresponds to Claim 1d) of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.108The SEQ ID NO: 10 polypeptide sequence contains 6 non-variable key cysteine

residues (corresponding to residues 25, 40, 43, 47, 54 and 58 of the BR43x2
polypeptide - see paragraph 0019 of the Patent specification as granted), which are

involved in interactions with ztnf4. In more detail, these 6 cysteine residues

collectively form an important antigenic structure for generation of an anti-SEQ ID NO:
10 antibody that has the ability to inhibit ztnf4 activity (ie. by inhibiting the ability of

ztnf4 to bind to a polypeptide sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10).

11.109ln this regard, Master reference D35 (by the Proprietor) describes antibodies that

specifically bind to a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10. In particular, the monoclonal

antibody 255.7 discussed in Examples 1-3 of D35 was raised against a polypeptide

antigen having a sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10. As described in Example 1, this

antibody was particularly useful for treating multiple myeloma in vivo, and was
effective for inhibiting proliferation of Burkitt's lymphoma and multiple myeloma cell

lines in vitro. Thus, D35 confirms that the recited antibodies, which specifically bind to

a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10, inhibit the activity of ztnf4.

11.110Thus, the recited therapeutic uses of an antibody or antibody fragment that binds

specifically to a polypeptide comprising the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 10, are

sufficiently disclosed in the Patent specification as filed.

Claim 2 as filed (when dependent on Claim 1, parts d) and i) as granted)

1 1 .1 1 1 1n point 8.1 .4 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 2 of
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the Patent as granted lacks sufficient disclosure for the same reasons as provided

with respect to Claim 1, parts d) and i), above. Claim 2 as granted corresponds to

Claims 2 and 33 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.112 Dependent Claims 2 and 33 are sufficiently disclosed for the same reasons as given

above with regard to Claim 1 . parts d) and i) as granted, since antibodies or antibody

fragments that bind specifically to a polypeptide comprising the sequence of SEQ ID

NO: 10, and the recited therapeutic uses thereof, are sufficiently disclosed in the

Patent specification as filed.

Claim 3, parts d) and i) as granted

1 1 . 1 1 3 In point 8.1 .5 of the Statement of Grounds. Opponent IV has alleged that parts d) and
i) of Claim 3 of the Patent as granted lack sufficient disclosure for the same reasons
as provided with respect to Claim 1. parts d) and i), above. Claim 3d) and 3i) as
granted correspond to Claims 36 and 3d), respectively, of Auxiliary Request 1.

11.1 1 4Claims 3d) and 3i) as granted are sufficiently disclosed for the same reasons as given

above with regard to Claim 1 ,
parts d) and i) as granted, since antibodies or antibody

fragments that bind specifically to a polypeptide comprising the sequence of SEQ ID

NO: 10, and the recited therapeutic uses thereof, are sufficiently disclosed in the

Patent specification as filed.

Claim 4a) as granted

> In point 8. 1 .6 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 4a) of

the Patent as granted, relating to a fusion protein in which the first portion comprises
the sequence SEQ ID NO: 8, is insufficiently disclosed. In particular, Opponent IV

has alleged that the recited fusion protein could not be made and/ or would not have
the desired biological function. In more detail, Opponent IV has alleged that the fusion

protein would be insoluble. Claim 4a) as granted corresponds to Claim 42a) of

Auxiliary Request 1

.

11.1160pponent IV is incorrect to take this view. In this regard, Claim 42a) of Auxiliary
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Request 1 is dependent on any of Claims 28-29 or 35-36, which recite therapeutic

uses of polypeptides having the recited biological function (inhibition of ztnf4 activity

or inhibition of BR43x2, TACI or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement). Thus, the fusion

protein of Claim 42a) also has these biological functions. Furthermore, Opponent IV

has not provided any evidence that the fusion protein of Claim 42a) would not be

functional, or would not be soluble.

Claim 5c) as granted

1 1 . 1 1 7 In point 8.1 .7 of the Statement of Grounds, Opponent IV has alleged that Claim 5c) of

the Patent as granted lacks sufficient disclosure for the same reasons as given above

with regard to Claim 4a) as granted. Claim 5c) as granted corresponds to Claims 5

and 43 of Auxiliary Request 1

.

1 1 .1 180pponent IV's objection does not apply to Claim 5 of Auxiliary Request 1 , since the

Claim 5 fusion proteins do not include the complete sequence of SEQ ID NO: 8.

11.1 1 9With regard to Claim 43 of Auxiliary Request 1 , this claim is sufficiently disclosed for

the reasons provided above with regard to Claim 42a) of Auxiliary Request 1 , on

which it depends. Furthermore, Claim 5c) is also sufficiently disclosed when
dependent on Claim 41 of Auxiliary Request 1, since the compounds recited in

independent base Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 and 40 of Auxiliary Request 1 also have

the desired biological activity.
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12 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

12.1 We ask that the Oppositions be refused and that the Patent be maintained based on

our Main Request (ie. the claims as granted on EP1141274); or on our Auxiliary

Request 1

.

13 FORMALITIES MATTERS

13.1 This Statement is filed in one complete original, accompanied by all additional

documents referred to (ie. those not cited by any of the Opponents), and

accompanied by 4 complete copies (including the additional documents).

13.2 Signed for and on behalf of the Patent Proprietor on 6 June 2005.

Martin R MacLean
MATHYS & SQUIRE
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We refer to the following documents (D1-D31), which have been cited in the

Opponents' opposition briefs, and to D32-D40, which are newly cited by the

Proprietor.

D1 WO 98/39361

D2 WO 00/67034

D3 WO 01/12812

D4 WO 01/24811

D5 WO 98/18921

D6 EP 0869180

D7 WO 99/12964

D8 WO 98/27114

D9 Science 278: 138-131 , 1997 (von Bulow & Bram)

D10 EMBO Journal, vol. 11, no. 11: 3897-3904, 1992 (Laabi)

D11 Nucleic Acids Research, vol. 22, no. 7: 1 147 - 1 154, 1994 (Laabi)

D12 International Immunity, vol. 10, no. 11: 1693 - 1702, 1998 (Madry)

D13 International Immunity, vol. 7, no. 7: 1093 - 1106, 1995 (Gras)

D14 WO 00/43032

D15 WO 98/55620

D16 J. Exp. Med. vol. 189, no. 11, 7 June 1999: 1747 - 1756 (Schneider)
D17 J. Exp. Med., vol. 190, no. 1 1, 6 Dec 1999: 1697-1710 (Mackay)
D18 Science, vol. 285, 9 July 1999: 260 - 263 (Moore)

D19 US 09/302,863

D20 US 60/149,378

D21 US 60/143,228

D22 US 09/255,794

D23 US 60/119,906

D24 US 60/166,271

D25 US 09/226,533 (priority document of EP 1141274)

D26 Table setting out SEQ ID NOs (provided by Opponent I)

D27 US 06/157,933
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D28 J. Biol. Chem., 2003, vol. 279: 16727 - 16735 (Patel)

D29 J. Biol. Chem., 1999. vol. 274: 15978 - 15981 (Mukhopadhyay)

D30 US 5595721

D31 Alignment of human and mouse TACI (provided by Opponent I)

D32 Bodmer et al., Trends in Biochem. Sci., vol. 27, No. 1, pgs 19-24

D33 Hymowitz et al., JBC vol. 280, No. 8, pgs 7218-7227

D34 Sequence alignment of "Prosite" sequence (D1) and SEQ ID NO: 10

D35 WO 02/066516 (ZymoGenetics, Inc.)

D36 Further experimental evidence concerning anti-TACI antibodies of

Patent Example 18 (Proprietor's unpublished data)

D37 Xia era/., J. Exp. Med., 192(1):137-143 (July 2000)

D38 Gross et al.. Nature 404:995-999 (April 2000)

D39 Thompson etal., J. Exp. Med. 192(1): 129-1 35 (July 2000)

D40 Gross et ai, Immunity 1 5:289,290 (August 2001

)

We also refer to the following Table of Citations, which sets out - for the convenience of the

Opposition Division - the documents cited by the four Opponents, the reference number
ascribed to each document by the Opponents, and the Master reference number allocated to

each document by the Proprietor.
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ANNEX 2

AUXILIARY CLAIM SET 1

1
.

Use of a compound selected from the group consisting of:

a) a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BR43x2 (SEQ ID NO: 2);

b) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 2;

c) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID
NO: 4;

d) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 10;

e) a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 4;

f) amino acid residues 8-37 of SEQ ID NO: 8;

g) amino acid residues 1-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8;

h) amino acid residues 1-37 of SEQ ID NO: 8; and

i) amino acid residues 8-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8,

for the manufacture of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, end
stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, lymphomas, light chain

neuropathy, amyloidosis, or inflammation; or for inhibiting antibody production

associated with an autoimmune disease, or for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said

inhibition further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft

versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation;

in a mammal by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in said mammal.

Use according to Claim 1 , wherein said mammal is a primate.

Use of a compound selected from the group consisting of:

a) a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BR43x2 (SEQ ID NO: 2);

b) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 2;

c) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 4;

d) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID
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NO: 10;

e) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID

NO: 59;

f) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 60;

g) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide ofSEQ ID

NO: 20;

h) a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 4;

i) amino acid residues 8-37 of SEQ ID NO: 8;

j) amino acid residues 1-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8;

k) amino acid residues 1-37 of SEQ ID NO: 8; and

I) amino acid residues 8-48 of SEQ ID NO: 8,

for the manufacture of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, end

stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, lymphomas, light chain

neuropathy, amyloidosis, or inflammation; or for inhibiting antibody production

associated with an autoimmune disease, or for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said

inhibition further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft

versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation;

in a mammal by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

Use according to any of Claims 1-3, wherein said compound is a fusion protein

consisting of a first portion and a second portion joined by a peptide bond, said first

portion comprising a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 25-58 of SEQ ID

NO: 2; and said second portion comprising another polypeptide.

Use according to Claim 4, wherein said first portion further comprises a polypeptide

selected from the group consisting of:

a) amino acid residues 59-120 of SEQ ID NO: 2;

b) amino acid residues 105-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6; and

c) amino acid residues 89-150 of SEQ ID NO: 8.

Use according to Claim 4, wherein said first portion is a polypeptide comprising the

extracellular domain of BR43x2 (SEQ ID NO: 2).
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7. Use according to Claim 4, wherein said first portion is a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 4.

8. Use according to any of Claims 4-7, wherein said second portion is an

immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region.

9. Use according to Claim 8, wherein said immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region

is a human immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region.

10. Use according to Claim 9, wherein said human immunoglobulin heavy chain constant

region is a human immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region of lgG1.

1 1
.

Use according to any of Claims 8-10, wherein said medicament comprises a multimer

of fusion proteins.

12. Use according to Claim 1 1 , wherein said medicament comprises an immunoglobulin

heavy chain constant region that contains two constant regions and lacks the variable

domain.

1 3. Use according to any of Claims 1 -1 2, wherein said antibody production is associated

with an autoimmune disease selected from systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia

gravis, multiple sclerosis or rheumatoid arthritis.

14. Use according to any of Claims 1-12, wherein said renal disease is

glomerulonephritis, vasculitis, nephritis or pyelonephritis.

15. Use according to any of Claims 1-12, wherein said antibody production is associated

with an autoimmune disease selected from insulin dependent diabetes mellitus or

Crohn's Disease.

16. Use according to any of Claims 1-12, wherein said inflammation is associated with

joint pain, swelling, anaemia, or septic shock.

1 7. An isolated polynucleotide molecule encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 2.



An isolated polynucleotide molecule of SEQ ID NO: 1.

An expression vector comprising the following operably linked elements:

a transcription promoter

a polynucleotide molecule according to Claim 17

a transcription terminator

A cultured cell into which has been introduced an expression vector according to

Claim 19, wherein said cultured cell expresses said polypeptide encoded by said

polynucleotide molecule.

A method of producing a polypeptide, comprising:

culturing a cell into which has been introduced an expression vector according to

Claim 19, whereby said cell expresses said polypeptide encoded by said

polynucleotide molecule; and

recovering said expressed polypeptide.

An isolated polypeptide having the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 2.

A polypeptide according to Claim 22 in combination with a pharmaceutical^

acceptable vehicle.

A pharmaceutical composition comprising:

a) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 2;

b) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 4; or

c) an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of SEQ ID

NO: 10;

and a pharmaceutical^ acceptable carrier.

A composition according to Claim 24, wherein said antibody or antibody fragment is

selected from the group consisting of:

a) a polyclonal antibody;
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b) a murine antibody;

c) a humanized antibody derived from b); and

d) a human monoclonal antibody.

26. A composition according to Claim 24 or 25, wherein said antibody fragment is

selected from the group consisting of F(ab'), Fab, Fv, and scFv.

27. Use of a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI for the
manufacture of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, nephritis,

pyelonephritis, renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis, Crohn's
Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock in a
mammal;

by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in said mammal.

28. Use of a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BCMA for the
manufacture of a medicament for treating systemic lupus erythematosis, myasthenia
gravis, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, end
stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain neuropathy,
amyloidosis or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling, anaemia or septic
shock; or for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said inhibition further comprises
immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus host disease,
autoimmune disease or inflammation;

in a mammal, by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in a mammal.

29. Use of a polypeptide comprising the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 0 for the manufacture
of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, nephritis,

pyelonephritis, renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis, Crohn's
Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock;
in a mammal, by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in a mammal.

30. Use of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of

SEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis,

emphysema, nephritis, pyelonephritis, renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy,
amyloidosis, Crohn's Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

septic shock;

in a mammal, by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in said mammal.

Use of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of
SEQ ID NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating systemic lupus
erythematosis, myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma,
bronchitis, emphysema, end stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas,"
light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis or inflammation associated with joint pain,'

swelling, anaemia or septic shock; or for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said
inhibition further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft
versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation;

in a mammal, by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in said mammal.

Use of amino acid residues 1-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6 for the manufacture of a
medicament for treating end stage renal failure, multiple myelomas, or lymphomas; or
for inhibiting antibody production associated with an autoimmune disease;
in a mammal, by inhibiting ztnf4 activity in said mammal.

Use according to any of Claims 27-32, wherein said mammal is a primate.

Use of a soluble polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of TACI for the
manufacture of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, nephritis,

pyelonephritis, renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis, Crohn's
Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock;
in a mammal, by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

Use of a polypeptide comprising the extracellular domain of BCMA for the
manufacture of a medicament for treating systemic lupus erythematosis. myasthenia
gravis, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, end
stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas, light chain neuropathy,
amyloidosis or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling, anaemia or septic
shock; or for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said inhibition further comprises
immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft versus host disease,
autoimmune disease or inflammation;
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36.

37.

in a mammal, by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI. or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

Use of a polypeptide comprising the sequence ofSEQ ID NO: 1 0 for the manufacture
of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, nephritis,

pyelonephritis, renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis, Crohn's
Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock;
in a mammal, by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI. or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

Use of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of
SEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament for treating asthma, bronchitis,

emphysema, nephritis, pyelonephritis, renal neoplasms, light chain neuropathy,
amyloidosis, Crohn's Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain, swelling or
septic shock;

in a mammal, by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

38. Use of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of
SEQ ID NO: 8 for manufacture of a medicament for treating systemic lupus
erythematosis, myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma,
bronchitis, emphysema, end stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, multiple myelomas,
light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis or inflammation associated with joint pain,

swelling, anaemia or septic shock; or for inhibiting effector T cells wherein said
inhibition further comprises immunosuppression associated with graft rejection, graft
versus host disease, autoimmune disease or inflammation;

in a mammal, by inhibiting BR43x2. TACI. or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

39. Use of an antibody or antibody fragment that specifically binds to a polypeptide of
SEQ ID NO: 18 for manufacture of a medicament for treating myasthenia gravis,

bronchitis, emphysema, end stage renal failure, renal neoplasms, light chain
neuropathy, amyloidosis, Crohn's Disease, or inflammation associated with joint pain
or swelling;

in a mammal by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA receptor-ztnf4 engagement.

40. Use of amino acid residues 1-166 ofSEQ ID NO: 6 for manufacture of a medicament
for treating asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, nephritis, pyelonephritis, renal
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neoplasms, light chain neuropathy, amyloidosis, Crohn's Disease, or inflammation
associated with joint pain, swelling or septic shock;

in a mammal by inhibiting BR43x2, TACI, or BCMA recePtor-2tnf4 engagement.

Use according to any of Claims 27, 29, 32, 34, 36 or 40, wherein said compound is a
fusron protein consisting of a first portion and a second portion joined by a peptide
bond, said first portion comprising a polypeptide selected from the group consisting
of:

a) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 34-66 of SEQ ID NO: 6;
b) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 71-104 of SEQ ID NO: 6; or
c) a polypeptide comprising amino acid residues 25-104 of SEQ ID NO: 6;
said second portion comprising a second polypeptide.

Use according to any of Claims 28-29 or 35-36, wherein said compound is a fusion
protein consisting of a first portion and a second portion joined by a peptide bond
said first portion comprising a polypeptide selected from the group consisting of:
a) a polypeptide comprising the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 8;

b) a polypeptide comprising amino acids residues 8-37 of SEQ ID NO: 8;
c) a polypeptide comprising amino acids residues 41-88 of SEQ ID NO: 8; or
d) a polypeptide comprising amino acids residues 8-88 of SEQ ID NO: 8;
said second portion comprising a second polypeptide.

43. Use according to Claim 41 or 42, wherein said first portion further comprises a
polypeptide selected from the group consisting of:

a) amino acid residues 59-120 of SEQ ID NO: 2;

b) amino acid residues 105-166 of SEQ ID NO: 6; and
c) amino acid residues 89-150 of SEQ ID NO: 8.

42.

44.

45.

Use according to Claim 41, wherein the first portion is a soluble polypeptide
comprising the extracellular domain of TACI.

Use according to Claim 42, wherein the first portion is a polypeptide comprising the
extracellular domain of BCMA.
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46. Use according to Claim 41
,
wherein the first portion is amino acid residues 1-154 of

SEQ ID NO: 6.

47. Use according to Claim 42. wherein the first portion is amino acid residues 1-48 of
SEQ ID NO: 8.

48. Use according to any of Cairns 41-47. wherein the second portion is an
immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region.

49 Use according to Claim 48. wherein said immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region
is a human immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region.

50. Use according to Claim 49. wherein said human immunoglobulin heavy chain
constant reg.on is a human immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region of lgG1

.

51. Use according to any of Claims 48-50. wherein said medicament comprises a
multimer of said fusion proteins.

52. Use according to Claim 51
.
wherein said medicament comprises an immunoglobulin

heavy chain constant region that contains two constant region domains and lacks the
variable region.

53. Use according to Claim 32. wherein said autoimmune disease is systemic lupus
erythematosis. myasthenia gravis or rheumatoid arthritis.

54. Use according to Claim 32. wherein said autoimmune disease is insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus. or Crohn's Disease.

55. Use according to Claim 28. 31. 35 or 38-39. wherein said renal disease
glomerulonephritis, vasculitis, nephritis or pyelonephritis.

is


